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Abstract 

This research examines the relationship between normative re-educative 

organisation development (OD), that of human values creation, shared meaning, and 

internal communication. Underpinning normative re-educative OD is the principle of 

individuals learning and developing new values (Chin & Benne, 1969; Szabla, 

Dardick, & Devlin, 2016). In this context, individuals make meaning (Bushe & 

Marshak, 2009), which is understood through sensemaking (Maitlis & Christianson, 

2014; Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005). Internal communication is explained 

through the concept of relationship development (Men & Bowen, 2017; Welch & 

Jackson, 2007), where meaning is the action outcome (Weick & Browning, 1986).  

Effective internal communication is seen as a driver of performance relevant to an 

organisation’s success (Gay, Mahony, & Graves, 2005; Meng, 2014).   

Internal communication has been described as a simple sender, receiver, model 

(Jansson, 2013; Lasswell, 1948), a process (Clark & Seward, 2000) and more recently 

as a relationship (Men & Bowen, 2017). In this research, the lens of normative re-

educative OD is applied to communication theory to enhance the depth and meaning 

of internal communication. The strategies of normative re-educative OD enable 

individuals to effectively work together through the creation of shared values (Chin & 

Benne, 1969). By pursuing this approach in organisations, meaning is improved, which 

is discussed from the perspective of sensemaking (Weick, 1995), where internal 

communication shifts from being a process to having relational qualities. 

To investigate internal communication managers’ understanding of the above, a 

hermeneutic phenomenological approach was utilised (Crowther, Ironside, Spence, & 

Smythe, 2017; van Manen, 1997). Data were collected from 24 internal 
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communication managers, which included stories about their work, semi-structured 

interviews, observations, and a review of secondary data including organisational 

documentation. Reflective journal notes made by the researcher finalised the data 

collection process. Data analysis used the constant comparison method (Dye, Schatz, 

Rosenberg, & Coleman, 2000; Strauss & Corbin, 1990) and the hermeneutic circle 

(Laverty, 2003), which enabled the discovery of the relationships between normative 

re-educative OD, meaning, and internal communication as meaning was revealed. 

The findings revealed that normative re-educative OD practices created and 

enhanced values and beliefs, developed trust-based and genuine relationships, and 

enabled personal growth and development through improved collaboration and 

participation. A stronger connection to the organisation was created, enabling the 

alignment of actions, behaviours, and communication. The implementation of values-

based practices within the organisation led to enhanced meaning of internal 

communication. 

A limitation of this thesis is the non-engagement of management in their 

understanding of the role of internal communication. This highlights an opportunity to 

broaden the research in this area. A second area of research is to include a wider range 

of industries on a global scale to identify whether there are cultural limitations to the 

approach.   

The theoretical and practical outcomes included an understanding of the 

relationship between normative re-educative OD and shared values in leading to the 

enhancement of meaning. These findings change the way internal communication is 

managed and delivered in organisations. The action science aspects of normative re-

educative OD provided learning processes, which lead to trust-based internal 

communication at individual and group levels; thus, influencing core values, beliefs, 
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and operating assumptions. Reshaping the internal communication manager role to 

include an in depth understanding of theory and practice of OD will have an impact on 

organisational culture and performance. The influencing role of internal 

communication managers is also an aid in helping senior management to understand 

change management from a normative re-educative OD perspective. This research 

extends the understanding of the interplay between normative re-educative OD, 

meaning, and internal communication in organisational outcomes.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The field of organisation development (OD) was established over 60 years ago 

and since its beginnings, many models, interventions, and events have shaped its 

existence (Church, Shull, & Burke, 2018). During this period, the focus has steadily 

remained on improving organisational effectiveness, with the early years strongly 

concentrating on the concern for individual well-being as opposed to the mechanistic 

treatment of individuals (Jamieson, Church, & Vogelsang, 2018). While there are 

many definitions of effectiveness, Oghojafor, Muo and Aduloju (2012) indicate this is 

a complex area to define and history has shown this from the early 60’s through to the 

present. In terms of this study, the concept is understood to be ‘organisational 

effectiveness’ within an organisation development context. Having created the 

boundaries for this specific study, the definition becomes the valuing of human 

relationships and interactions between employees across all levels of the organisation 

in an endeavour to improve the quality of an individuals’ working life (Burke, 1997). 

The emphasis on individual well-being and organisational effectiveness 

continues to remain current (Beer & Walton, 1987; Huse, 1978; Jamieson et al., 2018; 

Sashkin & Burke, 1987). Where organisational change has been championed as the 

role of OD (Pettigrew, Woodman, & Cameron, 2001), Bushe and Marshak (2018) 

argued this is not the case. OD centres on improving organisational health and the 

effectiveness of organisations through interventions designed to develop individuals 

and improve their self-awareness (Church et al., 2018).  
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Values in OD have played a significant role since its genesis (Bushe & Marshak, 

2009; Horne, 2014, 2018; Margulies & Raia, 1988; Shull, Church, & Burke, 2013). 

Values effect how individuals behave, their beliefs, attitudes and thought processes 

(Jamieson & Gellermann, 2014; Milbrandt, DePorres, Linski III & Ackley, 2018). OD 

professionals have sought to promote values to increase organisational effectiveness 

through creating an environment of trust, collaboration, openness, ideas generation, 

and problem solving (Cummings & Worley, 2009; Neilsen, 1984). Professionals face 

serious challenges, where there is a serious conflict between organisational members’ 

needs for greater meaning and the organisation’s focus on efficiency (Cummings & 

Worley, 2009) or on financials: profit and the bottom-line (Bushe & Marshak, 2018; 

Margulies & Raia, 1988). The literature did not present this, but what arises from this 

research is that internal communication managers have highlighted the issue where 

there is a ‘flow on’ effect to internal communication as they are experiencing a shift 

away from internal communication based on an organisational focus that is 

underpinned by values. This in turn results in less effective internal communication, 

where meaning is reduced. According to Tkalac Verčič, Verčič, and Sriramesh (2012) 

internal communication then becomes informational process delivery. 

Internal communication plays a pivotal role in an organisation’s success, 

contributing in the areas of financial objectives, culture, employee engagement, and 

internal branding (Mazzei, 2010). Given the importance of internal communication to 

organisations, scholarly interest in the study of internal communication has increased 

in recent years. Mazzei (2010) and Jo and Shim (2005) stated that internal 

communication is central to building relationships and employee commitment in 

organisations; hence, the synergy with OD, where individual well-being and 
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improving organisational effectiveness underpin this theory (French, Bell, & Zawacki, 

2000).  

In the context of this thesis, OD focusses on improving organisational 

effectiveness through the development and growth of employees by engendering a 

values-based approach that leads to more effective sharing of meaning through 

communication. To improve organisational success and facilitate a strong values-

based foundation it is necessary to create an environment where issues of bureaucracy,  

power, hierarchy, control, and manipulation are minimised so that collaboration, 

involvement, and participation are maximised (Burke, 2011; Tannenbaum & Davis, 

1969); thus, enabling employees to grow and develop to their full potential (Cummings 

& Worley, 2009). One of the key OD strategies proposed for improving organisational 

effectiveness and individual well-being is the normative re-educative approach. The 

normative re-educative OD strategy emphasises “participation, trust, emergent 

processes, and win-win negotiation” (Quinn & Sonenshein, 2008, p. 70). This strategy 

is values-based, where a shift in values, beliefs, and attitudes, and in turn, behaviours, 

occurs through learning (Janićijević, 2012, 2014).  

Given the broad church that is OD, the definition suggested by French et al. 

(2000) is used in this thesis, where OD is a “powerful set of concepts and techniques 

for improving organizational effectiveness and individual well-being” (p. vii). The 

focus is on growing and developing organisational members through the employment 

of concepts and intervention techniques, such as learning and action in order to achieve 

organisational effectiveness (Church et al., 2018; French et al., 2000). In understanding 

these concepts, Chin and Benne (1969) proposed three OD strategies for developing 

organisations: empirical-rational, power-coercive, and normative re-educative (see 

Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Three OD Strategies 

First, empirical-rational OD is based upon individuals adapting to change if there 

is rational justification for it (Janićijević, 2017; Mann-Feder & Litner, 2004). Second, 

power-coercive OD is power over individuals, with change being forced upon them 

(Fisk et al., 2019).  Third, normative re-educative OD is a participative strategy where 

changes occur to values, beliefs, attitudes, and important relationships at a personal 

level and sociocultural norms at a group level through the techniques of action and 

leaning (Chin & Benne, 1969; Janićijević, 2014). Action is, as expressed through an 

intervention or program or in the context of action learning, where individuals help 

and support each other (Revans, 1982).  

Several theories guide learning and action, the key ones used to guide this 

research are: action learning (Brook, Pedler, & Burgoyne, 2012; Pedler & Burgoyne, 

2013; Revans, 1982), alpha, beta and gamma A & B Learning (Golembiewski, 

Billingsley, & Yeager, 1976; Porras & Silvers, 2000), action research (Chin & Benne, 

1969; Tannenbaum & Davis, 1969; Warrican, 2006), and action science (Argyris & 

Schön, 1974, 1978, 1996). A central element to these theories is learning, which relates 

Organisation Development

3. 
Normative 

Re-
educative
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to the way people grow and develop, and foundational to normative re-educative OD 

is people “learning to learn from ongoing experience“ (Chin & Benne, 1969, p. 49; 

2000, p. 54). Chin and Benne (1969) and Janićijević (2012) stated where there is 

learning and reflection, that of re-education, as change occurs through action; values, 

attitudes, and beliefs shift and meaning deepens.  

Meaning is created as individuals try to make sense of an event, and this process 

is known as sensemaking (Weick, 1988, 2001, 2012). One of the underpinning 

principles of sensemaking is values, which guide an individual in how they act (Grant 

& Rothbard, 2013); therefore, as an individual acts, they try to make sense of a 

retrospective event, with meaning created through the interpretation process (Weick, 

2001). Central to this process is personal reflection, dialogue, and communication 

(Weick et al., 2005), and as individuals communicate, words, actions, and responses 

to these are shaped by their beliefs (C. R. Rogers, 2000). Where values are shared, 

sense is made of circumstances or events and meaning is improved through dialogue 

(Argyris, 1991; Argyris & Schön, 1978), thereby enhancing internal communication. 

1.2 OD APPROACH TO THESIS 

This thesis differs in its approach to internal communication by taking a 

normative re-educative OD approach. The issue of values no longer underpinning 

internal communication in the organisation is explored through the lens of OD. The 

strategy of normative re-educative OD is a values-based approach to organisational 

life and this thesis uses the foundational theory, concepts, and principles expressed 

within the normative re-educative field of OD, as conveyed in the theories and 

publications of Chin and Benne (1969), Chin and Benne (2000), and Argyris (1971, 

1976a, 1976b, 1977a, 1977b, 1982, 1994a, 2002), to understand the creation of shared 

values, that of values shared by employees (Burke, 2011). The concern with only 
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viewing internal communication from the generic communications literature is that the 

focus is on the construct and delivery of the messages, the tactical part of the function. 

A deeper understanding of internal communication is developed through the lens of 

OD, as shared values play an important part in organisations to deliver to 

organisational success.  

1.3 INTERNAL COMMUNICATION 

There is an abundance of communication literature explaining its purpose and 

construct from a process whereby communication is a simple sender/receiver model 

through to the development of relationships between organisations and their 

employees (Christensen & Cornelissen, 2011; Ewing, Men, & O’Neil, 2019; J. E. 

Grunig, 1976; Lasswell, 1948; Quirke, 1996b; Ruck, Welch, & Menara, 2017; Welch, 

2015; Welch & Jackson, 2007). Previous research has placed internal communication 

in the fields of the public relations (Ewing et al., 2019; Tkalac Verčič et al., 2012) and 

corporate communication literature (Men & Sung, 2019) and discussed it from a 

number of perspectives, such as strategic communication and leadership 

communication (Men & Bowen, 2017; Ruck et al., 2017) and internal corporate 

communication (Welch, 2012, 2015; Welch & Jackson, 2007). The naming convention 

for internal communication is another area of discussion, with scholars using several 

terms interchangeably: organisational communication (Christensen & Cornelissen, 

2011; Deetz, 1982), employee communication (Mazzei, Butera, & Quaratino, 2019), 

internal public relations (Kennan & Hazleton, 2006; Kreps, 1989), and the generic 

term of communication (Islam & Zyphur, 2007; Phillips & Brown, 1993). Tkalac 

Verčič et al. (2012) argued that internal communication is a distinct and independent 

field where communication takes place internally between employees; hence, the 

adoption of this naming convention for this thesis.  
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Over the past few years, several definitions for internal communication have 

emerged (Men & Bowen, 2017; Tkalac Verčič et al., 2012; Welch, 2015; Welch & 

Jackson, 2007). In this research, internal communication comes from a relational base 

and builds upon research by Men and Bowen (2017) and Men and Yue (2019), which 

states that the building of relationships between the individual and organisation is 

pertinent to organisational success. Previous research is extended when a normative 

re-educative OD approach is used to examine internal communication. The issue was 

identified by the interplay between internal communication and OD and was explored 

through the eyes of internal communication managers, revealing six themes created 

from 32 combined concepts: building connection, organisational congruence, theories 

and action alignment, sincere dialogue, valuing participation and reshaping the 

internal communication manager’s role. Several of the participants’ crafted stories 

that emerged from the data revealed the importance of developing genuine 

relationships throughout the organisation based on shared values, which were 

developed through a normative re-educative OD approach, as meaning in 

communication is improved through the lens of OD. 

1.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

  
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the significance of normative re-

educative OD in creating meaning through shared values and it explores the 

implications for effectively sharing this through internal communication. This thesis 

contributes to the theoretical understanding of internal communication by applying an 

OD lens that enables internal communication to be improved through enhancing 

meaning. Internal communication managers play a pivotal role in organisations and 

the findings of this research revealed that their role is much broader than current 
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literature acknowledges. Building upon the tactical communication delivery, their role 

also includes being an OD expert and change manager.  

 The findings from this thesis provide evidence to support practical implications 

for the field of internal communication. Taking a normative re-educative OD approach 

has the potential to change the way communication is crafted and delivered, leading to 

enhanced meaning. Having further insight into the role of internal communication 

managers in organisations provides a greater understanding of how their role 

contributes to organisational success. 

1.5 RESEARCH FOCUS 

The thesis seeks to understand the research problem presented by internal 

communication managers,  an apparent shift away from values underpinning internal 

communication. The research explores normative re-educative OD strategies in the 

formation of shared values and seeks to understand the role of normative re-educative 

OD in leading to more effective sharing of meaning. It examines how this may improve 

internal communication through the transmission process. Finally, through an analysis 

of normative re-educative OD and its role in improving meaning in internal 

communication, this research seeks to provide new insights into improving internal 

communication in organisations and how the implementation of normative re-

educative OD strategies can enable this. In response to these objectives, the following 

overarching research question was developed to guide the research: 

What is the relationship between normative re-educative OD, meaning, and 

internal communication? 

The following subset of research questions is addressed: 
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1. What is the internal communication manager’s perception of normative re-

educative OD in values creation? 

2. Why is normative re-educative OD important in values creation? 

3. What is the internal communication manager’s perception of normative re-

educative OD in creating meaning in internal communication? 

4. Why is the interaction between normative re-educative OD and meaning 

important in internal communication? 

5. How can normative re-educative OD and meaning improve internal 

communication? 

1.6 METHODOLOGY 

To answer the research questions, qualitative research was undertaken because 

it describes the lived experiences of individuals (Crotty, 1998; van Manen, 2017a). In 

order to capture the voices of the participants, the methodology of hermeneutic 

phenomenology was selected as it lends itself to comprehending the meanings, 

interpretations, and subjective experiences of individuals (Crowther et al., 2017; 

Liamputtong, 2013; van Manen, 2017b). A subjective point of view enables the 

personal feelings and perceptions of the experience to be captured providing greater 

insight into the phenomenon (van Manen, 2016). Using the lens of an interpretative 

perspective, this thesis focuses on internal communication managers and their lived 

experience of normative re-educative OD, that of developing shared values. Internal 

communication managers were selected as participants for this research due to their 

expertise and knowledge of communication in organisations and role of advisor to 

senior management (Quirke, 2008). Through the study of meaning in a Weickian sense 

(Weick, 1988, 1993, 2001) this provides an understanding of the agreement, 

commitment, and the practice of values associated with OD. Methods of inquiry 

included hermeneutic interpretation and the constant comparison method on data 
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elicited from internal communication managers through stories, semi structured 

interviews, observation of the participants, and organisational documentation that 

enabled an insight into the organisation’s communication. The central phenomenon 

was limited to the experiences of internal communication managers.  

1.7 THESIS OUTLINE 

The thesis investigates and answers the research questions across six chapters. 

A description of the chapters follows. 

The first chapter outlines the study, the research focus, and the rationale for using 

an OD approach is discussed. Here, the area of internal communication is explored. 

The purpose and background of the research are discussed and the research questions 

presented. The chapter justifies why it was important to use an OD approach in this 

research in order to gain a better understanding of the underpinnings of communication 

and discover what drives values-based internal communication. 

Chapter 2 examines the theoretical literature on the three theories being 

discussed: OD, sensemaking, and internal communication. This chapter examines the 

historical aspects of OD, justifying the definition selected and introducing the three 

families of OD strategies: empirical rational, power-coercive, and normative re-

educative. The literature review then discusses common elements within the normative 

re-educative strategies, the learning aspects associated with growing and developing 

individuals, understanding the actions of individuals and why individuals avoid 

learning, Next, literature related to normative re-educative techniques is discussed. 

The benefits of normative re-educative OD are also emphasised. The chapter then 

discusses how meaning is created through sensemaking, as well as communication in 

organisations. Shifting the focus to internal communication highlights the relational 
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aspects of this type of communication, which then highlights the connection with the 

normative re-educative OD approach. To understand the effectiveness of the OD, the 

organisational transformational model created by Gapp and Fisher (2008) is then 

discussed. The chapter concludes by presenting the research questions developed 

based on the literature review and a summary of the literature review.  

Chapter 3 outlines the selection and the justification of the research methodology 

chosen to answer the research questions. The underpinning philosophical assumptions 

guiding this research is from the perspective of a nominalist, social constructionist, 

and interpretative approach. A qualitative research approach was used, with 

hermeneutic phenomenology  as the research methodology used to answer the research 

questions, as this enables the lived experiences of the participants (internal 

communication managers) to be heard. As part of the research design, the data 

collection undertaken is described and the data analysis process employed is outlined, 

which includes the constant comparison method and hermeneutic circle. 

Trustworthiness is established and ethical considerations are also reviewed. 

Chapter 4 presents the data collection and data analysis. In this chapter, the data 

collection methods are discussed, including the preparation process undertaken prior 

to the commencement of the research for this thesis. Data collection procedures 

included stories, semi-structured interviews, observation, and organisational 

documentation. Shifting the focus to internal communication highlights the relational 

aspects of this type of communication, which then highlights the connection with the 

normative re-educative OD approach.  

Chapter 5, the findings and discussion chapter, presents key findings in relation 

to the sub research questions, which in turn answers the overarching research question. 
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This chapter discusses the findings in conjunction with the research questions offered. 

Next, the application of the theoretical framework of the Gapp and Fisher’s (2008) 

organisational transformation model to the qualitative data is discussed. The additional 

findings that emerged outside of the research questions are then stated. Lastly, the 

overarching research question is discussed in relation to the findings. 

 
Chapter 6 presents the conclusions from this thesis. A summary of the findings 

is discussed in the context of the theoretical contribution and the practical implications 

of this research. The chapter discusses several factors that lead to change. The chapter 

also discusses the practical implications of the findings for senior management and 

internal communication managers.  

The chapter includes the limitations to the research,  the breadth of the research, 

which included businesses across a range of sizes impacting on the role of the internal 

communication manager. Recommendations for future research and theoretical 

implications from this research are also provided in this chapter. This is followed by 

the concluding remarks for the thesis. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The field of organisation development (OD) has been researched, written about, 

and discussed by scholars and practitioners for well over 60 years. Since its early 

beginnings, there have been several perspectives on what the field entails from the 

influences on the field, which are discussed below, to the application of the field in 

organisations. One of the basic premises of OD is its foundation of values as a driver 

in the field (Bushe & Marshak, 2009; Chin & Benne, 1969; Milbrandt et al., 2018).  

This chapter begins by examining the historical aspects of OD, justifying the 

definition selected and introducing the three families of OD strategies: empirical 

rational, power-coercive, and normative re-educative (Chin & Benne, 1969). The 

literature review then discusses common elements within the normative re-educative 

strategies, the learning aspects associated with growing and developing individuals, 

understanding the actions of individuals and why individuals avoid learning, Model I 

and Model II theory-in-use (Argyris, 1982), helping individuals to understand and 

know themselves then help others, and understanding other people’s differences. Next, 

literature related to normative re-educative techniques is discussed: action learning 

(Pedler & Burgoyne, 2012); alpha, beta, and gamma A & B learning (Golembiewski, 

et.al., 1976); action research (Warrican, 2006); action science (Argyris & Schon, 

1974); and profound knowledge (Deming, 1994). The benefits of normative re-

educative OD are also emphasised. The chapter then discusses how meaning is created 

through sensemaking, as well as communication in organisations. To understand the 

effectiveness of the OD, the organisational transformational model created by Gapp 

and Fisher (2008) is then discussed. The chapter concludes by presenting the research 
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questions developed based on the literature review and a summary of the literature 

review. 

2.2 HISTORY OF OD 

In tracing back to the roots of OD, attention was on discovering a more 

comprehensive understanding of the dynamics of people and organisations 

(Cummings & Worley, 2009; Greiner & Cummings, 2004). McGregor (1960) 

described his hope for the future for human resources: 

we are today in a period when the development of theory within the social 

sciences will permit innovations which are at present inconceivable. Among 

these will be dramatic changes in the organization and management of 

economic enterprise. The capacities of the average human being for creativity, 

for growth, for collaboration, for productivity (in the full sense of the term) 

are far greater than we have recognized…it is possible that the half-century 

will bring the most dramatic changes in human history (p. 244). 

McGregor (1960) prophesised there would be dramatic changes and significant 

advances in the field of OD. OD continues to thrive (Bushe & Marshak, 2018; Gilpin-

Jackson & Crump, 2018), even though some scholars insist that the field of OD is 

either stagnant, as Burke (2018) argued; has lost its original sense of purpose, as stated 

by Bradford and Burke (2004); or is dying according to Beer (cited in Bushe & 

Marshak, 2018). Burke (2018) did point out that at times he has advocated for OD and 

at other times he has been very critical of the field. Regardless, how the field of OD 

should advance in the future and what role it should play in organisations are at the 

forefront of discussions (Church et al., 2018; Gilpin-Jackson & Crump, 2018; 

Milbrandt et al., 2018).  
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To understand the field of OD further, Table 1 summarises the key aspects of 

OD discussed in this research. Key themes include the involvement of individuals and 

the whole organisation, the use of an intervention to enable a shift in values, attitudes, 

and beliefs, knowledge obtained from the field of behavioural science, and a focus on 

improving the overall effectiveness of the organisation and individual well-being.  
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Table 1: Key aspects of the fields of OD 

Author Year Nature and Scope of 
Effort 

Intervention Target of Intervention Knowledge base Desired Outcomes 

Beckhard 1969 Planned, 
organisation-wide, 
managed from the 
top. 
 

Planned interventions 
in the organisation’s 
processes. 

Total organization. 
 
Organisational 
processes 
 

Behavioural science 
knowledge 

Increased organisational 
effectiveness and health 

Neilsen 1984 Changing mindsets  Individuals take greater 
responsibility and 
being open. 
 

Individuals  Individual and 
organisational growth 

French & Bell  2000 A long-range effort Designed to bring 
about a more effective 
and collaborative 
management of 
organisation culture; 
using the assistance of 
a change agent or 
catalyst. 
 

Organisational culture Behavioural 
science, including 
action research. 

Improve an 
organisation’s problem-
solving and renewal 
processes. 

Cummings & 
Worley  

2009 Planned, system-wide 
application  

Planned development, 
improvement and 
reinforcement of 
strategies, structures, 
and processes. 
 

Total organisation Behavioural science 
knowledge 

Organisational 
effectiveness 

Bushe & 
Marshak 

2009 Creating an 
awareness of a 
system to change it. 

Collaboration 
facilitated by a change 
agent. 

Organisation and social 
system. 

 Developing and 
enhancing organisations 
and the wider social 
systems. 

Note: Adapted from French et al. (2000, pp. 4-5) 
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OD emerges from many fields, including humanistic psychology (Bushe, 2017), 

cognitive social psychology, cognitive sciences (Bartunek & Moch, 1987), applied 

behavioural sciences field (Jamieson et al., 2018), and social sciences (Porras & Berg, 

1978; Shull et al., 2013). Leading up to the mid 1980’s when appreciative inquiry (AI) 

was introduced, there were many developments in OD theory and practice, including 

large-group interventions (Burke, 2018). In their research, Bushe and Marshak (2014) 

claimed that the past 25–30 years have seen numerous fruitful improvements; 

however, Burke (2018) argued this was not the case, because innovation has been 

minor since 1987, the timing of the launch of AI. Despite this, Gilpin-Jackson and 

Crump (2018) stated that the field of OD continues to remain strong, with a focus on 

exploring methods to improve organisational effectiveness. 

The focus of OD is on human and social practices, specifically the values, 

beliefs, and attitudes of individuals, groups, or cultures to develop organisations and 

their people to improve effectiveness (Worley & Feyerherm, 2003). Values unite 

individuals and form the DNA of organisations  (Schein & Schein, 2018). 

Underpinning the field of OD is a set of principal values (Burke, 2014; Burnes & 

Jackson, 2011; Bushe & Marshak, 2009; Horne, 2014; Jamieson et al., 2018; 

Margulies & Raia, 1988). There is no one definition for the values supporting OD 

(Bradford & Burke, 2004; Church & Jamieson, 2014), though several scholars argue 

values are still pertinent to this field (Burke, 1997; Burnes & Jackson, 2011; Margulies 

& Raia, 1988; Milbrandt et al., 2018). According to Jamieson et al. (2018) values 

considered common across the field of OD were categorised into three groups: 

humanism, democracy and development. Humanistic values include ‘authenticity’, 

‘honesty’, ‘respect’ and ‘openness’; democratic values include ‘participation’, 

‘choice’ and ‘collaboration’ and developmental values include ‘learning’, ‘growth’ 
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and ‘potential’ (Jamieson et al., 2018, p. 2). The values discussed by Bushe and 

Marshak (2009) are reflective of the participative and collaborative nature of OD, 

enabling greater understanding of a system and how to transform it, the use of a 

facilitator in doing so, and the improvement to systems and the organisation. In 

understanding the system, the emphasis is on people; individuals in organisations 

(Senge, 1996). The core principles underlying this thinking is the fostering of “a real 

spirit of vision and aspiration in organizations, and reflection” (Senge & von Ameln, 

2019, p. 124). This enables the development of a learning environment that inspires 

creativity and improves capabilities (Senge, 1990). 

Embodied in the theory and practices of OD are the processes and intervention 

to build capability (Worley, 2014; Worley & Feyerherm, 2003). An intervention is 

enabled by an external person through the building of a relationship with the individual 

or group (Argyris, 1970), though it may be argued that an internal person may suit this 

role due to their comprehensive understanding of the organisation (Buono & Subbiah, 

2014). Three requirements must be met for the intervention to be successful: 1) the 

information provided must be true to the situation, 2) the involvement of the individual 

or the group in the intervention must be of their choosing, and 3) the action taken by 

the individual or group must be their decision (Argyris, 1970; French et al., 2000).  

As OD has evolved, the shift in emphasis has been from “changing behaviour 

and what people do” to “changing mindsets and what people think” (Bushe & 

Marshak, 2009, p. 357). The theory and practices of OD have progressed over the years 

and new thoughts have emerged, while previous ones have been discarded (Burke, 

2018; Burnes & Cooke, 2012). Given the broad-ranging, diverse, and complex nature 

of OD, agreement on a definition for this field of practice varies significantly.  
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2.2.1 Defining OD 

Several definitions have been proposed for OD, with one of the early OD 

practitioners and theorists, Beckhard (1969) suggesting an operational definition, 

which is supported by several scholars:  

Organization development is an effort (1) planned (2) organization-wide, and 

(3) managed from the top, to (4) increase organizational awareness and health 

through (5) planned interventions in the organization’s ‘processes’, using 

behavioural-science knowledge (p. 9). 

The focus here is on developing a healthy and effective organisation with 

management commitment to support these goals through shared values. It is through 

the fusion of individual employee values that shared values result (Cavanagh, Fisher, 

Francis & Gapp, 2012). Choi and Ruona (2011) and Watkins and Golembiewski 

(1995) supported OD as a way to improve organisational health, in turn supporting 

personal growth (Tannenbaum & Davis, 1969). In an environment that produces 

growth, objectives include enriching existence for individuals (Burnes & Cooke, 2012; 

Mink, 1998). In contrast, some organisations treat their businesses as an asset, focusing 

more on efficiency. Such consequences then hinder personal growth (Pfeffer & Veiga, 

1993; Shull et al., 2013). Where the focus is on building human capability and not on 

creating person power, this enables the development of people and organisations. OD 

also includes long term efforts to advance an organisation’s problem-solving 

capabilities (French, 1969; McLean, 2005).  

In the tradition of OD, several scholars have proposed that it is a planned change 

strategy to grow organisations (Bennis, 1966; Burke, 2014; Burnes & Cooke, 2012; 

Choi & Ruona, 2011). However, Bushe and Marshak (2018) argued that the core 

principles of OD are dismissed if the emphasis is only on enabling change. With a 
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focus on innovation, consulting, and operations management, Cummings and Worley 

(2009) provided a definition that differentiates OD from change management and 

organisational change, “Organization development is a system-wide application and 

transfer of behavioural science knowledge to planned development, improvement and 

reinforcement of the strategies, structures, and processes that lead to organisational 

effectiveness” (p. 1). This definition highlights development, the importance of 

learning and growth, as being crucial to improving organisational effectiveness.   

An alternate interpretation offered by Beer and Walton (1987) proposed OD as 

a set of interventions implemented to improve organisational effectiveness and 

employee well-being, which is similar to the philosophy of OD presented by Church 

(2017) and Jamieson et al. (2018). In support of this understanding, French et al. (2000) 

described OD as a “powerful set of concepts and techniques for improving 

organizational effectiveness and individual well-being that had its genesis in the 

behavioural sciences field” (p. vii). 

OD is transformational in its underpinnings as beliefs, assumptions, and values 

shift (Chin & Benne, 1969; McLean, 2005). Neilsen (1984) suggested an alternate 

interpretation, which encompasses two important themes focusing on values; first, 

individuals being honest in their interactions with each other; and second, being 

accountable for all that they do at work. When evidenced, it is anticipated that 

relationships will be improved, resulting in personal and organisational goals being 

reached. Therefore, the values, individual responsibility and being open to enable the 

building of personal relationships, emphasise a way to help organisations and 

individuals grow (Neilsen, 1984). This aligns with research by Bushe and Marshak 

(2009) and Alderfer (1977), who suggested that the set of values that forms the basis 

of OD are building human potential, involvement, development, and trust. Efforts have 
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been made to finely tune the list, and as a result, Jamieson et al. (2018) stated that four 

groupings underpin the values: “humanism, democracy, development, and 

effectiveness” (p. 2). Similar to the values discussed previously, the common point is 

the focus on the involvement and development of employees. 

Values have played an integral role in OD since its beginnings, with employee 

well-being and organisational effectiveness achieved through collaboration, people 

development, empowerment, and openness (Cummings & Worley, 2009). The field of 

OD continues to evolve, with several voices determining its path and numerous 

scholars in the past 10–20 years calling for a return to the values-based approach to 

OD (Milbrandt et al., 2018; Shull et al., 2013). For the purpose of this thesis, French 

et al.’s (2000) definition of OD,  “[a] powerful set of concepts and techniques for 

improving organizational effectiveness and individual well-being that had its genesis 

in the behavioural sciences field” (p. vii), is used due to its focus on the values-based 

approach to the development and growth of employees. Values such as “personal 

growth, human potential, learning and actualization” (Jamieson et al., 2018, p. 2), are 

also included. OD definitions such as the above focus on a specific set of values to 

guide the way of life in organisations, improving human well-being and the 

enhancement of organisational effectiveness, and this takes place through the concepts 

and techniques discussed in the following sections. 

2.2.2 OD Strategies 

The field of OD can be divided into three OD families of strategies: empirical-

rational, normative re-educative, and power-coercive, as illustrated in Appendix A 

(Chin & Benne, 1969), and summarised in Table 2. Each of these strategies are based 

on varying assumptions about what causes people to alter their values, attitudes, 

beliefs, and behaviour. One aspect in all approaches is the use of and application of 
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knowledge as a means for shifting patterns in the way individuals act (French et al., 

2000; Janićijević, 2017). 

Table 2: Summation of OD Strategies 

OD Strategies  Empirical 
Rational 

Normative Re-educative Power-Coercive 

Strategy Rational 
arguments  

Collaboration/participation Power: political, 
economic, moral 
 

Assumptions Individual as a 
knowledgeable 
being 
 

Individuals can learn and 
change 

Individual self interest 

Environment Creates 
conditions for 
rationalisation 

Creates trusting 
environment for growth 
 

Creates conditions of 
insecurity 

Target of the 
Intervention 

Shifting 
thought 
processes 
through 
knowledge 
 

Shifting norms, values, 
and attitudes to achieve 
individual growth and 
development 
 

Quasi shift in either 
thought processes, 
norms, values, or 
attitudes 

Intervention Justification 
through 
information 
distribution and 
rational 
persuasion 
 

Self-reflection and 
learning bringing to light 
conscious and non-
conscious elements 

Coercion of people from 
top down through 
dictation 

Note: Summarised from French et al. (2000) 

The empirical-rational OD and power-coercive OD strategies are innovation and 

organisation based, whereas the normative re-educative OD approach focuses on the 

individual (Edge, Reynolds, & O’Toole, 2015; Hord, 1992). Normative re-educative 

OD aims to alter the minds of individuals through interventions designed to help them 

rethink their values, beliefs, and attitudes (Janićijević, 2017; Mann-Feder & Litner, 

2004). As individuals do this, they look to find the value and meaning in it for them 

(Choi & Ruona, 2011), whereas power-coercive OD strategies force people to comply 

(Mitchell, 2013; Szabla, Stefanchin, & Warner, 2014).  

In taking an all-compassing view of these strategies (see Appendix A and Table 

2) rational-empirical OD, or empirical-rational OD as it is sometimes labelled, targets 
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rational informational processing (Quinn & Sonenshein, 2008; Warrican, 2006). With 

a focus on metrics, it is scientifically based (Wideen & Holborn, 1986). Normative re-

educative OD emphasises trust as a foundation for OD (Quinn & Sonenshein, 2008) 

and is based on collaboration and participation, with individual growth and 

development achieved through a shift in values, beliefs, and assumptions(Janićijević, 

2012, 2017). Power-coercive OD strategies emphasise political and economic power 

exercised through manipulation, direct or coercive, that of compliance (Mann-Feder 

& Litner, 2004; Szabla et al., 2014). The following sections outline the families of 

strategies for each of these three concepts in greater depth. 

2.2.2.1 Power-Coercive OD  

Power-coercive OD strategies emphasise power, playing a key role in terms of 

knowledge with power, which is knowledge possession and transmission, being a 

major component in effecting change. Its form may be political, economic, and 

authoritarian or otherwise, meaning those with less power adhere to directions and to 

those who have greater power (Chin & Benne, 1969; Haffer, 1986; Janićijević, 2012; 

Quinn, Spreitzer, & Brown, 2000; Vaughan & Beers, 2017). Other types of coercive 

strategies may include the use of moral power, “playing upon the sentiments of guilt 

and shame” (Chin & Benne, 1969, p. 52; Warrican, 2006). 

Typically, a power-coercive OD strategy is implemented at the time of a merger 

or acquisition where organisational restructuring is required (Belias & Koustelios, 

2014; Szabla et al., 2014) or to solve major conflicts of interest (Dunphy & Stace, 

1993). Kotter and Schlesinger (1979) stated that there is an associated risk in using 

this strategy, as employees do not like being forced to change, resulting in resentment 

or conflict (Crowfoot & Chesler, 1974). Where a power-coercive approach is adopted 

displaying personal power and control, for example, by management, (Janićijević, 
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2017; H. J. Walker, Armenakis, & Bernerth, 2007) compliance often occurs. Research 

has shown that a collaboration with organisational members, a normative re-educative 

approach, leads to commitment (Kotter & Schlesinger, 1979; Warrican, 2006). 

Therefore, as D. Lewis and Cunnington (1993) argued, power-coercive strategies are 

best not used as the main strategy for effective intervention within organisations. 

2.2.2.2 Empirical-Rational OD 

The basic premise of empirical-rational strategies is that individuals are rational 

in their thinking and will adapt to change if a rational justification can be provided and 

a benefit is attached (Haffer, 1986; Hagerman & Tiffany, 1994; Janićijević, 2012). 

Within this strategy, developing knowledge and disseminating it through education is 

important because it provides the reason for why a change needs to take place (Chin 

& Benne, 1969; Szabla et al., 2016). However, this is a top down approach (Mann-

Feder & Litner, 2004) and rational persuasion, knowledge, or information is delivered 

to the receiver in order to influence them to do what makes sense (Boonstra & 

Bennebroek Gravenhorst, 1998; Janićijević, 2017). The first concern identified is that 

the deliverer of the information or knowledge may lack understanding of their people, 

behaviour, and relationships (Chin & Benne, 1969). The second concern is the poor 

consideration of implications for culture (Boonstra & Bennebroek Gravenhorst, 1998), 

as demonstrated by Warrican (2006), whereby the choice for teachers to implement a 

new program is taken away through the negative effects implied for students. The third 

concern is that when considering how to spread the information, implications for 

communication arise; the structure and dynamics of the communication need to be 

understood and role conflicts arise, highlighting the normative concerns at stake 

between each of the parties (Havelock & Benne, 1969). Empirical-rational strategies 

have been employed by top management in the belief that when employees are 
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presented with the reasons for change they will see it as rational and accept it; however, 

D. Lewis and Cunnington (1993) argued this is not the case, as it results in a lack of 

trust and belief due to issues of poor consultation and minimal concern for 

organisational members. The above arguments emphasise the need for collaborative 

interactions, strong interpersonal relationships, and social environments; a crossing 

over with normative re-educative strategies. 

Assumptions of the empirical-rational family of strategies diverge strongly from 

the normative re-educative family of strategies due to their differing foci. Empirical-

rational strategies focus on individuals being rational, with systems, technology, and 

processes organising people; whereas normative re-educative strategies focus on the 

individual and their motivation and pave the way for individual growth and 

development in organisations through a participatory approach (Chin & Benne, 1969; 

Szabla et al., 2016).  

2.2.2.3 Normative Re-educative OD 

The normative re-educative family of strategies is based on participation, where 

individuals are involved in relearning and it is more than acquiring new information 

or understanding, as values, attitudes, and beliefs shift, skills improve, and 

relationships prosper (Chin & Benne, 1969; Szabla et al., 2016; Warrican, 2006). The 

foci of these strategies see individuals at a personal level being guided by a set of 

values, beliefs, and attitudes, and also as part of a social system guided by cultural 

norms (Chin & Benne, 1969; Janićijević, 2012). When individuals take action, this 

results in a shift in attitudes, beliefs, and values and enables commitment to that which 

is new and is where re-education occurs (Mann-Feder & Litner, 2004). 

Warrican (2006) suggested that some tenets of this strategy include individuals 

working together, being proactively engaged, and sharing accountability. Normative 
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re-educative strategies also include social-psychological aspects that influence 

behaviour and highlight how there may be a lack of consciousness of the influence 

these aspects may have (Mann-Feder & Litner, 2004). Consequently, both conscious 

and non-conscious elements affect an individual’s behaviour, and normative re-

educative strategies bring this to light (Szabla et al., 2016). 

In summary, when analysing the three OD families of strategies, it is evident that 

power-coercive strategies manage individuals through coercion and power, that of 

manipulation, whereas empirical-rational OD is a persuasive approach based on 

rational arguments using information (Janićijević, 2012, 2014; Quinn et al., 2000). 

Normative re-educative OD creates a supportive environment where involvement and 

collaboration are encouraged (Janićijević, 2017; Warrican, 2006). In this type of 

environment, individuals grow and develop, and a shift in values, beliefs, and attitudes 

takes place as they learn. This creates an environment of shared values and beliefs, as 

discussed in the following section.  

Common Elements Within Normative Re-educative OD Strategies 

Within the domain of normative re-educative OD there are several fields to 

further understand these strategies (see Table 3). It is important to understand the 

organisational environment that needs to be created, the role of the facilitator in 

enabling the shifting of thoughts and behaviours of individuals, and how this takes 

place through learning. Another consideration is the interventions associated with 

shifting behaviours and the outcome envisaged when this shift occurs. 
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Table 3: Summation of normative re-educative strategies 

Organisational 
environment 

Facilitator to shift 
attitudes, values, 

and norms 

Blocks to Learning Enablers of Learning Interventions Outcome 

• Involvement  
• Relationship 

development 
• Trust 
• Supporting individual 

differences 
• Open communication 

• Change agent 
• Manager 
• Therapist 
• Trainer 

• Single- loop 
learning 

• Model I 
behaviours 

• Defensive 
routines 

• Self-reflection 
• Double- loop 

learning 
• Model II 

behaviours 
 

• Action learning 
• Alpha, beta, 

gamma – A & B 
learning 

• Action research 
• Action science 
• Profound 

Knowledge 

Improvement in: 
• Organisational 

effectiveness 
• Individual well-being 
• Individual growth 

 

Note: Summarised from Chin and Benne (1969, pp. 43-52) 
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In discussing the common elements within the normative re-educative strategies, 

the first is the involvement and participation of individuals, that is, undertaking a 

collaborative approach to events (Choi & Ruona, 2011; Edge et al., 2015). This 

approach sees the inclusion of individuals in the change that is taking place rather than 

having it imposed upon them, as occurs when a power-coercive strategy is undertaken. 

The second element questions the assumption that improved information delivery may 

resolve an organisational issue; however, this may not be the case because the issue 

may be embedded at a deeper level within the attitudes, values, or norms of 

organisational members, groups, or the organisation (Chin & Benne, 1969; Choi & 

Ruona, 2011; McCormick, 1992). The third element within the normative re-educative 

approach is the facilitation of change through direct intervention by a change agent 

(Mann-Feder & Litner, 2004), who may be an employee or a manager (Janićijević, 

2012, 2014) or therapist or trainer (Quinn & Sonenshein, 2008). Efforts to effect 

change often flounder when norms, values, and assumptions are challenged; thus, the 

change agent’s role is to help support individuals through the process by ensuring clear 

communication and a trusting environment. The values of both the change agent and 

the individual are laid bare to enable change to occur at a level where beliefs, attitudes, 

and values will alter (Haffer, 1986; Land, 2001). For the change agent, understanding 

and reshaping values is of critical significance (Chin & Benne, 1969). 

Characteristics of normative re-educative OD strategies include the engagement 

of a change agent to facilitate the intervention through working with the individual 

(Mann-Feder & Litner, 2004). This requires the active involvement of organisational 

members because it takes more than information delivery to alter the values, beliefs, 

and attitudes of individuals (Janićijević, 2012, 2014; McCormick, 1992; Warrican, 

2006). A key point is that normative re-educative OD is about growing individuals and 
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cultivating problem-solving skills (Choi & Ruona, 2011) and this takes place through 

learning.  

Learning Aspects Associated with Growing and Developing Individuals  

Learning is necessary in organisations for individuals to grow and develop,  and for 

learning to occur, individuals need to be self-reflective of their behaviour and 

understand their role in contributing within an organisation (Argyris, 1991, 1994b, 

1995, 2002). Two terms have been developed to explain the critical difference 

between what is occurring; single-loop and double-loop learning (Argyris, 1976a). 

Single loop learning takes place in organisations when an issue is overcome within 

strict guidelines and there is no questioning of what is taking place (Argyris, 1977c). 

In a communication context, when managers choose to repress the truth when there 

are organisational issues and censor the messages delivered to employees, this limits 

the opportunity for employees to question how they may have contributed to the 

issue at hand, demonstrating single-loop learning (Argyris, 1994b). 

Argyris (1976a, 1977a, 1994a, 2002) proposed that the concept of double-loop 

learning helps individuals to grow and develop, which is very different from the single-

loop model of learning that stifles learning within organisations. Single-loop learning 

takes place when there is no questioning of the underlying program (Argyris, 1977c; 

Romme & van Witteloostuijn, 1999), while double-loop learning is based on how 

people think and the reasoning they employ to take certain actions (Argyris, 1991). 

The knowledge and skills required to produce double-loop learning are more advanced 

than those required for single-loop learning (Argyris, 2003; Romme & van 

Witteloostuijn, 1999). The significance of double-loop learning is that if it does not 

occur, individuals fail to understand the values, beliefs, and assumptions they hold, 

which leads to an organisation governed by the status quo (Argyris, 1976a, 1976b). In 
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enabling individuals to examine their values, beliefs, and assumptions, the individual 

can then tackle that which is creating the behaviours hindering learning and take 

appropriate action (Argyris, 1994a). 

Understanding the Actions of Individuals and Why Individuals Avoid 
Learning 

To help with understanding how organisational members act, two theories were 

proposed, the espoused theory of action (Argyris & Schön, 1974; Dick & Dalmau, 

1999) and theory-in-use (Argyris & Schön, 1974; Dick & Dalmau, 1999). Such 

theories explain the actions and outcomes of individual behaviour and how learning is 

impacted when there is a lack of alignment between what is espoused and the actions 

taken. Individuals often deflect blame when issues arise and this results in 

defensiveness and these theories help explain an individual’s defensiveness 

Underpinning each of these theories is a set of behaviours. The espoused theory of 

action includes individual beliefs and guidelines that come from background 

experiences, which vary widely and are used as a way to behave and judge others on 

their behaviour (Argyris & Schön, 1974; Dick & Dalmau (1999). Theory-in-use 

includes a set of constraining principles that define most individuals and these lead to 

self-reflection, thereby resisting humiliation and feeling threatened (Argyris & Schön, 

1974; Dick & Dalmau (1999). Refer to the models below (Argyris, 1982).  

Model I and Model II Theory-in-Use 

Model I Theory-In-Use 

Model 1 (see Figure 2) was found to be used by most individuals and the features 

of this model comprise of behaviours relating to being in control of others, winning 

over losing, and not dealing with feelings leading to miscommunication, 

defensiveness, and low trust, thereby limiting learning (Argyris, 1979). In Model 1, it 
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appears individuals have learned a theory-in-use often very early in life, which is 

where actions lead to defensive routines (Argyris, 1994a). 

Figure 2: Argyris (1982, p. 12) Model I Theory-In-Use 

 Model II Theory-In-Use 

In contrast, one key feature of Model II (see Figure 3) is being able to express 

one’s own views leading to outcomes of effective problem solving and action that 

results in learning (Argyris, 1982). While this model may seem simplistic, the issue is 

that individuals believe they behave in this way, when in most instances they do not, 

and they are completely unaware of this (Argyris, 1991; Argyris & Schön, 1978). To 

enable learning to occur, it is important to overcome defensive routines by 

understanding the theories-in-use (Argyris, 1994a). It is only when the wisdom of deep 

learning for the betterment of humanity prevails that a defence against the all-

pervading defensive routines is created (C. S. Lewis, 1941). 

Figure 3: Argyris (1982, p. 19) Model II Theory-In-Use 

Image removedd

Image removed 
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According to Argyris (2000), effective learning requires intervention. In 

defining intervention, Argyris (2000) proposed “to enter into an ongoing system of 

relationship, to come between or among persons, groups or objects for the purpose of 

helping them” (p.117). The key point in this definition is to help others; it is not a 

selfish approach to helping or coercion. For learning to occur, it needs to be permanent, 

not temporary, and “valid information, free and informed choice and internal 

commitment to the choice” is integral to intervention activity (Argyris, 1982, p. 19; 

2000), because before an individual can help others, they need to understand 

themselves. 

A Focus on the Use of Self: Helping Individuals to Understand and Know 
Themselves 

“A human being has so many skins inside, covering the depths of the heart. We 

know so many things, and through self-examination, we are able to know ourselves.” 

(Allen, 2015, p. 36). For individuals to learn, they need to know and understand 

themselves, which requires tapping into the depth of an individual’s being, drawing 

upon capabilities to enable growth and learning to take place (Kabat-Zinn, 2013; 

Motschnig-Pitrik, 2006). Individuals who know themselves, or self-actualising 

individuals, are those who have a sense of belonging; are at peace with their life, their 

friendships, and their standing; know what it means to be loved; and feel worthy and 

have faith in themselves (Maslow, 1967). 

An individual’s behaviour comprises of “espoused values, deeper assumptions 

and the immediate requirements of the situation” (Schein, 1996, p. 11). Another 

interpretation is that there are both cognitive and non-cognitive attributes of behaviour. 

Cognitive behaviour includes understanding the assumptions that an individual holds, 

and how they view themselves in the world and others around them (Schein, 1969). 

Cognition refers to the beliefs that an individual holds (Szabla, 2007). 
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Non-cognitive relates to “feelings, attitudes, norms and relationships” along with 

the cognitive and perceptual attributes (Chin & Benne, 1969, p. 54). This is more than 

an individual knowing their talent, skills, interests, and abilities, it is about stripping 

back the layers of oneself to discover who we are at the core, our values and beliefs. 

One way for individuals to improve their self-awareness is through deeper 

understanding, or mindfulness. Kabat‐Zinn (2003) defined mindfulness as “the 

awareness that emerges through paying attention on purpose, in the present moment, 

and non-judgementally to the unfolding of the experience moment” (p. 145). 

Mindfulness is “being awake and attending” (McKee & Boyatzis, 2006, p. 34); this is 

where an individual intentionally stops, and in the moment, reflects on their own 

feelings, thoughts, and attitudes. An individual will reflect on what they are doing and 

where with another person being fully present with them, listening to what is being 

said and hearing them (McKee & Boyatzis, 2006), and at that time, being one with 

them. When one commits to mindful living through cognition, ongoing self-awareness 

ensues (Boyatzis & Yeganeh, 2012).   

Within the normative re-educative OD approach, it is also important to recognise 

the role the non-cognitive attributes in behaviour play in supporting or resisting when 

an event occurs. To understand the non-cognitive attributes, one needs to understand 

the linkage between their values and actions. In knowing oneself, Fromm (1964) 

proposed that an individual needs to be aware of choosing their values “of integrity, of 

love, of faith, of reason, of courage”. If these values are the ones chosen “you have to 

become suspicious of words…words are nothing but sounds unless they refer to reality 

and this reality is only shown in the actions of a person” (UCLA Department of 

Communication Studies, 1964). Argyris (1997) stated that when discussing the 
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practice of theories-in-use and espoused theories, “the test of what you know is to 

produce what you claim you know” (p.12). 

As individuals come to know themselves, they begin to understand others. C. R. 

Rogers (1967) stated that when one believes in themselves, they have a high regard for 

themselves as a person, they recognise and accept their own feelings and attitudes, 

embracing who they are; for once one is able to accept themselves for who they are 

and resist the pressure of conformity, they begin to understand others. C. R. Rogers 

(1967) also stated this is about permission, “I can permit myself to understand another 

person” (p. 18), moving away from judging others and developing a richer meaningful 

relationship. It is only then that growth and change come about, not only for oneself 

but also the other person (Kahn & Rachman, 2000; C. R. Rogers, 1980). 

Therefore, where a change in behaviour is to occur, it is not from force being 

exercised, such as power and coercion, or through rational persuasion using 

information, its focus is on the change to values and attitudes at both a personal and 

shared level (Bennis, 1969; Lozano, 2006; Quinn et al., 2000). Changes take place 

through re-education,  reflection, and learning, and this is significant because new 

values and attitudes are created (Janićijević, 2012, 2014). As individuals grow, re-

education sees the release of creative responses, and for this to continue, individuals 

must learn from each of their experiences (Argyris, 1991; Chin & Benne, 1969; 

Deming, 1994; Roth & Senge, 1996). As individuals focus on changing themselves 

and experience a shift in their behaviours, this is reflected in their beliefs (Quinn & 

Sonenshein, 2008). When this occurs, it shows individuals are highly self-aware, they 

are then able to reach out to others, developing relationships based on their shared 

beliefs and values.  
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A Focus on Helping Others 

“The answer to this objective meaninglessness of life is human activity in caring 

for the well-being of our fellow creatures” (Fromm, 1994, p. 123). In focusing on 

supporting others, the environment needs to be conducive to this. Where an 

environment encourages growth, trust is developed, not only in oneself, but also in 

others and in teams/groups (Bryan, Lindo, Anderson-Johnson, & Weaver, 2015; C. R. 

Rogers, 1980). As previously discussed, the underlying assumption of normative re-

educative strategies is that individuals are guided in their relationships and actions by 

their values, meanings, and underlying assumptions (Haffer, 1986), and by a normative 

culture, shared values, norms, and attitude and tacit assumptions of organisational 

members/teams/groups (Bennis, 1969; Janićijević, 2012). Significant research has 

been undertaken to understand how to facilitate an environment that encourages 

growth, particularly in the area of working with groups (Burnes & Cooke, 2012). 

In the 1940s, Lewin (1948) explored the relationships between research, groups, 

and action to solve human issues (Burnes & Cooke, 2013; Chin & Benne, 1969). A 

key theme in the research by Lewin (1948) was “the group to which an individual 

belongs is the ground for his perceptions, his feelings, and his actions” (p. vii). Where 

the team/group shifts their values and norms, this affects the behaviour of the 

individual and as they try to construct their new reality, they look to make sense of 

what has occurred (French & Bell, 1999; French, Bell, & Zawacki, 2005). Teams 

nurture individuals through social interaction, recognition, and respect. The 

importance of empowering individuals has been recognised, who as team members 

improve organisational performance significantly (French & Bell, 1999). 

When a theoretical basis of hierarchical power and control exists, Argyris (2003) 

found that those who had power were not able to make significant changes without the 
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initial participation of those who were not in positions of power. To rectify this, 

Argyris (1991) suggested that those at the top, senior management, need to examine 

their theories-in-use and alter these where appropriate and learn to reason productively 

resulting in a powerful flow on effect to relationships with organisational members. 

Argyris (1991) also stated that when senior management operates from a power-

coercive base, they come from a point of self-interest. The type of environment that 

needs to be created is one of trust, and as Bryan et al. (2015) suggested, one that 

enables and nurtures individuals and their growth. Therefore, the environment that 

needs to be established is one where individuals are recognised for their contribution, 

empowered to make decisions, actively participate in a team with a selfless attitude, 

and appreciate individual differences (Bryan et al., 2015). 

Understanding Other People’s Differences 

Within organisations, members are often required to work cross functionally, 

meaning that individuals at different positions and levels come together to achieve a 

common objective, highlighting the importance of building collaborative relationships 

(Cunliffe & Locke, 2019). As individuals begin to understand more about themselves 

and others, this enables organisational members to be able to work together 

collaboratively, because when an individual understands their own feelings and 

attitudes and  another person, trust is able to be built (Kahn & Rachman, 2000; C. R. 

Rogers, 1969). An alignment of words and actions, aligning peoples’ theories-in-use 

with what they espouse, then paves the way for overcoming defensive routines 

(Argyris, 1991, 1994c).  

Defensive routines arise when values are not clearly understood or are 

misaligned (Jonsen, Galunic, Weeks, & Braga, 2015). As individuals reflect deeply on 

their own values and recognise their patterns of self-deception, they are then able to 
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align their behaviours with their values. In the working environment, where conditions 

that hinder are removed, individuals are more innovative, respectful, and considerate 

of both themselves and others (Chin & Benne, 1969). If norms of openness of 

communication and trust exist between individuals, this facilitates organisational 

members working together and reduces levels of defensiveness (Boies, Fiset, & Gill, 

2015).  

2.2.2.4 Normative Re-educative OD techniques 

The key principle underpinning normative re-educative OD is that individuals 

must be involved in their own re-education (Bennis, 1969; Szabla et al., 2016). French 

et al. (2000) agreed, stating that people must learn from that which they go through, 

“learning how to learn” (Motschnig-Pitrik, 2006, p. 8), and ongoing learning must 

ensue if self-directed change is to be sustained and continual. To understand successful 

re-education, Lewin (1949, cited in Benne, 1976) suggested that there are three 

aspects. First, the change must take place in an individual’s thinking, how they see and 

perceive the world as well as their assumptions and beliefs, which affects the actions 

they may take (Benne, 1976; Goldberg Wood & Middleman, 1992). Second, as re-

education occurs, values as well as thinking alter (Benne, 1976). Values include an 

individual’s beliefs about how things should be done, fit within groups, and approaches 

to those at the top, senior management (Benne, 1976). Finally, re-education impacts 

actions, that is, an individual’s behaviours (Benne, 1976; Goldberg Wood & 

Middleman, 1992). The challenge with these three re-educative aspects is for an 

individual to learn, the experience must be designed in a way that acknowledges the 

correlation between an individual’s thinking, values, and actions (Benne, 1976). 

In shifting values, beliefs, and assumptions, there are several interventions for 

individuals to learn. “Learning is defined as the social process of construing and 
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appropriating a new or revised interpretation of the meaning of one’s experience as a 

guide to action” (Mezirow, 1994, pp. 222-223, cited in Krauss, 2005). Several 

scholarly studies exploring different areas of learning are discussed in this thesis: 

action learning (Pedler & Burgoyne, 2013; Revans, 1998), alpha, beta, gamma A & B 

(Porras & Silvers, 1991, 2000), action research (Chin & Benne, 1969; Lewin, 1948; 

Warrican, 2006), and action science (Argyris & Schön, 1974, 1989, 1996).  

Action Learning 

Revans (1998) is known as the founder of action learning (Pedler, Burgoyne, & 

Brook, 2005). According to Revans (1998) “There are three cardinal features of action 

learning interpersonal understanding, engendering self-awareness, and satisfying 

physical needs” (p.23) As Pedler, Burgoyne, and Boydell (2013) suggested, it is the 

union of developing one’s self with action for change that commences and concludes 

with purpose and it based on values – “What am I trying to do” (Coghlan & Pedler, 

2006, p. 129; Revans, 1998), followed by reflecting back to “What do I stand for?” 

(Pedler et al., 2013, p. 320). “Therefore, action and learning are intertwined, there can 

be no learning without action; there can be no learning without action; and no (sober 

and deliberate) action without learning (Pedler, 1996, p. 20 cited in Pedler et al., 2013).  

The distinctive feature about action learning is the importance it places on self-

development by taking action (Ellinger, 2004) and personal risk and learning how to 

ask questions in conditions of risk (Revans, 1982). It is a social process where 

individuals learn with and from others (Revans, 1982). The purpose of action learning 

is to learn from solving an issue, taking something away that may be useful in the 

future (Brook et al., 2012); thus, the real strength in action learning is the role 

continuous learning plays (Bennis, 1969). Trehan and Pedler (2011) argued that it is 

not a training approach, rather a new knowledge that is often discovered. According 
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to Brook et al. (2012), of importance is how action learning is performed so that sight 

is not lost on the foundation of what action learning entails whilst enabling 

experimentation and growth. Action learning enables individuals to think in a new way 

that is evidenced by a congruency in their actions.  

Alpha, Beta, Gamma – A & B Learning 

Bartunek and Moch (1987) suggested that interventions include first order 

(single-loop or alpha change) and second order (double-loop or gamma change – 

Argyris & Schön, 1978; Golembiewski et al., 1976). While there has been minimal 

linkage of first and second order interventions in the OD literature, Bartunek and Moch 

(1987) argued that these interventions are strongly linked. The authors found a greater 

understanding was achieved through this linkage, because the way individuals 

understand and interpret events will change the way they behave (Bartunek & Moch, 

1987). 

According to Porras and Silvers (2000), as organisations evolve, individuals 

must shift their behaviours. For this to occur, there needs to be a change to both the 

organisation’s environment and vision to create a difference in behaviour (Porras & 

Silvers, 2000). As individuals process these changes cognitively, they shift their 

behaviour. In understanding the results from OD interventions, (Allison, Locker, and 

Feine 1997, pp. 222-223; Golembiewski, 1976, pp. 134-135),) Terborg, Howard and 

Mazwell (1980, pp. 109-110) proposed three alternatives. First, “Alpha change 

involves a variation in the level of some existential state, given a constantly calibrated 

measuring instrument related to a constant conceptual domain”. Second, “Beta change 

involves a variation in the level of some existential state, complicated by the fact that 

some intervals of the measurement continuum associated with a constant conceptual 

domain have been recalibrated”. Third, “Gamma change involves a redefinition or 
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reconceptualization of some domain, a major change in the perspective or frame of 

reference within which phenomena are perceived and classified, in what is taken to be 

relevant in some slice of reality” (Terborg et al., 1980, pp. 109-110). 

While the three alternatives are classified as being a way to measure change, 

they also emphasise key principles. Alpha change focuses on a shift where both what 

occurs and how it is interpreted remains the same (Rodgers, 2017); beta change builds 

upon this, where an individual’s view shifts through interpretation (Porras & Silvers, 

1991). Gamma change is a profound psychological shift in cognition, which sees 

assumptions, beliefs, and values alter and may be known as a paradigm shift with 

aspects of alpha, beta, and gamma changes; the emphasis shifts to changes in 

individual reasoning (attitudes or behaviours) from a broad perspective, not from a 

statistical approach (Porras & Silvers, 2000). The fourth category is a variation on the 

above, with gamma changes split into show how they differ. A gamma (A) change is 

an alteration to the formation of the paradigm already in existence whereby no new 

factors are added and gamma (B) change is the redefining of the paradigm altogether 

where several or all of the parts are new (Nesterkin, 2013; Park, 1998). 

For each category, there is a corresponding behavioural shift and the following 

examples are provided to distinguish between them. Alpha change is a shift in one’s 

level of skill proficiency and beta change is an alteration in principles. A gamma (A) 

change is a shift in the central value of a ‘production-driven’ paradigm to ‘total quality 

focus’; the outcome is the reformation of all factors within this paradigm while gamma 

(B) change is the exchange of a ‘production-driven’ paradigm with a ‘customer-

responsive’ paradigm (Porras & Silvers, 2000). Through this broader model, self-

actualisation occurs as individuals modify their behaviours, change how they see the 
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world, and increase their capabilities with organisational benefits that include 

improved output and success (Porras & Silvers, 2000). 

As Porras and Silvers (1991) and Park (1998) discussed, an alpha or beta change 

will not result in a change in behaviours; change needs to be at a gamma level,  gamma 

(A) and gamma (B), due to their paradigm shifting nature, where a complete shift in 

thinking at a cognitive level takes place. Therefore, increased self-awareness and 

functions at a more insightful level enables changes in the way that individuals 

communicate through a shift in values and attitudes.  

Action Research  

Action research is “concerned not with social facts but with study of the myths 

and meanings which individuals and groups attribute to their world and so make sense 

of it” (Checkland, 2000, p. S42). In defining action research, Lewin (1946), who 

introduced this term, suggested it is “a comparative research on the conditions and 

effects of various forms of social action and research leading to social action” (p. 35; 

Burnes & Bargal, 2017; Susman & Evered, 1978, p. 586). To understand the process 

of action research, Lewin’s observations on re-education need to be firstly understood 

(Coghlan & Jacobs, 2005).  

The use of action research stems from the identification of interpersonal and 

intergroup problems and issues with decision-making processes and communication 

flow (French & Bell, 1999). Together with Benne (1961) and Lippitt (1958), Lewin 

(1948) formed one of the first cohorts of scholars to contribute to action research where 

they developed and tested various methodologies in a laboratory setting with groups 

(Chin & Benne, 1969; Ottaway, 1983). As methodologies have been refined, 

developments include one set of approaches focusing specifically on improving the 

problem-solving capabilities of a system and the other enabling members of client 
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systems to understand their attitudes, values, and struggles in relationships through 

delving into feelings, both hidden and visible (Chin & Benne, 1969). Both approaches 

use temporary systems, that is, a laboratory or workshop, a temporary group, change 

agent, or practitioner to assist in the shift in attitudes, values, and beliefs (French et al., 

2000). 

In a laboratory training and OD, the most inescapable quality for the practitioner 

is their awareness of shared values (Land, 2001). While values discreetly guide their 

actions, practitioners are often hesitant to bring them out in the open (Tannenbaum & 

Davis, 1969). However, what is important is being able to own one’s values and make 

them explicit and to have an awareness of this (Land, 2001). 

As previously discussed, one significant factor of normative re-educative 

strategies is that it involves participation where change occurs at both a cognitive and 

perceptive level (Chin & Benne, 1969). Forming the basis of Lewin’s push for action 

research, individual involvement in groups such as T-groups, provide a strategy for re-

education (Burnes, 2007). Interventions such as T-groups led to the emergence of 

changes in behaviour back in organisations (French et al., 2000). 

Action Science 

Action science builds upon Lewinian action research (Argyris & Schön, 1996). 

The strategy applies to any form of human relations, personal, group, interpersonal, or 

organisational. The main objective is learning (Argyris, 1983), involving increasing 

the skills and confidence of individuals in groups to create any kind of organisation 

and fostering long-term individual and group effectiveness. Action science examines 

knowledge and information to understand whether it can be actioned and explores the 

aspects of theories-in-use that are conducive to the interchange of useable information 

(Argyris & Schön, 1996). 
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Although action science and action research have common values and strategy, 

the key focus of action science is on the unplanned, implicit theories-in-use that 

individuals produce when feelings of humiliation or intimidation occur (Argyris & 

Schön, 1989). These theories-in-use are known as Model I (Argyris, 1982). As 

previously discussed, they include strategies of being in control, game playing, 

defensiveness, lying, covering up, with their users largely unaware of their behaviour 

(Argyris & Schön, 1974, 1989). These behaviours affect the employment of 

intervention strategies (the same as those from the field of action research) to enable 

the shift in behaviours identifiable in Model I to Model II. Model II is being able to 

express one’s own views that lead to outcomes of effective problem solving, which is 

the aim of action science (Argyris & Schön, 1974, 1989). To overcome barriers to 

learning, action science is another series of tools that may be used when working with 

individuals. 

Action learning, action research, and action science have all been discussed in 

the context of individual participation as a way to tackle organisational issues leading 

to effective problem-solving. The methods include both individual and group 

involvement enabled by a facilitator. Checkland and Holwell (1998) discovered that 

some individuals transcended the participant role to one of facilitator due to the depth 

of their reflection. Furthermore, some individuals have used action research as a 

method for self-development (Eden & Huxham, 1996). This highlights these 

interventions as ways to help individuals become more self-aware, which enables 

growth and development. 

Profound Knowledge 

Effective problem solving in organisations is important to overcome issues and 

achieve organisational effectiveness. The ‘theory of profound knowledge’, proposed 
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by Deming (1994) is another form of action learning and a way to achieve effective 

problem solving. To understand the workings of an organisation, Deming (1994) 

suggested that the theory of profound knowledge provides this insight and the 

necessity for management to firstly undergo transformation. Initially, the individual 

questions how processes work in the system and their applicability. For example, 

manufacturing and people processes. Once understanding is achieved and the 

philosophies are employed, this brings an increased significance to how one works 

with others and their life experiences and informs decision making and alters how the 

organisation is transformed (Deming, 1994; Gapp & Fisher, 2007).  

Within the system, failure results due to a lack of quality communication, 

interaction, and teamwork across all components of profound knowledge. For this 

failure to be minimised, learning needs to take place, and Deming’s (1994) PDSA 

cycle (see Figure 4), provides an insight into how this can occur (Donnelly & Kirk, 

2015). This model for innovation, learning, and continuous improvement within 

organisations is supported by several researchers (Anderson, Rungtusanatham, & 

Schroeder, 1994; Gapp & Fisher, 2007; Reid, 2006; Rubenstein et al., 2014). The four 

steps: plan, do, study, act, of the PDSA cycle show how learning and improvement can 

occur on a continuous basis; thus, demonstrating how knowledge can be generated and 

enhancements sustained over time (Anderson et al., 1994; Donnelly & Kirk, 2015). 

Figure 4: The PDSA Cycle – A flow diagram for learning and improvement of a 
product or of a process (Deming, 1994, p. 132) 

Image removed
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To improve learning, a second model (see Figure 5) was proposed (Argyris, 

1976b, 1977b, 1977c). In this model, the learning process is a cycle consisting of 

discover, invent, produce, and generalise (Gapp & Fisher, 2008). The cycle involves: 

(1) discovering the problem, (2) inventing a solution (conceptual map), (3) producing

the invention (executing in terms of behaviour), and (4) generalising (applying what 

has been learned to other situations) (Argyris, 1976b).  

Figure 5: The learning cycle (D = Discover, I = Invent, P = Produce, G = Generalise) 
(Arygris, 1976b, p. 642) 

This model provides an explanation of the learning process, enabling an insight 

into why the learning process may at times fail, even though supportive conditions are 

in place (Argyris, 1976b). The learning cycle forms part of the Gapp and Fisher (2008) 

organisational transformational model, which is used to assess the effectiveness of OD 

in organisations. 

2.2.2.5 Benefits of Normative Re-educative Strategies 

It is important to select the right intervention to resolve the issue being 

experienced, otherwise the effect may be detrimental due to the anticipated outcome 

not being attained (Pasmore, 2011). Over the years, the OD strategies of empirical-

rational, normative re-educative, and power-coercive have been tested, with 

organisational theorists joining in the conversation (Szabla et al., 2014). D. Lewis and 

Cunnington (1993) identified a couple of issues; first, the lack of trust developed when 
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empirical-rational strategies were implemented due to the normative re-educative 

strategies not being employed prior. Second, when rapid change was required and a 

combination of normative re-educative and power-coercive strategies were instigated, 

resulting in a shift in values not being achieved. With power-coercive strategies, where 

there are seeds of direction and control, the involvement by individuals is often not at 

a participatory level, and even though the individual may choose to comply, there will 

be no commitment (Land, 2001). In contrast,  in their research of top well-managed 

companies, Peters and Waterman (2004) found that where major decisions were 

shaped by values and the environment was participatory the contribution by employees 

was outstanding. Participation, is therefore a key factor in achieving positive outcomes 

for organisations (Peters & Waterman, 2004).  

Participation and empowerment are the pillars of OD in organisations (Church 

et al., 2018; French & Bell, 1999). However, there has been minimal growth in this 

area over a thirty-year period (Argyris, 1998a). This can be attributed to several 

factors, including minimal internal commitment from employees due to their lack of 

autonomy and tightened management control (Rana, 2015). Recent research by Senge 

and von Ameln (2019) suggested that organisations have taken a very lengthy time to 

move away from control.  

The ‘hearts and minds’ of individuals may be shifted through normative re-

educative strategies, not power and control (Land, 2001p. 12). Where participation is 

at the forefront of the organisation, improved performance, increased problem solving, 

and greater commitment occur (French & Bell, 1999). Participation contributes to 

empowerment, and employee empowerment, for example, generating ideas and being 

involved in decision-making, leads to individual well-being and improved 

performance (French et al., 2000; Warrican, 2006).  
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Argyris (1998a) proposed that no vision or strategy can be attained without 

employees. Therefore, empowerment is important for organisations to remain 

competitive in today’s environment and is achieved through OD interventions, which 

are specifically devised to expand involvement and the participation of employees in 

organisations (Burke, 2017; Church & Burke, 2017). From an action perspective, 

Argyris (1998b, 2002, 2003) engaged with individuals and groups to assist them in 

bringing any gaps between their espoused theories and theories-in-use to the surface. 

As individuals move through the reflection process, this will enable them to discover 

their true nature (Gadamer, 2006). When individuals understand themselves and 

others, relationships are developed, enabling an interconnectedness to be established 

that improves organisational effectiveness.  

The role of normative re-educative strategies is foundational to the development 

of organisations due to being participative and collaborative in nature. As learning 

takes place, individuals can put into action what they claim to say, indicating a shift 

through action in beliefs, norms, values, and attitudes (Lozano, 2006; Quinn & 

Sonenshein, 2008; Quinn et al., 2000). It should also be noted that one of the reasons 

action and learning may be ineffective is management’s values (Revans, 2011), 

because sensemaking occurs when action is taken by management “via reflection, 

honest observation and interpretation of the consequences of action” (Pedler & 

Burgoyne, 2013, p. 323).  

2.3 MEANING CREATION THROUGH SENSEMAKING 

OD practices emphasise the view of human systems as meaning making systems 

(Bushe & Marshak, 2009). The process of sensemaking enables meaning creation to 

be understood (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). This field of research has intensified 

over the past decade, resulting in a rapidly growing body of literature (Cornelissen & 
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Christensen, 2011; Hernes & Maitlis, 2010). As sensemaking has been examined, 

linkages with communication have been found (Christensen & Cornelissen, 2011; 

Williams & Ishak, 2018), such as strategic change (Gioia & Thomas, 1996; Lowe & 

Maijanen, 2019), decision-making (Choo, 1996; Richter & Arndt, 2018), and 

organisational learning (Akinci & Sadler‐Smith, 2018; Gephart, 1993; Weick, 1988, 

1990, 1993).  

Historically, sensemaking emerged as a specialist topic in the 1960s with the 

work of Karl Weick (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). Several decades of research have 

seen the expansion of studies on sensemaking, with numerous aspects emerging. In the 

1960s, there was a shift from notions of objective reality to the social construction of 

reality (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). In the 1980s, researchers began studying 

sensemaking from a cognitive perspective (Louis, 1980). At this time, one of the key 

focuses was also the role action played when people attempted to understand or make 

sense of their environment, whereby action taken could change the environment being 

explored (Porac, Thomas, & Baden‐Fuller, 1989). As the depth of research intensified, 

scholars strengthened their understanding of sensemaking through the examination of 

several crises (Weick, 1990, 1993). A few examples of these crises are the Mann 

Gulch, Bhopal, and Tenerife air disasters (Weick, 1990, 1993, 1996, 2010). These 

events highlighted the role of communication, the impact of actions by senior 

management and employees when an event occurs, and the reflective nature of the 

experience that follows. Ensuing research included understanding organisations better 

regarding how to make them more resilient, the influence of power and emotions on 

sensemaking (Cornelissen, 2012), and the relationship between sensemaking and 

language (Weick et al., 2005).  
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Sensemaking is a process where individuals try to ‘make sense’ of or understand 

what is taking place, that is, the current state of play is perceived differently to what 

was expected or when an event occurs (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; Weick et al., 

2005). Sensemaking is retrospective and cognitive by nature, where in the present, the 

creation of meaning is developed through dialogue and personal reflection on a past 

event (Weick, 1995). Cunliffe and Coupland (2012) suggested that sensemaking is 

information producing or a communicative process and they challenged the concept of 

it being only retrospective. Cunliffe and Coupland (2012) further suggested that 

sensemaking is “an interpretive process in which we judge our experience, actions and 

sense of identity in a relationship to specific and generalized others” (p. 66). This 

resulted in sensemaking not only addressing “what’s the story?” (Weick et al., 2005, 

p. 410) but “how do I fit into the story” (Cunliffe & Coupland, 2012, p. 83).  

As meaning is developed through sensemaking, its foundations are found in 

conversation, communication, and language (Weick et al., 2005). This shows that the 

linkage of sensemaking to language (Cornelissen, 2012) and communication is 

growing in importance (Maclean, Harvey, & Chia, 2012). Unless there is dialogue, 

something said by a person, the world of a manager is senseless (Weick, 1983). 

Therefore, in communication, making sense of circumstances is achieved through 

interactive dialogue, which sees employees understand the meaning associated with 

the messages being delivered (Weick et al., 2005). 

Management influences their own and others’ thinking through communication, 

as meaning is ascribed to events (Bute & Jensen, 2011; Kelley & Bisel, 2014). 

Individuals may be perceived as inactive when information is received and they may 

or may not act upon it (Janićijević, 2014), though Christensen and Cornelissen (2011) 

argued that individuals are active, intelligent, creative, and partners in the creation of 
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experiences. However, in an organisation, members understanding of the intent of the 

message may be not be interpreted how managers expect (Christensen & Cornelissen, 

2011). An understanding of communication in organisations therefore needs to be 

addressed to enable the connection to the creation of meaning. 

2.4 COMMUNICATION IN ORGANISATIONS  

Effective communication is vital for organisations to grow (Downs & Adrian, 

2004; Randell, 1998; Robson & Tourish, 2005; Ruck et al., 2017). Some authors argue 

that internal communication is a “fundamental driver of business performance” (Gay 

et al., 2005, p. 11; Meng, 2014). Extensive research explains communication as a 

continuum, history indicates it is a process (Lasswell, 1948), through to being 

proposed as a relationship (Ewing et al., 2019; Goldsmith & Domann‐Scholz, 2013; 

Men & Bowen, 2017; Men & Yue, 2019), though “the state of our art is such that no 

umbrella theory of communication exists” (Downs & Adrian, 2004, p. 245). 

Supporting this last point, Zerfass, Vercic, Nothhaft and Werder (2018, p. 491) 

asserted the term communication has “multiple meanings”. 

Organisations are developed, conserved, and stimulated through communication 

(Weick, 2001) and enables organising according to organisational communication 

scholars  (Mumby & Ashcraft, 2006). The field encompasses multiples disciplines  

with  a focus on “internal affairs” (Cheney, 2007, p. 81). Exploration of this field 

revealed significant examination of ‘organizations as discourse’ (Mumby & Ashcraft, 

2006). For “communication is a social process of interaction and/or interpretation that 

gives sense and meaning to social reality, organizational actions, events and 

organizational roles and processes” (Mazzei, 2010, p. 223).  

Practitioners who work in the communication field have had many titles assigned 

to their role (Bronn, 2014). These include public relations manager (Broom & Smith, 
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1979; Fuller et.al, 2018), communication manager (Moss, Newman & De Santo, 2005; 

Tench et.al., 2017), internal communication manager (Dewhurst & FitzPatrick, 2007) 

and  communication professional (Fuller et.al., 2018). Table 4 explains the aspects of 

each of the titles assigned to this role. 

Table 4: Summation of Communication Practitioner Roles 

Author Year Title Aspects 
 

Broom & 
Smith 

1979 Public Relations Manager • expert prescriber 
• technical services provider 
• communication process 

facilitator 
• problem-solving facilitator 
 

Fuller et. al.  2018 Public Relations Manager • expert prescriber 
• technical services provider 
• communication process 

facilitator 
• problem-solving facilitator 
• acceptant legitimiser 
 

Moss, 
Newman &  
De Santo 

2005 Communications Manager • expert prescriber 
• technical services provider 
• communication process 

facilitator 
• problem-solving facilitator 
• communication technician 
 

Tench et. al. 2017 Communication Manager • supporting leadership in their 
communications 

• helping the organisation to 
strategically communicate 

• head up communication 
function 

 
Dewhurst & 
FitzPatrick 

2007 Internal Communication 
Manager 

• management of a 
communications team 

• communications specialist 
• communications advisor 
• tactician 
• subject matter expert 
 

Fuller et. al. 2018 Communication 
Professional 

• understanding communication 
theory 

• technical communication 
skills 
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When discussing the role of communicators, Dozier and Broom (1995) stated 

that communication with external media needs to be considered, which differentiates 

the titles of public relations manager and communications manager. Dewhurst and 

FitzPatrick (2007) highlighted a role known as internal communication manager, 

which included a focus on management skills. Tench and Moreno (2015, p. 81) 

suggested that there needs to be a “generalist communications specialist” role, which 

appears to include crisis communications and social media. While the aspects 

discussed in Table 4 may form part of the communication manager role, no clearly 

defined definition has been established and agreed upon in the literature (Tench & 

Morena, 2015). 

Recent literature discusses internal communication as a separate function 

(Ewing et al., 2019; Men & Yue, 2019; Ruck & Welch, 2012; Ruck et al., 2017; Welch, 

2013) and the role of internal communication manager has evolved from what was 

seen as the public relations or communications manager role, which includes external 

relations. The role of internal communication manager typically includes the 

management of a team,  a communications specialist and advisor, tactician, and subject 

matter expert (Dewhurst & FitzPatrick, 2007). In their comprehensive research of the 

competence characteristics of communication professionals, Fuller et al. (2018) 

highlighted similar points, as already discussed, though they added that the importance 

of understanding communication theory is imperative. 

In organisations, senior management are seen as strategic communicators and 

promote the vision and values of the organisation (Men & Yue, 2019). Senior 

management communication also shapes the attitudes, beliefs, and behaviours of 

employees (Men, 2014a, 2015). One of the issues in organisations lies in senior 

managers incorrectly assuming that the transmission of the message and its underlying 
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meaning will be received as intended (Peterfreund, 1970 cited in Cameron & 

McCollum, 1993). An objective of OD programs is to improve the effectiveness of 

communication from the top down, bottom up, and across the breadth of the 

organisation (French, 1969). 

Traditional communication theory described communication as a simple model, 

sender - content - medium - receiver - effect (Jansson, 2013; Lasswell, 1948; Taylor, 

1993), which sees communication as linear, a one way transmission from one person 

to another through a series of steps. This school of thought aligns with the basic sender- 

receiver model of communication, wherein the focus is on the sender, who constructs 

and transmits the message (J. E. Grunig, 1976). However, this view disregards the 

capability of the receiver in understanding the intended message (Christensen & 

Cornelissen, 2011). Simplistic communication models may be beneficial; however, 

individuals interpret messages differently due to the complexity of their nature 

(Popescu, 2012). 

As a process, communication is based on a traditional model involving 

individuals within organisations where one sends the message and one or many receive 

the message (Clark & Seward, 2000; Craig, 1999; Shockley-Zalabak, 1994). Dolphin 

(2005) described this type of communication as transactional, taking place between 

individuals and groups. In addition, Miller and Longair (1985) stated that 

communication often comes from the top down and is a one-way delivery of strategic 

decisions without the acknowledgement. As Kaplan and Norton (2001) discovered, 

individuals are creative and their contributions may be of organisational value. When 

the approach to communication is consistently top down, this is indicative of an 

organisation where senior management manipulate the messages, thereby 

communicating in a controlling and direct way (Argyris, 1971). L. A. Grunig, Grunig, 
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and Dozier (2002) suggested that when communication is characterised by power and 

control it leads to ineffective decision-making, particularly by senior management 

(Argyris, 1971). Communication of this type is also known as asymmetrical 

communication, which fosters a controlling communication environment (Men & 

Sung, 2019). For example, Yue, Men, and Ferguson (2019) stated that an abundance 

of legal information may be distributed to employees by senior management, although 

the underlying intent is to withhold information that is pertinent to the situation at the 

time. Therefore, the flow on effect leads to a questioning of the effectiveness of the 

communication being delivered (Zeithaml, Berry, & Parasuraman, 1988). 

The basis of successful communication lies in forming relationships (Popescu, 

2013). Where senior management act in a controlling way, they are ineffective in 

forming and preserving effective relationships, resulting in “more conformity, 

mistrust, antagonism, defensiveness, and closedness than individuality, trust, concern 

and openness” (Argyris, 1971, p. 276). The difficulty, as found by Quirke (1996a) and 

Robson and Tourish (2005) in their research, is that management are actually unaware 

of these behaviours due to their inability to evaluate themselves as effective 

communicators. For example, Crampton, Hodge, and Mishra (1998) discovered in 

their national survey in the USA, that 60% of management stated they communicated 

regularly, yet the response from those not in this role indicated otherwise, with a 

statistic of 30%, and 35% believed they received minimal information from their 

managers. The discrepancy indicates management’s lack of self-awareness regarding 

the impact they have when communicating with their employees. The importance of 

management being self-aware was discussed by Men and Jiang (2016), where they 

highlighted the linkage of behaviours with values and beliefs. From the point of 

normative re-educative OD strategies, this shows that without self-awareness, 
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management fail to learn, grow, and develop (Benne, 1976), and in their role as key 

communicators in organisations (Men, 2014a, 2014b, 2015) this then impacts the 

communication being delivered because they are key influencers of employee 

behaviours, values, and beliefs (Kim & Rhee, 2011).  

A second communication theme that focuses on employee interaction and is two-

way, mutually benefiting, with characteristics that include listening, openness, and 

feedback, is participative and enables dialogue between organisations and their 

employees (J. E. Grunig, 1992; Kim & Rhee, 2011; Men & Jiang, 2016). Internal 

communication infers communicating with employees within an organisational 

context (Kennan & Hazleton, 2006). Clutterbuck and Hirst (2003) proposed that “the 

purpose of internal communication is to assist people within an organization to work 

together and learn together in pursuit of shared goals and/or the mutual creation of 

value” (p. xxiii). Within this field, its features are described as “trust, credibility, 

openness, relationships, reciprocity, horizontal communication, feedback, adequacy of 

information, employee-centred style, tolerance for disagreement, and negotiation” (J. 

E. Grunig, 1992, p. 58). Similarly, symmetrical internal communication is 

characterised by open feedback, valuing employees, and concerned with engaging in 

conversation to hear how employees feel and what they are thinking (Men & Sung, 

2019). Two-way symmetrical communication enables individuals to be involved in 

dialogue (Ruck, Welch, & Menara, 2017). 

A third theme builds upon the concept of interactions and relationships and 

integrates meaning (Welch & Jackson, 2007), where meaning is inferred through 

individuals’ interactions (Weick & Browning, 1986). Goldsmith and Domann‐Scholz 

(2013) proposed that communication is “the ‘work’ required to develop one’s self and 

relationships and engaging in ‘real communication’ had ritual significance, 
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reaffirming the value of unique selves who bridged differences to form healthy 

relationships” (p. 267). Furthermore, Men and Bowen (2017) stated that internal 

communication has a role in informing and connecting individuals and is crucial for 

relationship development and building communities within organisations. It is 

therefore more than having information delivered, though this is contrary to what 

Friedl and Verčič (2011) suggested, as they believed that one purpose of internal 

communication to be information delivery. Moreover, their point results in the 

hinderance of growth and development, as being present at that moment, listening, 

hearing, and most importantly, receiving and responding in an active way is important 

(Fromm, 1976). Individuals identify with communication messages that are consistent 

with their values and attitudes, and interpret messages through this filter (E. M. Rogers, 

1983). 

Values underpin the normative re-educative OD family of strategies (Chin & 

Benne, 1969). Hedman and Valo (2015) discussed the integration of OD practices with 

work duties from a management perspective and its linkage to reflective 

communication practices. Sadia, Salleh, Kadir and Sanif (2016) argued that 

communication practices influence OD; however, this is contrary to the argument that 

OD influences communication. Where a normative re-educative approach is in place, 

the environment is collaborative by nature, with communication at its core (Dunphy 

& Stace, 1988; J. S. Safran, 1991). “The essence of language is a shared set of norms 

about meaning” (Clutterbuck & Hirst, 2003, p. xxii); senior and middle management 

create meaning from their daily interactions through sensemaking, and in turn, their 

personal values and beliefs are espoused (Maclean et al., 2012). What often occurs is 

senior management espouse one thing followed by action that is completely 

disconnected from what has been said; hence, learning and reflection enable change. 
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However, as Argyris (1991) suggested, one may assume the best learners within an 

organisation are management, when in fact they are not, and Argyris used the theories 

of single-loop and double-loop learning to illustrate this.  

Enabling this issue to be improved through communication requires 

management to take on a new level of self-awareness and accountability (Argyris, 

1994b). This sees a movement beyond an alpha and beta level of change to a gamma 

change, which involves a major shift in the way something is perceived or understood 

and the breadth of change will align with the change in individual cognitions 

(Golembiewski et al., 1976). Through this process, individuals modify how they 

currently behave to act with a new set of behaviours (Porras & Silvers, 1991, 2000). 

Enabling this type of learning to take place requires organisational stability, and then 

as individuals decide on how they are going to respond to the situation, changes are 

made and the transition to the changed response is employed (Weick & Browning, 

1991). This creates a shift in the effectiveness of the organisation. 

2.5 RESEARCH FOCUS 

The literature review highlighted how normative re-educative OD, meaning, and 

internal communication affect one another. Figure 6 depicts a Venn diagram used to 

explain the relationship between normative re-educative OD, meaning, and internal 

communication.  
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Figure 6: Research Focus 

The first section of the literature review discussed the broader concept of OD to 

enable an understanding of the focus of the research on improving employee well-

being and organisational effectiveness. This is achieved through the normative re-

educative OD family of strategies being employed, which is a values-based approach 

to employee growth and development through interventions that lead to learning (Chin 

& Benne, 1969). Learning, action research, action science, and action learning allow 

individuals to understand themselves and others, which enables internal 

communication delivery to be more meaningful. 

Internal communication was discussed in the context of a continuum, with 

history demonstrating a simple sender/receiver model as opposed to a relationship-

based model, where connections are built and meaningful interactions take place 

between individuals within the organisation. As individuals become more self-aware, 

behaviours shift to align with the communications being delivered. In moving away 

from a process-based model, internal communication shifts from being informational 

in delivery. 

This thesis examines the theoretical areas of OD, sensemaking in the creation of 

meaning, and the broader communication literature. There are two distinct areas that 
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this research aims to benefit. The first is from a theoretical standpoint, where 

understanding the importance of the shifting of values, hearts, and minds through 

learning and collaboration is obtained through normative re-educative OD. This links 

with the communication literature, where information dissemination and propaganda 

will not create effective communication that helps with the shift of values, hearts, and 

minds. Sensemaking literature aids in the understanding of creating meaning, as 

without creating meaning, shifting values and hearts and minds is difficult. This thesis 

does not examine the organisational level; it views organisational members as 

individuals, people who need to know themselves, who require a supportive 

organisational environment – normative re-educative OD – to enable the facilitation 

of growth and employee well-being. The second is from an internal communication 

manager practitioner-based perspective to improve internal communication in 

organisation through understanding the linkage between building a relationship-based 

organisational network underpinned by a solid values foundation.  

The next section provides a model to help explain the effectiveness through the 

development of relationship-based communication that enables effective learning. 

2.6 UNDERSTANDING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF OD 

The application of the organisational transformational model created by Gapp 

and Fisher (2008) is proposed to understand the effectiveness of OD within 

organisations. Incorporating both Argyris and Schon’s (1974) espoused versus in use 

values, and Deming’s (1994) PDSA models, Gapp and Fisher (2008) created an 

organisational transformational model (see Figure 7) to provide a way of collecting 

and understanding the level of OD within the organisation under investigation. The 

model enables the exploration of the relationship between senior management’s 

understanding and meanings and the organisational members understanding and 
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meanings, which leads to the concept of ideas generation travelling down the side of 

the model towards becoming standard practice.   

 

Figure 7: Gapp and Fisher (2008) The organisational transformational model (A 
model for evaluating organisational transformation, based on the work of Argyris, 

1976b and Deming, 1994) 

In this transformative model, the stages of the process commence with a manager 

espousing their values, beliefs, and attitudes through their communication, though the 

action that follows is often incongruous. As Deming’s (1994) PDSA cycle guides the 

discovery stage where the manager reflects on what is occurring, learning begins and 

understanding is created. However, the challenge lies with individuals wanting to 

bypass steps, or abandoning the idea of changing (Deming, 1994). In conjunction with 

this process, Argyris’ (1976b) four-step model of discover, invent, produce, and 

generalise helps individuals understand the communication process and the role they 

play in communication by understanding the link between what they espouse and how 

they behave, their theories-in-use and the meanings that are being delivered. Argyris 
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(1976b) suggested that ineffectiveness occurs when a manager is unaware of the 

incongruities that exist between their espoused behaviours and the theories-in-use. 

This impacts the meaning delivered in the communication. Re-education begins 

through action research, in which individuals attempt to take action that is purposeful 

and meaningful for them (Checkland, 2000). As the transformation takes place with 

attitudes, values, behaviours, and actions altered, that is, a move from Model I to 

Model II behaviours (Argyris, 1997), it is anticipated that a greater depth of meaning 

will be created in the communication being delivered to employees in the organisation.  

The significance of using this model is to explain how the building of 

relationship-based communication enables more effective learning to occur in 

organisations. The learning occurs through constant iteration, that of Deming’s (1994) 

PDSA cycle, which requires feedback, that of double loop learning, and an 

understanding of espoused and in use theories-Model I and II behaviours (Argyris, 

2000). Effective communication is required for new patterns to emerge. 

2.7 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

In understanding the research problem presented by internal communication 

managers and the apparent shift away from values underpinning internal 

communication, this research explores normative re-educative OD strategies in the 

formation of shared values.  This research seeks to understand the role of normative 

re-educative OD in leading to more effective sharing of meaning and examines how 

this may improve internal communication in organisations. The following overarching 

research question was developed to guide this research: 

What is the relationship between normative re-educative OD, meaning and 

internal communication? 
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The following subset of research questions is to be addressed: 

1. What is the internal communication manager’s perception of normative re-

educative OD in values creation? 

2. Why is normative-re-educative OD important in values creation?  

3. What is the internal communication manager’s perception of normative re-

educative OD in creating meaning in internal communication? 

4. Why is the interaction between normative re-educative OD and meaning 

important in internal communication? 

5. How can normative re-educative OD and meaning improve internal 

communication? 

2.8 SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW 

The literature review provided the background of this research through a critical 

review of the foundation theories of OD, sensemaking in the context of meaning 

making and internal communication, and how these theories supported the research. 

The three broad strategies that are a focal point in the field of OD include power-

coercive, empirical rational, and normative re-educative (Chin & Benne, 1969). 

Through this examination of normative re-educative OD literature, its collaborative 

and participative approach to shifting values, attitudes, and beliefs provides an insight 

into the underpinnings of this approach. The shift in values, attitudes, and beliefs is 

achieved through action and learning. Action and learning take place through a 

diversity of methods: action research, action learning, action science, and an alpha-

beta-gamma shift. As the action learning process unfolds, meaning takes place, and 

meaning is enhanced as shared values form. Reflection and dialogue then lead to how 

internal communication in an organisation may be influenced. The implications for 

internal communication may be its enhancement through the development of greater 
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meaning, and these processes help explain how individuals grow and develop to reach 

their full potential within an organisational setting. 

The literature suggests a relationship between normative re-educative OD, 

meaning, and internal communication. However, these relationships have not been 

adequately researched or explained in the literature. In this research, these 

relationships are explored from the perspective of internal communication managers, 

with the aim of gaining insight into their understanding of normative re-educative OD 

in creating meaning and the implications for internal communication. The purpose of 

this thesis is to contribute to the body of knowledge relating to the relationships 

between normative re-educative OD, meaning, and internal communication theories, 

making a unique contribution to the total body of knowledge. 

The next chapter explains the methodology and method used to guide this 

research to answer the research questions and address the gaps in current knowledge. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter addresses the philosophical underpinnings and methodological 

approach for this thesis. Methodology is ‘the logos of method’ or the principles of 

method (Checkland, 2000). The purpose of this chapter is to explain the research 

approach taken to address the research question: What is the relationship between 

normative re-educative OD, meaning and internal communication? In doing so, the 

justification for the selection of a qualitative study, the philosophical assumptions, and 

the rationale for the choice of hermeneutic phenomenology as the methodology for the 

data analysis are discussed (see Figure 8). 

The chapter is divided into four main sections. The first section reviews the 

philosophical assumptions underpinning the methodology chosen for this thesis, the 

adoption of a nominalist ontology, social constructivist view, the axiological position, 

where the importance of values informs the construction, with the justification of the 

selection of an interpretative paradigm. The second section discusses the different 

research approaches – quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods – and shows why 

a qualitative study was chosen for this thesis.  

The third section is an explanation of the research methodology, the use of 

hermeneutic phenomenology and a discussion on the various methodologies, followed 

by a justification for its use. The data collection methods are summarised, including 

stories, semi-structured interviews, observations at the time of the interviews, and 

organisational documentation. The data analysis section discusses how the data were 

analysed and the employment of manual coding using the constant comparison method 

and the hermeneutic circle to draw out underlying meanings. The chapter concludes 
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with a discussion on establishing trustworthiness and the ethical considerations for this 

research and summarises the chapter. 

 

 

Figure 8: Research Approach 

3.2 PHILOSOPHICAL ASSUMPTIONS 

An understanding of the philosophical assumptions concerning the nature of 

reality, ‘ontology’; understanding it, ‘epistemology’; and the role of values, 

‘axiology’, is required to justify the ‘methodology’ (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The 

researcher’s ontological, epistemological, axiological, and methodological principles 

may be called an interpretive framework, a “basic set of beliefs that guides action” 

(Denzin & Lincoln, 2011, p. 13). Such principles structure the researcher’s decision in 

addressing the research question. 

Ontological assumptions address whether the ‘reality’ being explored is seen as 

external to the individual (Burrell & Morgan, 1979; Creswell & Poth, 2018), in other 

words, the study of ‘being’ (Morse, Barrett, Mayan, Olson, & Spiers, 2002; Moules, 
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2002). In examining how individuals view the social world, a nominalist approach was 

adopted for this study, where assumptions are based on the social world as being 

outside of individual cognition; where names, concepts, and labels are employed to 

configure reality. Reality is therefore a product of individual consciousness or a 

product of one’s mind (Burrell & Morgan, 1979) via the names and labels attached to 

experiences and events (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Lowe, 2002). In supporting this 

premise, the participants used labels and names to describe their understanding of 

normative re-educative OD and internal communication within the social world, as 

seen by them.  

 Opposite to nominalism is realism, where the individual is independent of the 

social world (Burrell & Morgan, 1979), where facts are perceived as concrete and truth 

is conceived by the similarity between observations and the phenomenon (Easterby-

Smith et al., 2002). Nominalist ontology rejects the concept of an objective reality that 

is external and involves one where individuals’ understandings are excluded (Neuman, 

2011). Through shared lived experiences, the researcher seeks to reveal the underlying 

meaning, the essence of the phenomenon being explored. This is achieved through 

interaction and the co-creation of reality (Neuman, 2011), and is far removed from the 

independent nature of realism, further supporting the adoption of a nominalist 

ontology. 

Epistemology is a set of assumptions founded on how to understand the world 

and share this with others (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). Two contrasting 

epistemological views are discussed: positivism/postpositivism and social 

constructionism (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The assumptions of positivism are predicted 

upon the gathering of factual, concrete knowledge (Burrell & Morgan, 1979) and 

science is used to acquire the truth (Krauss, 2005); knowledge that is only important 
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if it is founded on explanations from external reality (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). The 

positivist researcher starts with a theory, amasses data that proves or disproves the 

theory, makes changes, and instigates additional tests (Creswell, 2014). 

In contrast, social constructivists believe individuals are connected to the world 

in which they reside (Creswell, 2014). Individuals construct meaning through sharing 

their experience (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). In this thesis, the researcher and the 

participants – internal communication managers – came together, enabling rich 

descriptions of the phenomenon to unfold (Snape & Spencer, 2003). Meanings, many 

and diverse, were uncovered through conversation and reflection, and this led the 

researcher to explore multiple views rather than trying to funnel them into a very small 

number of categories or themes (Creswell, 2014); whereas the positivist researcher 

minimises interaction with participants through techniques that ensure objectivity 

takes place (Walsh & Downe, 2006). This thesis is based on the experiences of the 

participants, where reality is constructed as the phenomena are explained; the realm of 

social constructivism. As multiple realities were developed from the words and 

observation of the participants, the researcher interpreted these to make sense of the 

meanings the participants had about the phenomena being explored (Creswell & Poth, 

2018), that is, normative re-educative OD, meaning, and internal communication. 

Axiology addresses values and their engagement back to the epistemological 

viewpoint taken (Biddle & Schafft, 2015). When examining the interplay between 

participant and researcher, positivism dismisses values in an endeavour to seek out an 

objective reality (Ponterotto, 2005). In this research, the researcher and participants 

co-created a new reality where values informed the understanding of the phenomenon; 

meanings were subsequently revealed, and the construction of themes and categories 
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unfolded (Lincoln & Guba, 2013). Acknowledging that values inherently exist (Hart, 

1971) brings about a transparency that may otherwise have been overlooked. 

The selected methodological approach was informed by the ontological, 

epistemological, and axiological position of the research. This research aims to explore 

how participants view and perceive normative re-educative OD’s role in internal 

communication in their organisation. Therefore, this research is based on an 

interpretative paradigm designed “to understand the fundamental nature of the social 

world at the level of the subjective experience” (Burrell & Morgan, 1979, p. 28). 

Creswell (2014) proposed that social constructivism is frequently merged with 

interpretivism as an approach to qualitative research. 

From an interpretative viewpoint, “reality and knowledge are constructed and 

reproduced through interaction, communication, and practice” (Tracy, 2013, p. 40). 

The interpretative paradigm enables a significant amount of data to be produced from 

a small number of participants (De Ruyter & Scholl, 1998; Neuman, 2003). 

Interpretivism has been moulded and influenced by scholars such as Dilthey, Husserl, 

and Weber (Burrell & Morgan, 1979). The foundation of this paradigm is found in the 

work of German sociologist, Max Weber, where ‘verstehen’ or empathic 

understanding of people within social settings takes place (Neuman, 2011). In this 

research, the participants provided their perspective, including their own personal 

experiences of how they understood normative re-educative OD and its influence on 

internal communication in this context. Even though the researcher may not be able to 

fully see the phenomena through the participants’ eyes, they strive towards having an 

empathetic understanding (Tracy, 2013); thus, this paradigm was deemed the most 

suitable for this research.   
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This section provided the justification for qualitative research as the basis for 

this thesis through the discussion of the philosophical assumptions associated with this 

type of research. The next section discusses the research approach undertaken and its 

suitability for this thesis. 

3.3 RESEARCH APPROACHES 

Creswell (2009) identified three types of research approaches: quantitative, 

qualitative, and mixed methods. Qualitative and quantitative research originate from 

different theoretical paradigms (Leininger, 1992), and although they appear as separate 

categories, Creswell (2014) suggested they reside at opposing ends of a continuum. 

Mixed methods is a relatively new and distinct methodology that incorporates both 

quantitative and qualitative data, and bridges the gap between the two (Johnson & 

Onwuegbuzie, 2004). When selecting one of these research approaches, the 

importance lies in ensuring the method remains consistent with that chosen (Leininger, 

1992). 

Quantitative research is based upon the use of statistics to analyse theories or test 

hypotheses as a way of assessing the relationship between variables (Creswell, 2009).  

Its foundation lies in the principles from natural science research (Neuman, 2003) and 

is objective by nature; therefore, when examining data, meaning is separated from 

consciousness, and consequently value free (Crotty, 1998). Quantitative research 

includes data whereby stories, observations, and social activity are transferred into 

numbers (Tracy, 2013), therefore abstaining from the capture of underlying feelings 

and emotions (Peck & Mummery, 2018). In contrast, qualitative research gives 

individuals a voice through sharing stories, lived experiences, behaviours, emotions, 

and feelings (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Crotty, 1998). This type of research lends itself 

to comprehending the meanings and being able to interpret the subjective experiences 
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of individuals through the interaction between the researcher and the individual, 

enabling themes to emerge (Krauss, 2005; Liamputtong, 2013). 

In quantitative research, as knowledge is discovered, verification takes place 

through the observation, with the researcher being independent from the study (Krauss, 

2005). This contrasts with qualitative research, where observations are processed by 

the researcher through deep reflection (M. B. Miles, Huberman, & Saldana, 2014). 

Being interpretative by nature, the researcher brings their own values, prejudices, 

personal experiences, and cultural biases to their research and writing (Creswell & 

Poth, 2018).  

As a research approach, mixed methods brings together quantitative and 

qualitative research (Creswell, 2014), which work together to create rigour (Denzin, 

2009). In this approach, the subject and the object come together to create meaning 

(Crotty, 1998). The value of using this approach is the diversity of insight offered into 

the phenomenon being studied (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). 

The objective nature of quantitative research conflicts with the focus of this 

research. The data collection necessitated a qualitative focus because the researcher 

wished to hear the voices of the people (Liamputtong, 2013) describing their 

experience and understanding of what normative re-educative OD meant to them in 

their organisation. In this way, the statistical analysis associated with quantitative 

studies could not provide the insights to be explored.  

This study focuses on the relationship between the phenomena, requiring the 

research methods to encapsulate the stories and observations of the participants (Tracy, 

2013). Through gathering stories, interviews, and narratives, the life experiences of 

the participants were revealed to enable the exploration of the phenomenon of 

normative re-educative OD in selected organisations (Denzin, 2009). Qualitative 
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research is flexible and fluid and other data collection methods identified by Strauss 

and Corbin (1998) include observation, documentation, archival material, videos, 

audiotaped materials, and focus groups.  

The data collection methods undertaken within qualitative research are 

complemented by an analysis process of an interpretative nature that produces thick 

rich descriptive data (Snape & Spencer, 2003). Data are coded thematically, and in 

conjunction with the interpretative process of the hermeneutic circle, the emergence 

of new knowledge may be brought to light (Liamputtong, 2013). Qualitative research 

was deemed to suit the nature of this research, with its focus on meaning and 

interpretation, because it was anticipated that through the telling of their story, the 

participants would see meaning constructed in a diversity of ways (Crotty, 1998). 

This section provided the justification for the selection of qualitative research as 

an approach for the basis of this research. The next section addresses the methodology 

and supports positioning the study within the choice of hermeneutic phenomenology. 

3.4 METHODOLOGY 

Creswell (2009) suggested five main approaches to conducting qualitative 

studies: grounded theory, ethnography, narrative research, case studies, and 

phenomenology. A sixth approach considered is an expansion on phenomenology,  

hermeneutic phenomenology (Crotty, 1998). Each of these approaches have strengths 

and limitations, and it is important to have an in-depth understanding of these when 

assessing their suitability for the research undertaken for this thesis. Table 5 provides 

a summary of each of these strategies, which are then discussed in further detail. 
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Table 5: Summary of methodological approaches 

Methodology Description Strengths Limitations 

Grounded Theory Emergence of theory 

through data 

collection and 

analysis (Strauss & 

Corbin, 1998). 

Analytical 

dimension to the 

data analysis aids 

theory development 

(Neuman, 2011). 

A theory or a 

generalised story is 

created from the 

data obtained 

(Morse, 1994). 

Ethnography Researcher is 

embedded in a 

group to obtain a 

holistic picture 

(LeCompte & 

Goetz, 1982). 

Rich descriptive 

data is collected 

(Collins, Joseph, & 

Bielaczyc, 2004). 

Output is 

descriptive and 

limited to the 

summarisation into 

themes or categories 

(M. B. Miles et al., 

2014). 

Narrative Research Individual/s sharing 

their experiences 

through stories 

(Sandelowski, 

1991). 

Develop an 

understanding of 

how others interpret 

events 

(Polkinghorne, 

1995). 

Limited to only one 

insight,  stories, into 

the phenomenon 

being explored 

(Polkinghorne, 

2007). 

Case Studies Single or multiple 

units of analysis 

defined by a set of 

circumstances (M. 

B. Miles et al., 

2014). 

Basis is the building 

of general 

propositions and 

theories, and to test 

hypotheses from the 

summarising of the 

data (Flyvbjerg, 

2013). 

Confined entity 

(Yin, 2012) 

Context bound, 

distinctive and 

exclusive (Creswell, 

2009). 

 

Phenomenology Shared lived 

experiences are 

described (J. A. 

Smith, Flowers, & 

Larkin, 2009). 

Descriptions of the 

essences of these 

experiences, not 

explanations or 

analyses (Creswell, 

2013, p. 7). 

All preconceptions 

are put aside or 

separated out 

(bracketing) by the 

researcher to hear 

what is being said 

(Crotty, 1998). 
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Hermeneutics Words acquire 

meaning from living 

conversations 

(Gadamer, 2006). 

The experiences of 

the researcher are 

integrated with 

those of the 

participant creating 

deeper insight into 

the phenomenon 

(Crowther et al., 

2017). 

Lends itself to being 

subjective due to its 

interpretative nature 

(Moules, 2002). 

 

Hermeneutic 

Phenomenology 

Combines the 

descriptive nature of 

phenomenology 

with the 

interpretative spirit 

of hermeneutics, 

which through 

shared experiences 

creates the story (M. 

Miles, Francis, 

Chapman, & Taylor, 

2013). 

Draws out a deep 

dimension of the 

meaning from the 

rich descriptions 

through the 

language used by 

the participant 

(Liamputtong, 

2013) 

and the reflective 

process of the 

hermeneutic circle 

(Laverty, 2003). 

Does not provide 

one concrete 

conclusion; there 

may be multiple 

explanations that 

arise from hearing 

the lived 

experiences of the 

participants 

(Crowther et al., 

2017). 

 

3.4.1 Grounded Theory 

Developed in the 1960s by Glaser and Strauss (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002), 

grounded theory sees theory emerge through research data collection and analysis 

(Strauss & Corbin, 1998). One of its main features is the crucial role of the researcher 

(Strauss & Corbin, 1998). While grounded theory could have been utilised for this 

study (Kuckartz, 2014), a significant difference is that a theory is built from the data 

obtained (Robinson, 2014). Theory development is not the intent of this research; 

instead the focus of this research is to take the rich descriptions of the participants’ 

experiences and interpret these through the hermeneutic circle to provide an insight 
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into the meaning co-created between the participant and the researcher (Laverty, 

2003).  

3.4.2 Ethnography 

In an ethnographic study, the researcher becomes part of the group being studied 

for the purpose of grasping the meanings and implications from the behaviour 

observed (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). The setting for this type of research is the 

natural environment of those being studied over a prolonged period (Jennings, 2005), 

establishing a cultural immersion. The output explaining how the group being studied 

view the world in which they inhabit is important (Reeves, Kuper, & Hodges, 2008) 

and the value lies in being able to provide rich descriptions (Collins et al., 2004). While 

bringing a richness through in-depth interviewing and participant observation, the 

output of ethnographic studies is the explanation of a set of themes or categories, which 

are then explained (Creswell, 2014). This differs from the nature of this research and 

hermeneutical phenomenology, where the intent of exploring the relationship between 

the phenomena is to draw out a deep dimension of the meaning from the rich 

descriptions through the language used by the participant (Liamputtong, 2013).  

3.4.3 Narrative Research 

Narrative research is based on an individual or multiple individuals sharing their 

experiences through stories (Liamputtong, 2013) accessed via a diversity of methods, 

such as conversations, interviews, and writings (Tracy, 2013). Stories provide insight 

into how individuals give meaning to their life experiences (Moen, 2008) and create 

awareness and deepen understanding of how others interpret a specific event and 

construct a reality that they then act upon (Tracy, 2013). The output is crafted into a 

narrative chronology by the researcher, which comprises views from both the 

researcher and the individuals’ lives, resulting in a collaborative narrative (Creswell, 
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2009). Narrative research was used in this study through stories gathered from the 

participants to assist in furthering the richness of the hermeneutic phenomenological 

approach (Crowther et al., 2017). 

3.4.4 Case Studies 

Case studies achieve an in-depth understanding of a single or minimal number 

of cases or organisations (Stake, 1978; Yin, 2012). Stake (2008) suggested that “a case 

study is both a process of inquiry about the case and the product of that inquiry” (p. 

121). The basis is the building of general propositions and theories, and to test 

hypotheses from the summarising of the data (Flyvbjerg, 2013). Case studies are 

employed when the research question is based on ‘how’ or ‘why’ something has 

occurred (Yin, 2012). Yin (2012) explained how a single case study is usually a 

confined entity involving an individual, organisation, or an event, or may be internal 

communication. This study draws on the boundary conditions provided by the case 

study approach – internal communication managers within this setting; however, 

greater richness was obtained through the application of the hermeneutic 

phenomenological methodology.  

3.4.5 Phenomenology 

Phenomenology originates from psychology and philosophy informed by 

scholars such as Husserl (Jennings, 2005), Schutz (Burrell & Morgan, 1979), and 

Merleau-Ponty (Flood, 2010). The philosophical underpinnings constitute a shared 

lived experience and the creation of “descriptions of the essences of these experiences, 

not explanations or analyses” (Creswell, 2013, p. 77). van Manen (2017a) explained 

that whilst many methodologies involve the lived experiences of individuals, in 

phenomenology, the study is of the “primal, lived, pre-reflective, pre-predicative 

meaning of an experience” (p. 776). In employing this methodology, the researcher 
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puts aside all previous understandings, past knowledge, and assumptions (bracketing) 

to enable the phenomena to be heard (Crotty, 1998). This is contrary to what underpins 

hermeneutics, where one’s own presuppositions form part of the understanding and 

interpretation (Gadamer, 2006). Bracketing was not possible in this study due to the 

shared experiences of the researcher and participants being that which created the 

stories (M. Miles, Francis, et al., 2013); hence, the adoption of a hermeneutic 

phenomenological approach to this study.  

3.4.6 Hermeneutics 

Dating back to the 17th century, hermeneutics is the “science of biblical 

interpretation” and is derived from a Greek word meaning to ‘understand’ or ‘to 

interpret’ (Crotty, 1998, pp. 87-88). A hermeneutic approach starts with the awareness 

that words acquire meaning from a living conversation (Gadamer, 2006). 

Schleiermacher (as cited in Palmer, 1969) proposed that understanding is where one 

unites with another when one is heard; whereas for Dilthey (as cited in Palmer, 1969), 

understanding meant a much richer experience was encountered. As one of the early 

scholars of hermeneutics, Dilthey suggested understanding is created through 

‘verstehen’,  comprehending meaning of a social situation, and it is through the 

‘hermeneutic circle’ “that the social world cannot be understood independently of its 

parts, and vice versa. Words in a sentence have to be understood in terms of their 

context. While one can attribute a particular meaning to words on their own account, 

they may assume a different meaning in the context of other words” (Burrell & 

Morgan, 1979, p. 237). What this assumes is to understand the whole, you need to 

comprehend the parts and their meaning, discovering the whole (Crotty, 1998).  

Building upon this thinking, Gadamer (2006) suggested that if what occurred in 

history is viewed objectively, the interplay between that historic event and 
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interpretation will then be missing, and for this reason the researcher must enter into 

conversation with the subject (Burrell & Morgan, 1979). Hermeneutics is more than 

deciphering texts to reveal meaning, it includes unwritten sources, such as human 

situations, events, and practices, in an endeavour to ‘read’ these in a way that reveals 

understanding, bringing about meaning (Crotty, 1998). Hermeneutics provides the 

interpretative processes in a phenomenological sense to ‘tease out’ the hidden 

meanings of exchanges between individuals, actions, materials, symbols, and art (e.g., 

drawing, painting, performance) (van Manen, 1977).  

3.4.7 Hermeneutic Phenomenology 

Hermeneutic phenomenology was developed from the writings of Heidegger, a 

disciple of Husserl (Crotty, 1998). Similar to phenomenology, hermeneutic 

phenomenology is concerned with the experiences individuals encounter in life 

(Laverty, 2003). van Manen (1997) explained the methodology further as “a 

descriptive (phenomenological) methodology because it wants to be attentive to how 

things appear, it wants to let things speak for themselves; it is an interpretive 

(hermeneutic) methodology because it claims that there are no such things as 

uninterpreted phenomena” (p. 180).  

The aim of hermeneutic phenomenology is to uncover meaning through 

interpreting what sits behind the words (Wilcke, 2002) and this includes listening for 

what is not said and paying attention to the silences (Crowther et al., 2017), which van 

Manen (1997) suggested may provide the greatest insights. Hermeneutic 

phenomenology seeks a deeper understanding of the human experience, and in the 

words of van Manen (1997) “Hermeneutic phenomenological research is a search for 

the fullness of living, for the ways a woman possibly can experience the world as a 

woman, for what it is to be a woman. The same is true, of course, for men” (p. 12). 
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Scholars such as Husserl and Heidegger differed in their opinions and beliefs 

about the exploration of the lived experience, “Heidegger focused on ‘Dasein’, that is 

translated as ‘the mode of being human’ or ‘the situated meaning of a human in the 

world’” whereas Husserl’s focus was on “understanding beings or phenomena” 

(Laverty, 2003, p. 24). Gadamer (as cited in Wilcke, 2002)  believed language or the 

act of dialogue was of central importance to the lived experience. According to Burrell 

and Morgan (1979), grasping an understanding of the exchange of frames of reference 

of  both the researcher and the participant lies at the heart of understanding 

hermeneutic phenomenology, and language is the intermediary between the frames of 

reference. 

The hermeneutic phenomenological process “is of a conversational nature” in 

that Gadamer proposed “It is a type of dialogue which is not adversative, but as 

Socrates expressed it, ‘like friends talking together’” (van Manen, 1997, p. 218). 

Interpretation takes place through the ‘hermeneutic circle’ described by Gadamer as 

“a circular movement, an ever expanding circle of understanding and interpretation” 

(Wilcke, 2002, p. 5). As the phenomenon is being studied, it is interpreted in a way 

where there is movement between the part and whole (Burrell & Morgan, 1979). In 

this research, it is postulated that the researcher can open up a new dimension of 

meaning through understanding and interpretation through the use of hermeneutic 

phenomenology. The justification for this is discussed in detail in the following 

section. 

3.4.8 Justification of the Employment of Hermeneutic Phenomenology  

The primary objective of this research is to understand the relationship between 

a normative re-educative approach to OD, meaning in the context of sensemaking, and 

internal communication. To gain insight into the phenomena, the participants for this 
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research were asked to describe their understanding of their experience. Both 

phenomenology and hermeneutics draw upon the experiences of individuals; 

phenomenology looks to describe the lived experience, whilst hermeneutics focuses 

on interpreting the experience (Wilson & Hutchinson, 1991).  

 Giorgi (2014) states that the basis of phenomenology is description however 

Smith (2018, p.1956) argues there is no value in being ‘prescriptive’ when taking a 

phenomenological approach. Zahavi (2019) refutes Smith’s (2018) statement asserting 

that there must be guidelines of some sort. According to Gallagher and Zahavi (2012) 

description and interpretation of the meaning of the participant’s lived experience are 

embedded in the practice of phenomenology.  

The methodologies of phenomenology and hermeneutic phenomenology are 

similar in many ways, including research outcomes, choice of participants, data 

collection, and understanding of the lived experience (Laverty, 2003). Where they 

differ is that, in phenomenology, the meaning derived comes from the experiences 

shared by the diversity of participants with the focus being on describing the 

commonality of the experience (Creswell, 2013).  

In hermeneutic phenomenology, description is not dismissed as a way to reveal 

the essence of the individual’s experience (Sloan, 2014). Through reflection on the 

experience as lived by the participant, the researcher seeks to draw out understanding 

(van Manen, 2019). Deeper insights are revealed through interpretation of what is not 

said, that which may be missed and the silences that occur (Crowther et al., 2017), 

extending beyond description to uncover meanings that are unseen (Wilcke, 2002). 

While a study would describe the phenomena being discussed, without an in-depth 

approach to bring out the hidden meanings (van Manen, 1997) it will not provide 
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comprehensive insight to elucidate what is taking place. By taking an in-depth look 

into reality, Husserl believed this was a way of attaining true meaning (Laverty, 2003).  

Where these methodologies also differ is in the role of the researcher. With 

phenomenology, the researcher is expected to bracket one’s biases, pre-

understandings, and assumptions (Crotty, 1998). However, van Manen (1977) argued 

that it is difficult for there to be no bias on the part of the researcher, as prejudice is 

inevitable. Supporting this view, M. Miles, Francis, et al. (2013) stated that one cannot 

isolate themselves from the data, as the researcher’s knowledge, beliefs, and thoughts 

provide greater insights, and this is achieved when a hermeneutic phenomenological 

approach is undertaken. 

Semi-structured interviews gave participants the opportunity to voice what they 

believe normative re-educative OD to be, as well as to describe its implications for 

meaning and internal communication. Having a voice through the language, spoken or 

otherwise, provides a prerequisite for a deeper understanding of the situation 

(Liamputtong, 2013). During these interactions, individuals described their social 

reality and the rich descriptive data obtained will be interpreted through the 

hermeneutic circle (Annells, 1996; Wilcke, 2002). Throughout this interpretative 

process, new dimensions of questioning open up as the researcher reflects on the data 

(Gadamer & Linge, 2004; van Manen, 1997), which allows for in-depth understanding 

of normative re-educative OD and the implications for building meaning in the context 

of sensemaking and internal communication.  

The hermeneutic phenomenological being discovery orientated provides a 

holistic understanding of the phenomena being explored by revealing meaning through 

described levels of understanding and interpretation (van Manen, 1997). The biases 

and the assumptions of the researcher were not bracketed or set aside, instead they 
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were embedded, and as such formed part of the interpretative process (Laverty, 2003) 

to enable a greater depth to the study. Greater understanding was therefore garnered 

concerning the professional life experience of internal communication managers; “to 

gift insights into human experience from which we can all learn” (Crowther et al., 

2017, p. 833).  

3.5 ROLE OF THE RESEARCHER  

The researcher’s role adds a complexity to the study, which needs to be 

acknowledged (Creswell, 2009). Through reflection, the researcher recognises how 

“biases, values and personal background such as gender, history and culture” may 

shape their interpretation and influence the direction of the study (Creswell, 2014, p. 

187). While Blumenfeld-Jones (2016) argued that the researcher should set aside their 

understanding and knowledge, Gadamer (2006) and McConnell‐Henry, Chapman, and 

Francis (2009) denied this, stating that the contribution of the researcher is important 

because understanding is only possible when their presuppositions come into play.  

In acknowledging this, information has been included in this thesis to explain 

the researcher’s background (both personally and professionally), the linkages 

between the researcher and the participants, access to the participants, and any ethical 

sensitivities that may need to be raised (Creswell, 2009). In documenting this 

information, the audience for this research will have a better understanding of the 

selection for the theme, the choice of participants, and the researcher’s interpretation 

of the phenomena. Gadamer (2006) suggested that “The productive contribution of the 

interpreter belongs in an indispensable [unaufhebbare] way to the meaning of 

understanding itself” (p.45). Moules (2002) supported this notion and suggested that 

as a researcher, there is belief in the interpretability of the world and that is a strength, 

therefore one needs to be prepared to let one’s self ‘be read back to them’.  
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Hermeneutics asks that as a researcher, one goes about the research carefully, 

sincerely, and passionately, and as an outcome of the research, the researcher 

experiences new and deep learning, which leads to a change in the way one thinks and 

raises insightfulness (Moules, 2002; van Manen, 1997). In a research role, it is difficult 

to remove subjectivity from the research being carried out, and in being conscious of 

this, there is a responsibility associated with translating the voice of the participant, 

what stands out, and how it is interpreted. The previous experiences of the researcher 

as an internal communication manager might be assumed to have an impact on the 

inquiry process and analysis however Gadamer (2006, p. 45) asserts “that 

understanding is in fact only possible when one’s own presuppositions come into 

play!” In hermeneutic phenomenology, the experiences of the researcher are integrated 

with the data obtained and throughout the analysis process (Bynum & Varpio, 2018). 

Through merging the participant’s and researcher’s experiences mutual understanding 

takes place (Crowther et al., 2017). 

The researcher previously held the position of internal communication manager 

for over 15 years in a 950+ employee-subscription TV company. This was followed, 

as a result of the acquisition of the former, by a similar role for one year with a 2000+ 

employee-subscription TV company.  

The researcher’s interest in this research resulted from two salient issues. The 

first arose because of the contrast between the two subscription TV companies and the 

ways in which individuals respectively behaved. In the first company, there was trust, 

integrity, and a strong belief and commitment to shared values. In the latter, it was 

quite the opposite, with mistrust, mistruths, ineffective feedback processes, and a poor 

values system in evidence, which was characterised by backstabbing, complacency, 

and a lack of accountability and responsibility. The flow on effect was poor internal 
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communication, which for most part lacked integrity, relevancy, and coherent 

meaning.   

The second, ultimately realised through discussion with other internal 

communication managers internationally, was the concern raised regarding a lack of 

focus on values preceding, and indeed underpinning, any communication with 

employees. From these conversations and their experience, it was perceived by both 

the researcher and some internal communication managers that while organisations 

tout their collective values on walls, cards, and symbols/logos throughout the work 

environment, there has been the observation that there is less focus on foundationally 

embedding values, such as integrity, trust, accountability, and honesty, being 

associated with work practices, individual and group relationships, and actions. In the 

opinion of the researcher and some internal communication managers, internal 

communication was affected, with meaning lost as a result of an environment where 

mistrust, selfishness, and disloyalty thrived impacting the organisation’s culture and 

performance. 

The researcher was previously a full member of the International Association of 

Business Communicators (IABC). However, since becoming a full-time student, the 

researcher now holds a student membership. It should be noted that the researcher is 

acquainted with some of the participants through the IABC having met a few of the 

participants over a three year period at the annual IABC international conference held 

in the US and through participation in the Qld branch of the IABC.  

3.6 DATA COLLECTION 

Van Maanen (1979) described qualitative research methods as “an array of 

interpretative techniques which seek to describe, decode, translate, and otherwise 

come to terms with the meaning, not the frequency, of certain more or less naturally 
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occurring phenomena in the social world” (p. 520). The primary methods associated 

with the collection of qualitative data are interviews, observations, and diary notes 

(Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). Other data collection methods include archival evidence 

and organisational documentation (J. Lewis & McNaughton Nicholls, 2013). Stories 

also provide another dimension, as people interpret their experiences through them 

(Tracy, 2013). 

While this research was conducted from a hermeneutic phenomenological 

perspective, the data collection methods were similar to phenomenology (van Manen, 

1997). From a phenomenological perspective, Sanders (1982) and Stone (1979) 

proposed three appropriate data collection methods: in-depth or semi-structured 

interviews; documentation, such as policies or written narratives; and behavioural 

observation of the participant.  Crowther et al. (2017) offered stories as a fourth way 

to collect data to elicit details about the participants’ lived experiences. 

3.6.1 Research Participants 

Communication within organisations is often delivered by a communication 

professional; a role that broadly encompasses internal communication, external 

communication, public relations, and corporate communications (Brønn, 2014; 

Falkheimer et al., 2017; J. E. Grunig, 1992). In selecting the participants for this 

research, it was most important to find a group of individuals who had knowledge of 

the phenomena being explored (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Research shows there are a 

variety of job titles for communication professionals (Brønn, 2014), with no clearly 

defined and agreed upon definitions for the role (Tench & Moreno, 2015). Therefore, 

for this research, some parameters were set in choosing to use the title of internal 

communication manager. The role was defined as holding a managerial level position, 

a leadership role in the organisation, being accountable foremost for the delivery of 
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internal communications to the employee base, with preferably a minimum of five 

years’ experience in this type of role. 

The participants were initially selected through purposive sampling; a strategy 

focusing on the selection of a smaller group of participants in an endeavour to collect 

rich descriptive data to comprehend the research question (Creswell, 2014; B. Smith, 

2018). This sampling technique resulted in participants being selected non-randomly 

to ensure the inclusion of interviewees who had an inimitable insight into the 

phenomena being explored (Robinson, 2014; Sale, Lohfeld, & Brazil, 2002).  

The snowballing technique was employed to expand the sample (Sadler, Lee, 

Lim, & Fullerton, 2010). At each of the interviews, the participant was asked for 

referrals from their own personal network and as the participants provided these, new 

contacts were made (J. A. Smith et al., 2009). As each participant agreed to be involved 

in the research, the referees were then asked the same. Snowballing enabled access to 

a broader spectrum of participants ‘world-wide’, rather than limiting this research to 

Australian internal communication managers.  

Creswell and Poth (2018) explained that in selecting participants it is important 

they have knowledge of the phenomena being explored, and as this was not the case 

for one of the participants of this study, which resulted in 23 participants being 

included in the final thesis. 

3.6.2 Data Collection Methods 

As discussed above, four data collection methods were deemed suitable when 

using a hermeneutic phenomenological approach to this research. These included 

storytelling, interviews, behavioural observation, and organisational documentation 

(Sanders, 1982; Stone, 1979; van Manen, 1997). What makes hermeneutic 

phenomenology more than suitable is that this methodological approach is not limited 
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by a staged approach to data collection (Crowther et al., 2017). Furthermore, it is one 

that enables questioning, reflection, and listening for the unspoken, where meaning 

unfolds over time as iterative thought processing takes place throughout the data 

collection, often leading to surprising revelations (Crowther et al., 2017).  

3.6.2.1 Storytelling 

The participants were initially asked to tell their stories and these stories were 

then elaborated upon in the semi-structured interviews. Stories take many forms, they 

may be painful to some, while full of joy to others; they are often told with a beginning, 

middle, and an end in an endeavour to create meaning (Sandelowski, 1991). In eliciting 

these stories and after rapport was built, the interview began with an opening 

statement, such as: “In your experience, what stories, thoughts or metaphors reflect the 

relationship between individual behaviour, values, and meaningful communication 

within your organisation?”. 

The purpose of opening with storytelling was to stimulate the conversation 

through narrative before commencing the interview questions; to enable the 

participants to explain their world view of the phenomena and discover more about 

how they perceived the relationships between the phenomena in their organisation. 

This provided the research participants with the opportunity to use their own language 

to describe their experiences to gain further insight into their role application and 

context prior to heading into the semi structured interview questions. 

3.6.2.2 Interviews 

An interview may be considered a conversation with guidelines between the 

researcher and the participant (Jennings, 2005). The more unstructured the interview 

questions are, the greater degree of assumptions by the researcher when interpreting 

the data (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). van Manen (1997) cautioned that if the 
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interview is too open-ended, the researcher may not achieve the outcome they were 

looking for. Semi-structured interviews help the researcher discover the views and 

sentiments of participants, and where clarification of information is required, probing 

can take place (Barriball & While, 1994). For this research, the researcher primarily 

elected to elicit storytelling supported by a semi-structured interview approach. 

The interview questions were developed and tested with a small pilot group 

consisting of five participants from a diversity of industries based either in Australia 

or internationally, and included three volunteers from an IABC presentation. In 

formulating the questions, van Manen (1997) suggested opening with the phrasing of 

“What does this phenomenon look like?”. This provides an understanding of the 

participant’s existing knowledge (Spence, 2017). The style of questioning that follows 

is used to reveal the participant’s underlying feelings, attitudes and beliefs on the 

phoneme being researched (Spence, 2017). The purpose being to elicit rich data laced 

with deep meaning (Harris, 2017) therefore this led to a set of interview questions that 

included: 

1. What is meaningful internal communication? 

a. What does it look like? 

b. How do you know when it exists? 

c. What value does it create?  

d. What importance does it create for the organisation? 

2. In your organisation, how do you think values and behaviour impact on 

meaningful internal communication? 

3. Are deep values, such as  trust, respect, care, and the like present in your 

organisation? 

a. If they are present, how is this reflected in internal communication? 
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b. If they are absent, how does this affect internal communication? 

The rest of the interview questions are located in Appendix B. Another important 

consideration was the language used when interviewing, as this enables trust to be built 

(Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). Language that was inclusive and showed attentive 

listening skills was therefore used. At the time of each interview, the researcher took 

field notes in the form of a reflective journal to gain a fuller picture of the interview 

(Denzin & Lincoln, 2008).  

3.6.2.3 Behavioural Observation 

The secondary data collection method consisted of behavioural observation. 

Originating from anthropological and sociological research, observations have been 

used to study societies and cultures worldwide (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). 

Observation takes many forms, both structured and unstructured, and is often more 

complicated than anticipated (Chamberlain & Broderick, 2007). In defining what the 

intent of observation is, there are several roles the researcher can take, two of these 

being ‘participation as observer’ and ‘complete observer’ (Easterby-Smith et al., 

2002). Both roles have their benefits and limitations. A ‘participation as observer’ role 

has the freedom to move around the organisation and observe and interact, whereas in 

the role of ‘complete observer’, the interaction is avoided and as a result, employees 

may often feel uncomfortable with levels of trust considerably reduced (Easterby-

Smith et al., 2002). The ‘complete observer’ role is unsuitable for qualitative studies 

due to the lack of interaction between researcher and participant (Easterby-Smith et 

al., 2002).  

For this study, the ‘participation as observer’ role was adopted, enabling 

interaction with the participant throughout the interview process. Moreover, the choice 

of environment, either in the organisation or at another location, was at the 
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participant’s discretion. Observations were behavioural in essence, as the participants 

shared their lived experience of the phenomena. The participant’s behaviours were 

noted and reflected in a journal by the researcher after the interview. Raw notes in the 

journal included, for example, reflecting upon the choice of environment for the 

interview, the body language of the participant, pitch and tone of voice. Notes were 

also made as reminders during the interview to follow up at the end of the interview 

clarification or points were highlighted for when writing up the data. Janesick (2015) 

suggests this helps with the interpretation process and through the selection of a 

phenomenological lens allowed the researcher to interpret all that they saw; the 

behaviours, environment, verbal, and non-verbal communication from a broad 

perspective.  

3.6.2.4 Organisational Documentation 

Analysis of organisational documentation also formed part of the data collection 

procedure and entailed viewing the organisational information associated with the 

main focus of this research in order to gain an insight into the organisational norms, 

underpinned by core values. Creswell (2014) states organisational documentation may 

be public documentation, which includes, for example, newspapers, annual general 

reports and meeting information whereas private documentation includes, for example, 

e-mails and personal notes.  One of the reasons for reviewing this documentation was 

that it could dynamically reveal gaps in the research approach, suggesting the addition 

of new interview questions in ‘real time’ (Bowen, 2009; Knox, 2007). Caution needed 

to be exercised when reviewing this documentation given the political dimensions 

within organisations. Yue et al. (2019) assert organisations may intentionally choose 

not to deliver  pertinent and important information to employees. This raised the 
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concern that internal communication managers may be directed to deliver messages 

reflective, which may not be reflective of the organisation’s true state.  

During the interview phase, some private documentation was available for 

viewing with a few public pieces collected by the researcher. Public documentation 

was available on organisational websites and in annual general reports however the 

focus of this research looked at private documentation and included examples of 

communication frameworks integrated with key messaging that were not shared 

publicly and in nearly all cases were not handed over to the researcher to keep. Notes 

were taken about the documentation related to the alignment of the key messages with 

the values within the organisation. 

Document analysis seeks to obtain data that may be used in combination with 

other methods as a means of triangulation (Bowen, 2009).  It was important to 

triangulate this data with other evidence for rigour (Barnes, 2001). The analysis 

process of this documentation was to review and consider its value in relation to the 

research questions (Bowen, 2009). 

3.7 RESEARCHER BIAS  

Prior to undertaking the research, the researcher declares their interest in the 

research through the disclosure of their values, beliefs, previous understanding and 

knowledge that they bring to the study (Creswell & Poth, 2018). As discussed 

previously in section 3.5 The Role of the Researcher, the interest in this research has 

been explained, previous experience stated and association with the interviewees 

declared.  

Finally, one of the dilemmas when undertaking interviewing is researcher bias, 

that is, departing from truth or fact (Henwood & Pidgeon, 1992). As a hermeneutic 
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phenomenological methodology was employed, ‘bracketing’, where the researcher 

makes notes throughout the interview (Tufford & Newman, 2012), was not necessary. 

As stated throughout the research, reflective journals were kept, which aided with the 

reflective and interpretative processes. The biases and assumptions of the researcher 

formed part of, and was crucial  to, the interpretative process (Laverty, 2003).  

In selecting which method would be employed for this research, there were some 

important key considerations, including access, the commitment of time, and the 

associated cost. The researcher considered the question of access to the participants 

and their organisation, and for this study, access to their organisation and the location 

for the interview was at the discretion of the participant. The initial time commitment 

was between one and one and a half hours, and the participant was free to end the 

conversation at any point. Several options were considered in relation to the costings 

for this research. Skype was used for some face-to-face interviews. The initial 

invitation proposed a face-to-face interview with minimal expenditure required due to 

the researcher’s access to accommodation and other resources that could be required. 

3.8 DATA ANALYSIS 

Within qualitative research, where the researcher is taking a social constructivist 

stance, separation of the data collection from the analysis and interpretation is 

important (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). In taking into account that there is one main 

data source, the experience of internal communication managers, alongside multiple 

data collection points, consideration had to be given in this context to the selection of 

the data analysis method. The ‘constant comparison method’ was selected for the 

initial interpretation because it was deemed suitable for analysing the interviews, 

observations, and organisational documentation (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Leech & 

Onwuegbuzie, 2008). The constant comparison method was used to gain insight into 
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some of the themes that arose throughout the research, whilst not limiting the analysis 

process and being able to complement the interpretative process. As Kuckartz (2014) 

stated, it is important to look for themes during the interpretative process of the 

hermeneutic circle when reviewing the text.   

While some authors argue the constant comparison method is strongly suited to 

the methodology of grounded theory (D. Walker & Myrick, 2006), Leech and 

Onwuegbuzie (2008) asserted its use with other methodologies, and together with a 

second data analysis method suited to hermeneutic phenomenology, the hermeneutic 

circle of understanding (M. Miles, Francis, et al., 2013), both were used. Hermeneutics 

is an interpretative philosophy that seeks to uncover rich and deep meanings revealed 

through the lived experiences of the participants (Harvey, Tapp, & Moules, 2016). It 

is a practice that involves questioning in an endeavour to create understanding 

(VanLeeuwen, Guo-Brennan, & Weeks, 2017). 

3.8.1 Data Analysis Process - Constant Comparison Method 

A model was created to demonstrate the constant comparison method undertaken 

(see Figure 9). The first step in the data analysis process was the transcription of the 

interviews and included what would be transcribed as textual data, though this did not 

cover all that took place during the interviews (McLellan, MacQueen, & Neidig, 

2003). In determining the depth of analysis required, consideration needed to be given 

to the desired outcome of answering the central research question and set of sub-

questions. In this thesis, the given attitudes, values, and beliefs of an individual were 

examined from a normative re-educative OD perspective with respect to meaning 

being created; many texts needed to be transcribed. Therefore, throughout this process, 

it was pertinent to ensure optimal quality data management. 
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Figure 9: Constant Comparison Method 

In-depth analysis was undertaken upon completion of the collection of the 

stories, interviews, observational data, and documentation. The style and techniques 

used in coding the data were developed by the researcher (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). 

The constant comparison method consists of data being classified or coded, then 

ordered into related groups where similarities and differences may be identified (Dye 

et al., 2000; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggested four stages 

as part of the constant comparison method: “(1) comparing incidents applicable to each 

category, (2) integrating categories and their properties, (3) delimiting the theory, and 

(4) writing the theory.” (p.339). A multi-level approach through the interaction of data 

with the creation of concepts enables a way to make sense of the data (Pope & Mays, 
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1995) and may also include revelations not anticipated suggests (Van Maanen, 

Sørensen, & Mitchell, 2007). Sanders (1982) suggested four questions that a 

phenomenological researcher should ask:  

1. “How may the phenomenon or experience under investigation be described? 

2. What are the invariants or themes emergent in those descriptions? 

3. What are the subjective reflections of those themes? 

4. What are the essences present in those themes and subjective reflections? 

(The essences being the why of the experience)” (p. 357). 

Throughout this process, the researcher uses intuition and reflection to draw out 

the essences of the individual experiences of the phenomenon (Gill, 2014). 

Phenomenological research looks to question what is taking place therefore the 

approach is not underpinned by a systematic set of steps and “cannot be fitted to a rule 

book” (Van Manen, 2016, p. 29).  The researcher engages with the interview data and 

seeks to comprehend the meaning of the participant’s experience by looking for themes 

(Sloan, 2014). As patterns and themes emerged, this provided an understanding of the 

role of re-educative OD in creating meaning and enhancing internal communication, 

leading into the creation of stories; stories that integrated the lived experiences of one 

or more individuals in an endeavour to help humans make sense of the way in which 

they experience the world (Crowther et al., 2017). 

3.8.2 Data Analysis Process - Hermeneutic Circle 

The central approach to data analysis for hermeneutic phenomenology is through 

interpretation that commences with co-construction of data between the researcher and 

participant as they engage in the hermeneutic circle (see Figure 10) (Laverty, 2003; 

VanLeeuwen et al., 2017). Prior to the undertaking of the interview process, it is 

acknowledged that the researcher approaches the experience with presuppositions 
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(Gadamer, 2006). When researcher and the participant come together, they work to 

bring life to the experience, co-creating stories that leads to new levels of 

understanding (M. Miles, Chapman, Francis, & Taylor, 2013). This takes place 

through reflection, dialogue, and that which sits behind language, the unspoken 

(Moules, 2002).  

Figure 10: The Approach of Hermeneutics (Danner, 2006, p.57 cited in Kuckartz, 
2014) 

Interpretation through the hermeneutic circle also focuses on gaining 

understanding through an ever-expanding circular movement (Crowther et al., 2017; 

Wilcke, 2002), as illustrated in Figure 10. Though Kuckartz (2014) challenged the 

concept of travel in a circular motion, implying it is more like a spiral; as exploration 

begins, understanding unfolds and enlightenment occurs. Movement takes place 

dynamically between the parts and whole of the text and this creates the hermeneutic 

circle of understanding and interpretation (Moules, 2002). The interpretations that 

develop comprise a merging of the text and its context, as well as the participants, the 

researcher, and their contexts (Laverty, 2003).  

Image removed
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According to Gadamer (as cited in Annells, 1996), one of the underpinnings of 

hermeneutics is that interpretation and understanding are bound together, and being an 

evolving process, it is suggested a definitive explanation may never occur. 

Acknowledging this point, in hermeneutic phenomenology, the role of the researcher 

is to arouse and hold the thought of the reader and the reader must be focused on what 

is said in and through the words (van Manen, 1997). With an ongoing conversation 

between the researcher and the participant, the outcome of this process is the “self-

interpreted constructions of the researcher and each participant, thus reflecting many 

constructions or multiple realities” (Laverty, 2003, p. 30). This leads to the creation of 

stories that address the relatedness between the phenomena being explored – in this 

study, normative re-educative OD, meaning, and internal communication. The crafting 

of these stories is part of the interpretative process that forms the philosophical 

foundations of hermeneutic phenomenology (Crowther et al., 2017).  

3.9 TRUSTWORTHINESS  

Several scholars have argued that qualitative research needs to be rigorous 

(Caelli, Ray, & Mill, 2008; Morse et al., 2002; Sharts-Hopko, 2002). As a result, there 

needs to be adherence to the principles that align with the assumptions of the 

methodology chosen (Caelli et al., 2008). In achieving rigour, Morse (2015) and Morse 

et al. (2002) suggested that validity and reliability are suitable concepts. These 

concepts are closely connected to qualitative research whereas qualitative research has 

developed its own terminology (Neuman, 2003). In their seminal work discussing 

trustworthiness, Lincoln and Guba (1985) stated the criteria for rigour includes 

internal validity, external validity, reliability, and objectivity. M. B. Miles et al. (2014) 

paired these traditional concepts with those that assess trustworthiness, 

validity/transferability, reliability/dependability, and objectivity/confirmability. 
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Furthermore, Creswell (2014) suggested other terms for validity that assess 

trustworthiness in qualitative research to include authenticity and credibility. 

The concern with interpretative studies is that issues of rigour are unclear due to 

there being no agreement regarding the terminology used. In selecting trustworthiness 

for this research, Schwandt, Lincoln and Guba (2007) stated it extends the thinking 

beyond  the conventional paradigm of rigour.  

Trustworthiness comprises four terms: credibility, transferability, dependability, 

and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Creswell and Poth (2018) attested these 

terms are still very valid in qualitative research at this time. The terms are be discussed 

below in detail.  

Credibility addresses the truthfulness of the conclusions made, and in establishing 

credibility, the narrative needs to be believable and make sense (M. B. Miles et al., 

2014), findings should be well-defined, and the experiences of the participants 

should be succinctly and accurately described (Elo et al., 2014). Triangulation takes 

place through multiple ways to substantiate the data (Schwandt et al., 2007) and 

negative occurrences are given recognition and documented in the analysis (Lincoln 

& Guba, 2013). To determine credibility for this research, the transcripts were 

thoroughly examined against the interview recordings for errors, that of missed 

words or incorrect words,  and part of the coding process measures included 

checking of the codes against the data and note taking detailing code definitions. 

Credibility may also be established when members (participants) are asked to review 

the interpretation of and conclusions drawn from their interview data (Creswell & 

Poth, 2018). This is to validate the researchers understanding of the participant’s 

lived experience (Neuman, 2003). However, member checking has several 

limitations with Silverman (2010, p. 278) suggesting it is ‘flawed method’. First, the 
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member may wish to be seen only in a positive light (Neuman, 2003), second, it may 

result in the conclusions drawn being altered, condensed or distorted (Miles, 

Huberman & Saldana, 2014) and third, human understanding changes and develops 

over time therefore the themes and crafted stories are open to continuing amendment 

(Crowther et. al., 2017). Therefore it was deemed that member checking was not 

suitable as a way to ensure credibility in hermeneutic phenomenology. Four-way 

triangulation of the data was then achieved through stories, semi-structured 

interviews, observational data, and organisational documentation to improve the 

credibility of the findings, because researchers need to guarantee the creditability of 

the study when conducting hermeneutical phenomenological studies (Laverty, 2003).  

Transferability refers to how much the findings can be extrapolated out to 

another group or setting (Elo et al., 2014). Transferability requires an in-depth 

explanation of the participants; how they were selected, the research environment, and 

how the data were gathered, examined, and then evaluated (Graneheim & Lundman, 

2004). While the researcher may go to great depths to provide rich descriptive data, it 

is the readers interaction with the findings that enables transferability to other groups 

or settings (Polit & Beck, 2010).  

Dependability “seeks means for taking into account both factors of instability 

and factors of phenomenal or design induced changes” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 

299). As the interview process is carried out over a period of time, new insights often 

develop into the phenomena being examined leading to a change in the interview 

questions. Schwandt et al. (2007) suggested that an external audit of the research 

process may achieve dependability. Prior to changes being implemented to the 

interview questions in this research, consultation was undertaken with two senior 

researchers to ensure that the dependability of the research was not undermined. 
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Confirmability delves into the way the data is interpreted and reconstructed 

(Schwandt et al., 2007). Elo et al. (2014) discussed the importance of the participants’ 

voices being clearly heard throughout the interpretation process. As data, the 

participants’ stories and interviews with the researcher are interpreted through the 

hermeneutic circle, which enables what is said and not said to be heard (Crowther et 

al., 2017). It is the “characteristics of the data” not the researcher that is in question as 

to whether it is confirmable or not (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 300). Through the 

development of crafted stories, the participants’ voices are heard (van Manen, 2016) 

and this enables confirmability to be established. 

In qualitative research, the meaning comes from the interpretation of the data 

collected, and therefore the trustworthiness of this data increases if the reader is 

presented with findings that enables them to view it from many different standpoints 

(Graneheim & Lundman, 2004). In taking a hermeneutic phenomenological approach 

to ensure the credibility of this research, trustworthiness techniques were combined 

with triangulation. In judging the authenticity of the findings from the research 

undertaken, trustworthiness addresses a number of questions raised, particularly that 

of truth (Schwandt et al., 2007).  

3.10 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Ethics guide the research, which is more than a set of instructions or guidelines 

(Davies & Dodd, 2002). Ethical matters in qualitative studies call upon the researcher 

to have a deep understanding of how to engage with the participants in a study 

(Rossman & Rallis, 2010). Understanding ethics is to “involve trustfulness, openness, 

honesty, respectfulness, carefulness, and constant attentiveness means ethics is not 

treated as a separate part of our research—a form that is filled in for the ethics 

committee and forgotten” (Davies & Dodd, 2002, p. 281; Rossman & Rallis, 2010). 
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Ethical considerations for this research included taking the privacy 

considerations of the organisations and the individuals with whom the interviews were 

conducted into account; hence, the researcher practiced due ethical responsibility 

(Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). Griffith University has a comprehensive ethics program, 

which was adhered to throughout this research process. The researcher sought advice 

from the Griffith Business School Research Ethics Advisor and was aware of the issues 

associated with contacting the participants, as well as with the data collection. This 

included the processes of conducting interviews, making behavioural observations, 

and obtaining and reviewing documentation. Ethical clearance was finalised prior to 

contacting the participants.  

Prior to the interviews, an ethical clearance form or informed consent form 

(Creswell, 2009) along with a detailed participant information sheet was sent to each 

participant for completion (Appendices C & D). The informed consent form was 

collected prior to the commencement of each interview, and each participant was 

briefed both verbally and in writing about the process, the focus of the research, and 

the guidelines for their participation. This provided the required authorisation for the 

use of the collected data. The interviews were audio recorded and backed up by a 

second recording device. If a participant requested that the conversation not be 

recorded at any point, this was adhered to by turning off the audio recording devices 

for the period requested. The data from these conversations were noted in a journal 

and were limited to no more than a few key words that included the tone of the 

dialogue. Protection of the identity of the participants was ensured through an 

anonymous alphabetical labelling system to classify and reflect their commentary in 

the write up of the data.  
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Where behavioural observation took place, the interview informed consent form 

covered this process. Authorisation was sought to view organisational documentation, 

and where approval was given, documentation was viewed. At the end of data 

collection, all transcripts were reviewed for clarification purposes and the internal 

communication managers involved in the interviewing process were given access to 

the aggregated findings.  

3.11 CONCLUSION  

This chapter began with a model representative of the research process being 

undertaken. As Morse (1994) stated, when choosing qualitative research, it is a 

journey, one that leads to knowledge development in the field of research, which for 

this thesis was the field of organisation development and internal communication. As 

part of that journey, the philosophical assumptions that underpinned the adoption of 

qualitive research were determined, including nominalism and how values informed 

the study and the social constructivists viewpoint and strong linkage to interpretivism. 

Next, qualitative research was justified for this study due to its interpretative nature 

(Crotty, 1998). Several methodological strategies were considered, with the choice of 

hermeneutic phenomenology being justified as the best way to answer the research 

question due to the gathering of stories and interview data through the lived 

experiences of the participants. 

Data collection included the identification of participants appropriate for this 

research – internal communication managers who had first-hand experience of 

phenomena. The selection of participants was undertaken through purposive sampling 

(Creswell, 2014) in conjunction with the snowballing technique (Sadler et al., 2010). 

Data collection methods were considered with regards to the importance of 

establishing trustworthiness. The four data collection methods included the gathering 
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of stories, semi structured interviews, observation of the participants throughout the 

interview process, and the review of organisational documents. The process of 

triangulation ensured the credibility of the research (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  

The data analysis process consisted of thematic coding through the constant 

comparison method (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) in conjunction with interpretation using 

the hermeneutic circle (Laverty, 2003). The combination of these analysis processes 

revealed the essences of lived experiences of the participants, providing an in-depth 

insight into the meanings of that which was said and not said (Crowther et al., 2017). 

Lastly, ethical considerations were discussed, ensuring the practice of ethical 

responsibility was undertaken by the researcher (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). The next 

chapter discusses the data collection methods in more depth, how the analysis was 

undertaken, and the findings that unfolded.  
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Chapter 4: Data Collection and Data 
Analysis 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The previous chapter discussed the rationale behind the research methodology 

and method. This chapter discusses the data collection, analysis, and findings. The 

thesis explores the relationship between normative re-educative OD, meaning, and 

internal communication. A qualitative study was undertaken using a hermeneutic 

phenomenological method where semi structured interviews, observation, 

organisational documentation, and stories collected from participants formed the basis 

of the data collection. Participants in this study included 24 internal communication 

managers based in Australia and abroad.  

The first section discusses the data collection processes and includes the 

preparation; detailed information about the participants; the collection of data, 

including the interview process; and reframing of the questions.  

The second section discusses the data analysis. According to Strauss and Corbin 

(1998), the researcher constantly interacts with the data throughout this process. 

Observation of the participants and organisational documentation were integrated with 

the data.  

The third section presents the findings and outlines the patterns and themes that 

emerged from the data. In taking a hermeneutic phenomenological approach to this 

study, the data is crafted into stories from the lived experiences of the participants, 

which enabled insights into the phenomena to be revealed. Such stories create a 
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common understanding as the interplay between the parts and the whole uncover new 

meanings (Crowther et al., 2017).  

The fourth section discusses the establishment of credibility and trustworthiness, 

while the last section provides the conclusion summarising what was discussed.  

4.2 DATA COLLECTION 

This research comprises an interpretative nature using a hermeneutic 

phenomenological methodology that requires recognition of the researcher as 

contributing to the analysis through the hermeneutic thought process undertaken; 

reading, thinking, contemplating, reflecting, writing, questioning, and analysing 

(Spence, 2017). As a methodology, its application may be a challenge, but the insights 

gleaned open up a new world of meaning into the lived experiences of the participants 

(M. Miles, Chapman, et al., 2013). Several data collection methods were employed 

using this methodology, including interviews, stories, and observation (Kafle, 2013). 

Organisational documentation was also analysed to provide further insight into the 

phenomenon being researched. Taking multiple approaches to the collection of data 

enabled triangulation to take place, contributing to the trustworthiness of the research 

(Schwandt et al., 2007). Data analysis commenced upon completion of the data 

collection from the stories and interviews with internal communication managers, the 

behavioural observations, and organisational documentation review. 

4.2.1 Preparation  

When preparing for the fieldwork, it was important to purposefully select 

participants, the research environment, the type of data to be gathered, and the process 

used to ensure transferability was established (Graneheim & Lundman, 2004). The 

creation of a checklist prior to the commencement of the field research ensured 

consistency in the data collection process (see Table 6). Considerations made in the 
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data collection preparation stage related to the type of environment and how the data 

were collected. Options for how to conduct the interviews such as phone, Skype, and 

face to face were considered, particularly given some participants resided overseas.  

Easterby-Smith et al. (2002) stated that the key to conducting successful interviews is 

building a relationship. Therefore, it was decided that, where possible, interviews 

would be conducted face to face. 

Table 6: Checklist for Field Research 

Checklist (Neuman, 2011) Checklist (adapted from 
Tracy, 2013) 

Implementation 

Prepare oneself, read the 
literature, and defocus 

Plan your research and 
reflect on your own biases 

In preparation for the 
interview, read through the 
literature. The researcher 
also prepared by reflecting 
on their own experiences 
and chose journaling to 
capture some of those 
thoughts. 
  

Select a field site and gain 
access to it 

Select a field site and 
negotiate access 

The researcher contacted a 
small number of IABC 
members initially and was 
invited to an Qld IABC 
meeting to present the 
proposed research to garner 
interest in participating 
 

Enter the field and establish 
social relations 

Commence field work and 
build relationships  

The researcher emailed out 
participant information pack 
to eight participants, of 
which five were interested 
and with whom the 
researcher met at a location 
of their choice (some were in 
their office; others in coffee 
shops or their homes) 
 

Adopt a social role, learn 
the ropes and get along 
with members 

 Through discussions with 
other IABC members, 
further interest was shown, 
and the snowballing 
technique was used to obtain 
more participants 
 

Watch, listen, and collect 
quality data 

Observe, listen, immerse 
yourself and use your five 
senses when collecting data 

At the time of the interview, 
stories were collected with 
semi structured interview 
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questions. Verbal and non-
verbal communication was 
noted in a journal along with 
points of interest that linked 
back to the literature 
 

Disengage and physically 
leave the setting 

 At the end of the interviews, 
participants were thanked, 
and a follow-up email was 
sent to show appreciation 
and to provide the 
opportunity for further 
contact. Post the interview 
more notes were jotted down 
in a journal reflecting on the 
content of the interview and 
highlighting new points that 
came to light 
 

 

Prior to data collection, all participants were emailed a pack that included an 

ethical clearance form (Appendix C), participant information sheet (Appendix D), 

background information sheet about the study (Appendix E), and an indicative set of 

interview questions (Appendix F). The date, time, and location of the interview were 

agreed upon, along with checking in with the participant to ensure that no questions 

were unanswered. One participant dropped out after committing to the interview 

process due to a change of circumstances with her job role rather than not wanting to 

engage in the research. Once the participants were selected through the purposeful 

sampling method, a second checklist was developed prior to the interviews 

commencing that included specific preparation details in preparation for the actual 

interview. For example, interview day equipment, such as audio recorder, journal, etc. 

(Appendix G). 

The preparation phase is crucial to being equipped to ensure the gathering of 

data that will enable meaning to be developed. Establishing a clear path for 

undertaking the research, such as creating journals to enable reflection along the way 
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and developing checklists, provided a solid guide for the researcher to undertake 

quality research.  

4.2.2 Research Participants  

Selection of the participants for the initial data collection was made through 

purposive sampling. Purposive sampling looks to collect rich insightful data based on 

the participants experience of the phenomenon (Polkinghorne, 2005). The criteria for 

participation were: 1) holding a managerial level position, 2) having a leadership role 

in the organisation, 3) being accountable foremost for the delivery of internal 

communications to the employee base, and 4) preferably having a minimum of five 

years’ experience.  

The initial sample consisted of six internal communication managers, most of 

whom were members or associates of the International Association of Business 

Communicators (IABC). An email invitation was sent to each prior (Appendix H) and 

a presentation took place at the IABC AGM to garner interest, and contact was made 

after the presentation (Appendix I). As previously discussed in the methodology, the 

snowballing technique was employed to expand the sample (Sadler et al., 2010), 

whereby participants provided recommendations for other possible candidates from 

their personal network (Polkinghorne, 2005). Over 18 more contacts responded to the 

request to participate in the study, with the final sample consisting of 24 participants; 

one of whom, *Nadia, was then excluded from the study because she did not meet the 

criteria due to her lack of seniority in the organisation. This resulted in 23 participants 

being included in the final study. 

To ensure compliance with the requirement that all research participants remain 

anonymous, the participants are identified by a pseudonym in this thesis. This enables 

the privacy of the research participant to be protected (McLellan et al., 2003) though 
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still brings a human face to the story being told. The participants were employed in 

medium to large sized organisations covering a breadth of industries from banking, 

education, health, insurance, semi-government, government through to transport, 

telecommunications, and technology/industrial/engineering. They came from the 

following generational groupings, two from Gen Y (1977-1995), 15 from Gen X (1965 

– 1976) and six from Baby Boomers (1946 – 1964). Of the participants, 19 were female 

and four were male. Participants were located in Australia (16), the UK (4), and Europe 

(3), with their organisations operating at a multinational (8), national (9), or state level 

(6). Table 7 provides specific details on each of the participants. 

Table 7: Summary of participants and their details 

No. Pseudonym Industry Gender Generational 
Grouping 

Location  

1 Ayla Telecommunications F X Multinational 
2 Brianna Semi Government F X State 
3 Carise IT F X National 
4 Deb IT F X Multinational 
5 Erin State Government F X State 
6 Felicia Professional Services F X Multinational 
7 Gretel Transport F X National 
8 Hannah Telecommunications F Y National 
9 Ilse Banking F Baby Boomer National 
10 Josie Professional Services F X National 
11 Kellie Health (NFP) F X National 
12 Lucy Transport F X National 
13 Marcus Education M X State 
14 *Nadia Manufacturing F Y Multinational 
15 Oriana Superannuation F Y National 
16 Pippa Pharmaceutical F X Multinational  
17 Rose Semi Government F X State 
18 Suzanne Insurance F Baby Boomer Multinational 
19 Tyler Motor/Insurance M X State 
20 Ursula Pharmaceutical F X Multinational 
21 Vincent Government M Baby Boomer National 
22 Zara Insurance F Baby Boomer Multinational 
23 Yvette Technology/ 

Industrial/ 
Engineering 

F Baby Boomer Multinational 

24 Daniel Health M Baby Boomer State 
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In summary, 23 participants were selected for this study, and were located both 

in Australia and abroad from a diversity of industries. One participant was deemed 

unsuitable to be included due to their lack of seniority. With the selection of 

participants finalised for the study, the interview process commenced.  

4.2.3 Interview Process and Revision of Questions 

The interview process took place from 2015 to 2018. The process commenced 

with a pilot study, whereby five interviews were undertaken using a set of seven 

questions (Appendix J). The purpose of the pilot study was to assess the suitability of 

the chosen participants, the choice of terminology/language used, and to test the 

question set (Creswell, 2009).  

Upon completion of the first interview, the interview was immediately 

transcribed to textual data from the audio recording to ensure the quality of the 

transcription (McLellan et al., 2003). Coding commenced using the constant 

comparison method to develop initial concepts in conjunction with the iterative 

process of reading through the transcript in an endeavour to undercover meaning; thus, 

the use of the hermeneutic circle to create understanding through reflection. The 

analysis is discussed in more detail in the following section.  

Once three interviews were completed, these were provided to a senior 

researcher experienced in the field of qualitative research for coding. After these were 

reviewed, the final two interviews were then completed in the pilot phase. No changes 

to the structure, terminology, or questions were made throughout this process. The 

pilot process enabled triangulation to take place to ensure the credibility of the process 

(Creswell & Poth, 2018).  
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With the pilot phase satisfactorily completed, the next five interviews were 

undertaken, with the transcription and summation process undertaken upon 

completion of each interview. Coding followed, and as codes were designated to each 

part of the text, checking took place against the coding definitions to ensure credibility 

was established (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). 

From interview 11, two participants questioned the term ‘organisation 

development’ (OD). As the term needed explanation at the time of the interview, this 

led to the redevelopment of questions six and seven and the addition of question eight 

in readiness for interview 15 (Appendix K). In addition, the role of internal 

communication managers had arisen several times and a new question was added from 

interview 15 to address this. The question was phrased, “In my research, I have heard 

that the role of internal communication manager is one that is integrated, that of a 

change manager, OD consultant, and communications specialist. What are your 

thoughts on this?”. When the interview process is undertaken over a period of time, 

new understandings are often gleaned and this leads to the interview questions being 

reviewed and updated (Schwandt et al., 2007).  These changes to the question set were 

made in consultation with the supervisory team to ensure dependability was achieved 

(Schwandt et al., 2007). 

Up until interview 15, the researcher completed the transcription of the interview 

data. The purpose being to be very familiar with the data and to have a clear sense of 

what was being said. A time stamp was noted several times on each page of the 

transcript in case a question be raised over what was specifically said by the participant 

at the time of the interview (McLellan et al., 2003). After this point, it was decided 

with the supervisory team to outsource the rest of the transcription of the interviews to 

a third-party provider due to the researcher having an understanding of the data 
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unfolding. Even though this took place, upon receiving the transcripts, the original 

interview was listened to and corrections were made as required to ensure the accuracy 

and integrity of the data was intact. 

Upon completion of the final interview, it may be assumed that saturation has 

been reached with no new data forthcoming (Boeije, 2002; Glaser & Strauss, 1967), 

However van Manen, Higgins, and van der Riet (2016) argued there is no saturation 

point, as capturing all the meaning associated with the phenomenon is impossible 

because a question posed can lead to an infinite number of responses. Therefore, with 

24 interviews completed, the decision was made to complete the interview process. 

Supporting this point, Crowther et al. (2017) stated that the principles of hermeneutic 

phenomenology are not limited to a set structural approach, as the focus is on revealing 

the meaning behind the spoken words. 

4.3 DATA ANALYSIS 

In applying hermeneutic phenomenology, Holroyd (2007) indicated there is no 

predetermined structure to be followed. Researchers approach their interpretation 

based on their own past, experiences, and culture (Harris, 2017). The constant 

comparison method of analysis, as described by Strauss and Corbin (1990), was 

initially undertaken to provide themes within the data. The hermeneutic circle then 

provided the depth, as meanings that are often not said but are heard in the silence are 

revealed (Crowther et al., 2017). 

4.3.1 Analysis Process 

As discussed in the methodology, the analysis of the interview data took place 

as reflected in this model (see Figure 11). 
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Figure 11: Constant Comparison Method integrated with the Hermeneutic Approach 
(Danner, 2006, p.57, cited in Kuckartz, 2014) 

Hermeneutic phenomenology looks at the interpretation of the stories and 

conversations collected from the research participants (M. Miles, Chapman, et al., 

2013). To delve into the stories of the participants for deeper meaning, iterative re-

reading of the interview data was undertaken through the hermeneutic circle (Harris, 

2017). This approach provided in-depth insight into what was not being said and was 

complemented by the constant comparison method, the essence of which was captured 

through the creation and documentation of concepts initially found in the early stages 

of the analysis process, followed by the development of themes. 

Image removed
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The analysis process commenced with reading through the transcript with notes 

taken in a journal. In reading Ayla’s interview, there were several thoughts captured 

initially in a journal. The interview text read: “We’ve got five kind of core value sets 

and actually used the top 40-50 leaders to create that and so we didn’t go into a dark 

room, determine what our values were and put them in posters, we actually did the 

opposite. We waited for about two years into the turnaround so you could say the 

foundations were there. Cause you can’t start with values in my view, you actually 

have to demonstrate them, live them, create a team that shares them.” A snapshot of 

the notes included the importance of building the foundation first; leadership needs to 

be living the values before articulating them; values of honesty, trust and authenticity.  

In keeping track of the interview data as understanding unfolded, several 

methods were employed, such as documenting the process to create a codebook. 

DeCuir-Gunby, Marshall, and McCulloch (2011) suggested that the codebook 

structure should include at least three components: code/concept name, an explanation, 

and a quote from the interview data to support the concept name. The codebook was 

set up in Microsoft Excel, with a separate spreadsheet created for each participant. 

Table 8 provides an example of the details logged from Ayla’s interview. One of the  

concepts developed after reading through the transcript several times and making notes 

was the authenticity as shown in Table 8. Summary spreadsheets were generated once 

the coding was completed.  
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Table 8: Development of the codebook citing an excerpt from Ayla’s interview 

Question Colour Theme Concept 
Meaning (reflection, 
idea) 

Quotes from Interview 
(P=Participant; Q- question 
number, p=page number in 
transcript) 

Q5 - deeper values and eff. comms magenta 22 
Sincere 
dialogue 

Fostering 
communication  

Encouraging 
communication in the 
organisation 

“allowing other people to share 
their stories and tell their stories, 
you're trying to foster that kind of 
communication environment.” (P1-
p.16) 

Q4 - values reflect on behaviour rose pink 18 

Theories and 
action 
alignment Authenticity Revealing one’s true self 

 
“authenticity and honesty, and 
that's if you can demonstrate, if you 
get people into that attitude from 
being willing to be really authentic 
and being really honest, then that 
has a huge impact on the way they 
communicate informal and formal 
communications...and that actually 
starts to build engagement and 
commitment with employees”(P1-
p.27) 
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Complementing this, several reflective journals were used to note insights during 

the interview, transcription, coding, and writing stages to help uncover meaning and 

create understanding (Watt, 2007). The first journal noted the researcher’s reflective 

thoughts, feelings, and understandings immediately after each interview. Notes from 

the interview with Ayla captured her exhilaration in what she has achieved to date with 

a new role, disappointment at not achieving the outcome she was looking for in a 

previous organisation and the high level of insightfulness she had into why some things 

occurred. It made the researcher feel an excited nervousness as the interview unfolded 

and the research questions came to life. At points, the researcher strongly identified 

with what was being said, becoming part of the story. Janesick (2015) suggested that  

a reflective journal provides a way to capture rich descriptive data, collect one’s 

thoughts, note one’s feelings, and ponder ‘what’s going on here’ or ‘what’s not being 

said’ in the hope of uncovering deeper meaning and understanding.  

The second journal noted points of importance to the researcher when 

transcribing the interview, for example, where there was quotes that fit with the 

reviewed literature. From Ayla’s interview, text was highlighted where leaders 

demonstrate the values through their behaviours and in their conversations, which is 

reflective of literature on espoused versus theories in use (Argyris & Schon, 1974).   

The third journal contained notes from the coding of the interview through the 

constant comparison method. These notes highlighted the preliminary concepts that 

were developing, and questioned whether the grouping together of concepts created a 

theme (Dye et al., 2000). For example, concepts such as collaboration, participation, 

involvement, working together, and unity appeared to come together to form the 

participative values or valuing participation theme as illustrated in Appendix L4 and 

Appendix M. Even though it may appear arduous to keep so many journals, the insights 
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gained from these often prove invaluable when it comes to the write-up stage (Watt, 

2007).  

4.3.2 Process for Identifying Concepts 

Upon completion of the first interview and its transcription, following the 

constant comparison method, to become fully immersed in the data, the researcher read 

the interview as a whole to get a general overview. The researcher then went back and 

read the interview line by line. Initially the concepts derived from the data were 

labelled and a description provided. For example, in Ayla’s interview, one concept 

was labelled fostering communication. The text being referred to was underlined with 

a coloured pencil and the label hand-written in the column on the right-hand side of 

the page (see Figure 12). At the same time, the researcher continued to make their own 

reflective notes in a journal about each of the interviews. 

 

Figure 12: Coding of Ayla’s interview data 

From Ayla’s interview, 54 concepts were identified, including a short 

explanation for each and at least one supporting quote. Upon completion of the second 

interview with Brianna, the same process was undertaken, though as concepts were 

developed, Ayla’s interview was referenced to determine similarities prior to creating 

a new concept. Through constantly comparing the data, the first stage of the constant 

comparison method was undertaken (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Several similarities 

arose between Ayla and Brianna’s interviews, for example, concepts such as “lived 

values”, “leadership influence”, and “superficial engagement”.  
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After each of the interviews were manually coded, the data were entered into the 

codebook. As data was read through, the researcher became more and more immersed 

in how the phenomenon was perceived and more concepts were identified as insights 

were gleaned. Phenomenological research is more than just the coding of words; it is 

a process of reflection, of pondering, of questioning what is being said though also not 

said to uncover the meaning of the experiences of the research participant (van Manen, 

2017c). Completing the transcription immediately after each interview allowed for the 

tone and pitch associated with some of the insights to be noted, particularly when 

delving back into the audio recordings to listen for deeper understanding. Brianna’s 

interview revealed another eight new concepts. 

As previously discussed, a reflective journal was kept on the coding experience 

throughout the interview phase as it progressed. As coding was undertaken, the notes 

from the reflective journal that had been made at the time of the interview were referred 

to. Denzin and Lincoln (2008) suggested that this enables a more in-depth insight into 

what is being said. This iterative process forms part of the hermeneutic circle; a way 

to discover the underlying meaning. 

One of the entries in the reflective journal was an observation on the role of 

internal communication managers in organisations: 

I am finding that as I go through the coding experience, it appears [that] 

internal communication managers need to take on more of an OD consultant 

role. One of the striking differences between two internal communication 

managers from another two is their ability to influence what goes out in 

messages. The first group of the internal communication managers are bulk 

information service providers; that is, delivering propaganda, while the latter 

has influence over the messaging that goes out, and interestingly, their 
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background is OD, which is a way to bring about learning in the 

communications process.  

In exploring this further, it was noted that some internal communication 

managers were directed by the imposed values of senior management rather than 

developed values, making their meanings prescriptive. This led to a feeling of 

tokenism, with values placed on walls and displayed visually, but with a lack of 

behaviours to match. These thoughts were an expression of what the analysis revealed 

to date. 

The researcher sometimes experienced uncertainty, questioning the codes 

designated, whether there were too many codes, and writing, rewriting, and pondering 

over every word or every sentence to ensure it reflected the true meaning. Notes in the 

reflective journal highlighted this concern, “With Ilse’s interview, there is so much 

richness and depth to what has been said that I (the researcher) am frightened of 

missing something of value when coding”. van Manen (2017c) stated that this is part 

of the experience when doing phenomenological research.  

The next few interviews revealed that several concepts were repeated and this 

was the supported by similarity in the words used by the participants. New concepts 

emerged, and by the end of interview eight with Hannah, 138 concepts had been 

created. Each had their own description supported by quotes from several of the 

participants. Over time, some concepts were combined, resulting in 111 concepts being 

grouped into themes (Appendix L). Confirmability is established through the 

interpretation of the data and construction of concepts. Confirmability is truly hearing 

the voices of the participants and interpreting what they have said and what is not said 

(Crowther et al., 2017).  
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4.3.3 Identification of Themes 

The identification of themes is an important part of the constant comparison 

method whereby the content of the interview is refined as the categorisation of 

concepts leads to themes being created (Dye et al., 2000). Themes in phenomenology 

bring to light patterns that reflect meaning and insight into the participants experiences 

and in creating these it is important that they resemble the text used (Benner, 2008). 

Mind mapping took place to create a view of the make-up of these themes (see 

Appendix M). From the initial concept development, 32 concepts were created, which 

were then grouped into six themes, as discussed below. 

The themes identified by the researcher were building connection, 

organisational congruence, theories and action alignment, sincere dialogue, valuing 

participation and reshaping the internal communication managers role. To 

demonstrate this, the following figure was developed from a free hand mind map that 

was created (Appendix N) to bring together the thinking and understanding that came 

from the coding (see Figure 13). The thematic template demonstrates the initial coding 

of the themes.  
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Figure 13: Themes generated from the coding of the interview data inclusive of the 
stories and semi structured interview questions, observations, and organisational 

documentation 

Each of the themes were well represented by data from the interview texts with 

slightly stronger representation in the themes organisational congruence and sincere 

dialogue. In analysing the data thematically, van Manen (2016, p. 320) reminds us it 

is ‘not a rule-bound process’; it is one of drawing out meaning. The themes were 

merged through similarities in meaning with a descriptor developed based on the 

concepts.  

The first theme, building connection, comprises six concepts and is described as 

a belief in people through developing relationships. This requires building trust to 

create a sense of belonging, being present, and actively listening to one another to 

create that interconnectedness, and the organisation being seen as a family.  
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The second theme, organisational congruence, describes a vision led 

organisation based on a solid values foundation where shared beliefs and values result 

in a united organisation with one story and a positive energy. 

The third theme, theories and action alignment, is described as leadership 

influence and leadership self-awareness reflecting an alignment of what is being said 

and the behaviours being displayed and enabling a hearts and minds shift, where shared 

meaning and authenticity prevail in an organisation underpinned by values. 

The fourth theme, sincere dialogue, is described as fostering communication 

through a common voice, where meaning is created and the organisational story is 

delivered through storytelling, messages are leader-led and honest to enable two-way 

feedback. 

The fifth theme, valuing participation, is described as employees being valued 

for the contribution they make to the organisation. People development enables 

organisations to innovate and attain their organisational goals when employee 

involvement (participation) and collaboration (working together) is encouraged. 

The last theme, refers to  reshaping the role of internal communications manager 

to OD expert, change manager, and specialist in communication. A role that influences 

both leadership and the communications delivered throughout the organisation. 

The concepts contributing to each of the themes are discussed in more detail in 

the following sections. 

4.3.3.1 Building connection  

In developing the first theme, the participants stories from the interviews, 

observations, and organisational documentation were reviewed. This theme 

highlighted the importance of leadership and employees building relationships. The 
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building connection theme developed through the process of dialogue, reflection, and 

interpretation (see Table 9). Comprising six concepts, this theme is described as a 

belief in people through developing relationships and requires building trust by being 

present and actively listening to one another to create that interconnectedness and 

sense of belonging where the organisation is seen as a family (Appendix O). 

Table 9: The building connection theme 

Theme Concepts Description 

Building 

connection 

1. Developing 

relationships 

2. Building trust 

3. Being present 

4. Active listening  

5. Interconnectedness 

6. Family 

This theme comprises six concepts and is 

described as a belief in people through 

developing relationships. This requires 

building trust by being present and 

actively listening to one another to create 

that interconnectedness and sense of 

belonging where the organisation is seen 

as a family. 

 

Organisational effectiveness requires an interconnectedness to be developed 

between all employees (Burke, 1997). The internal communication managers 

interviewed were very passionate about connections being built across the organisation 

between employees of all levels. The stories they told in the interviews evidenced this. 

Yvette shared the importance of developing relationships between senior leaders of 

the organisation and the employee base. Ayla explained it as leaders being “willing to 

stand in front of the employee base and talk to them about what we thought were the 

business priorities and why”.  An important part of this comment was the willingness 

of leadership to be upfront, open, and honest with employees by delivering clear 

messages; for example, about the business priorities, why they were important and the 

implications of not achieving the organisational goals. Kellie explained that this gave 
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employees confidence when they knew their leadership had clear direction and this 

created “better relationships”. 

The first concept, developing relationships, requires senior leaders to be visible, 

and this was a concern raised by some of the participants that they felt had to be 

addressed. Daniel explained how the organisation went out with an employee 

engagement survey to all staff and “one of the key themes that came out of the last big 

survey is that the leaders weren’t visible enough. Staff didn't know who they were, 

what they look[ed] like, hadn't spoken to them”. In addressing this issue, Daniel and 

his team put in “a lot of work into developing a leadership visibility strategy and 

getting them out there”, because “if you don't address those concerns. …issues will 

fester, and they'll become a lot worse”. Daniel went on to share that there had been 

improvement in organisational effectiveness since senior leaders had begun walking 

around and talking to staff. Notes from the reflective journal showed Ayla strongly 

believed in senior leaders having a high level of visibility, which was evidenced in the 

delivery of her message through her passionate tone of voice and animated hand 

gesturing. For her, it was extremely important that relationships be built across all 

employee levels so that trust was built.  

The second concept, building trust, was described by the participants as one of 

the important components in organisational life. From the organisational 

documentation viewed, trust was one of the values organisations cited as part of their 

value set, and during the interviews, several participants discussed how trust was key 

to developing relationships with employees. When trust underpins your 

communication messages, then as Kellie suggested, regardless of whether employees 

are clear on the full picture of where the organisation is headed and even if leadership 

are unable to provide all the answers to their questions, they are still willing to get in 
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and get the job done. Whereas when leaders make excuses in times of change that 

they’re a listed organisation and can’t communicate anything, this sends the message 

to employees that they are not trusted, a message that comes through strongly 

according to Felicia. 

Josie explained that, “Without trust, it just becomes a job rather than a big part 

of your life. ...ultimately if you don't love or trust your boss you leave”, demonstrating 

the importance of developing relationships based on trust. In the journal, it was noted 

internal communications managers are very passionate about their role as illustrated 

in Appendix U and work very closely with and often report to senior management and 

where trust and a deep respect doesn’t exist, then they question the value of their work. 

Marcus explained:  

When I am asked to do something and then they (senior management) go and 

do something else. Why am I here, you obviously know how to do internal 

comms so you don’t need me. Why bother having me here as I don’t seem like 

I am adding any value.  

Lucy and Deb explained how trust is fundamental in all that you do in an organisation, 

and  Kellie identified that the world of work is much easier as a result. It was clear 

from the participant interviews that regardless of the size of the organisation, trust was 

necessary to organisations operating effectively. Ultimately, trust is strongly linked 

with building connections within the organisation. Hannah shared how she had worked 

in two organisations at opposite ends of the continuum when it came to trust. As she 

talked about her experience it was clear how hurt and used she had felt previously 

when she said “Without trust, it just becomes a job rather than a big part of your life”. 

Underpinning this conversation was the importance of being valued in the internal 

communication role and to be that trusted advisor. When trust is developed with the 
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employee base, the organisation moves to one that operates “in a system of trust” 

according to Ayla. 

The third and fourth concepts, being present and active listening, were 

highlighted by some participants as being an important part of developing relationships 

and building an interconnectedness, the fifth concept. When organisations are 

experiencing tough times, Zara explained that leaders needed to “turn up the listening 

mode”. Though in her experience, one of the issues she had encountered was leaders 

struggling to listen to employees as “many of them find that very 

uncomfortable…especially if they have lower empathy and they can't do that human 

bit”. A similar concern was raised by Gretel, where she questioned leaders being 

available and willing to listen to employees, wondering whether they are “there when 

they stick their hand up and listening to them…find out why.…most managers don't, 

because they don't understand”. In the reflective journal it was noted that her tone was 

one of irritation having experienced this in both the organisation she was in now and 

a prior organisation. Inability to listen by leaders appears to be causing angst for many 

internal communication managers and the flow on effect to employees causes great 

concern. As quite a few of the participants explained, many leaders do not take the 

time or do not know how to listen, really listen, by being present and actually hearing 

what employees say, yet when they take the time to do so, interconnectedness is built 

between leaders and employees. In working with many organisations over a twenty 

year period, Carise had experienced what it was like to not be heard; the frustration, 

anguish, hurt and pain affecting her ability to do her job in an effective manner. Carise 

reflected upon the importance of being present with employees:  
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I think the core value is…what is it like to sit in front of another human being 

and be present with them, and if you find that you don’t have values for that, 

then I think communication is going to be a veneer. 

This highlights the challenges of leaders having the ability or interest in listening 

to their employees and taking the time to be present when they do. Ayla described 

leaders being present as “where you've let them (employees) into a thought or you've 

been honest with them and you've heard them; importantly, that you've heard them 

back”, this then enables a strong connection to be built. Without that engagement with 

employees in being heard, the organisational conversation cannot continue.  

Lucy identified that there needs to be two-way interaction between leaders and 

employees and asserted that “this is not a one-way thing and I think that's the important 

part of active listening.” In her experience, Lucy found that when employees are 

actively listened to, they feel valued. Summarising this, Zara explained: 

that human interaction, umm, and leaders eyeballing people and listening to 

them, and finding out what their concerns are, and then acting on them, I think 

that's where it's a very slow burn, but it does then create a joint meaning of, 

you know, what are we here for and what are our values, and how do we live 

them. Out of discussion and dialogue, and daily behaviour and interaction.  

Deb concluded “it's really about connection… they're hearing it and they're being 

a part of it”. Josie was very passionate about strengthening the connection between 

employees in the organisation. Hannah’s experience highlighted how when those 

connections are strong “if you’re hearing that people are concerned about something, 

you can address it straight away”. Felicia explained that when those connections are 

built, a sense of belonging is achieved and used the metaphor of family, the sixth 
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concept, where organisational effectiveness is achieved through working together. She 

described family as  

a collection of like-minded individuals, and you know, there were stories 

about people going to other countries and saying, you know, I have never met 

Wendy from Australia but I knew she was a (company name) person herself, 

there was a sense of what it meant to be  

to belong to the organisation. Similarly, Ursula supported this notion of family sharing 

how they are “very connected… So, the family analogy actually does work because 

they are very caring, umm, they care very deeply about their people and it’s very 

obvious in the ways they treat them” and when this occurs the “level of trust is actually 

quite high”, there is “that sense of a functioning family”.  

The building connection theme can be summarised as developing relationships 

through building trust between leaders and employees. This requires leaders to be 

visible and available and to be present and actively listening, not only in the difficult 

times but ongoing. As employees feel they have been heard, interconnectedness 

develops, which creates a sense of belonging, and the organisation becomes like a 

family.  

4.3.3.2 Organisational congruence 

Developing the organisational congruence theme through reflection and 

interpretation of the stories shared by participants, their interviews, observations, and 

organisational documentation led to the bringing together of seven concepts (see Table 

10).  Organisational congruence is described as a vision led organisation that is based 

on a solid values foundation where values are leader-led and shared beliefs and values 

result in a united organisation with a positive energy (Appendix P). 

Table 10: The organisational congruence theme  
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Theme Concepts Description 

Organisational 

congruence 

1. Vision-led 

2. Solid values 

foundation 

3. Leader-led values 

4. Shared beliefs and 

values  

5. United organisation 

6. Positive energy 

Vision-led organisation based on a 

solid values foundation where leader-

led values and shared beliefs and 

values result in a united organisation 

with a positive energy. 

 
Congruence is achieved when two or more factors come together in alignment 

and the higher the alignment, the greater the effectiveness of the organisation (Nadler, 

Tushman, Tushman, & Nadler, 1997).  The first and second concepts, vision-led and 

solid values foundation, were highlighted by several participants, though Ilse’s words 

demonstrated their importance, “vision and values are two fundamental pivots on 

which an organisation spins”. When the vision of the organisation is clear, that is the 

starting point according to Daniel. In support of this, Suzanne discussed how 

managers, “exceptional ones”, must be able to “interpret this big picture” for 

employees. As aptly illustrated by Deb, “it's that connection, the values, the people, 

they understand their part”.  

Many participants highlighted the importance of values forming the bedrock of 

the organisation. Documentation provided by some of the participants described the 

values of their organisation and the meaning associated with these. The values 

included customer focus, innovation, ownership, collaboration, trust, authenticity and 

experimentation. There were also value statements, for example, respect for people, 

open communication, embrace change and adapt quickly. 

The values define “how we work together” according to Rose. She went on to 

explain that this relates to how employees interact in meetings, communicate with one 
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another, and that when the values are present “it’s how we behave with each other”. A 

solid values foundation provides organisations with “permission to talk about things 

you might not feel comfortable talking about” according to Josie. When values are not 

embedded, “the organisation would not be as rich a place” stated Vincent. Values 

provide a way for an organisation to deliver and “those values help us to connect our 

global workforce” according to Deb. Pippa verified, this means that where an 

employee was not aligned with organisational values, they left and “the organisation 

was not frightened to say, this person is no longer working here, just due to their values 

were different. And it was very respectful”. 

 In building a solid values foundation, participants shared their stories of how 

this had been done. For some, it was a positive experience, while for others the values 

were forced upon employees. All participants agreed that employee consultation 

needed to be part of the process. Both Vincent and Daniel described the starting point 

as focus groups, enabling employees to talk about, as Daniel explained, “what's 

important to them, what do they think, what values represent (their company)”. By 

having those discussions, Daniel stated “you have a set of values the staff have already 

bought into and they already have a sense of ownership”. Oriana shared that her 

experience was similar “they came from the business, so I think that connection that 

people have to them [is] because it resonated straight away” enabling the 

organisational values to be communicated much easier. Daniel pointed out that “you 

can go out and say, ‘Here are the values, this is what you told us represent[s] our 

organisation, and now it's really important for us to live them’”. In his experience, 

Tyler found that “where if something is values based within the organisation, it's the 

anchor for honesty, healthy discourse, trust”. Yvette supported this premise:  
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the values are very much part of the DNA of the organisation. They are woven, 

they are part of the strategy, and they are basically woven into everything, 

behaviours, you know, communications. …it really is, you know, embedded 

in the DNA, in the strategy, and what's expected of people. And the role 

modelling, certainly of the CEO. 

Notes from the reflective journal indicated the strength of the points being made 

by both Vincent and Daniel, as they both had many years of expertise and were quite 

clear that values cannot just be created by the top echelon in the organisation. 

Highlighted in the notes for Daniel were his concern about the values of the 

organisation he came to work for, the values were created by the board not the 

employees and he was quite passionate about employees being involved. Daniel 

believes that values creation starts with employees. Vincent’s current organisation 

differed significantly from previous ones he had worked in where the values were 

embedded in the organisation. He found it quite frustrating having to work in an 

environment where they don’t have the following of the people because the 

organisation is not values based. 

In driving the values, this is a different story, as it is imperative that this is leader-

led (third concept) by the senior executive and the CEO, as highlighted by many 

participants. Pippa explained that values needed to be driven from the top, for example, 

the managing director. In support of this point, Zara, Oriana, and Yvette discussed how 

their CEOs led from a values perspective. It was more than communication via email, 

face to face, or the intranet, it was how their CEOs behaved. As Zara passionately 

explained in her role of working with the CEO on his communications:  

Everything he says and the way he behaves in every meeting is more 

important… And you know what's great is to be congruent to him is so simple, 
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because he's brilliant. When I've had to make sure my comms are congruent 

to other leaders, you know, it's not been so much fun sometimes.  

Where the CEO lives and breathes the values, Oriana stated “if you were to ask 

people…they would say they’re really core tenets of what he does”. Yvette said that, 

“people take their cue from the top”. Supporting this point, Brianna stated “someone’s 

behaviour on the bottom level is a completely indicative result of the people above 

them”. This epitomises the importance of leader led values within the organisation, 

and as Gretel stated, it means “everybody in the company knows what those values are 

and what is expected of them in terms of living those values”. 

Shared beliefs and values, the fourth concept, was described by Lucy as:  

people go to work generally to be happy and want to do a good job, and how 

would you know they're engaged and having those meaningful 

conversations...they're engaged in their work and they'll exemplify the values 

and behaviours in their organisation. 

Values are embedded within the organisation, and as evidenced by Brianna, very 

much lived. In her experience “you would be in the line in the canteen and hear 

someone talking about something that they were really exhibiting great safety 

behaviour...knew that they were living it”. The reflective journal notes highlighted 

Brianna’s passion for internal communications and her strong belief in values 

particularly evidenced through how proud she was when she heard stories where 

employees demonstrating the values. Her own team were very values driven, of which 

Brianna was absolutely delighted and this was reflected in pronounced her hand 

gesturing  and heightened pitch and tone of voice. It really confirmed her commitment 

to organisations being driven by values. Marcus recalled his experience in a previous 
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organisation, “I saw them lived and … it was just a stronger culture when it is [sic] 

lived”.  

Tyler explained the impact if negative values are the norm:  

If the values that are present are negative ones, then it makes it very easy for 

people to justify their behaviours if they're unacceptable behaviours. So, if 

competition is actually more important than collaboration, it might be that 

collaboration is the thing that's on the poster on the wall. But if the value, the 

behaviour that gets recognised every time is actually competitive, then it 

means that there’s going to be an even greater, it's going to be very clear what's 

expected, cause people will see what the reward is, the unspoken value that is 

witnessed through behaviour would be clearer and louder, and therefore it 

makes that congruence gap even greater, which is like a downward spiral, 

perpetual downward spiral, it's a toxic culture. 

The researcher noted in the reflective journal that many participants who were 

in a very senior role chose the organisation they worked for, and these were where 

shared beliefs and values were very much present. Ilse explained that during her career 

before moving to a senior role, she worked in organisations that were not of her 

choosing due to wanting an internal communications manager role. Similarly, Marcus 

worked in organisations where there was a lack of shared values and he found this  

“quite frustrating”. He stated the incongruence lead him to leave the organisations after 

a short time. Whereas for Yvette, she had chosen an organisation where there were 

shared beliefs and values and confirmed this when she shared: 

I find it much more inspiring enough to be in a place where people have values 

and they believe them, and they live them, rather than printing them in a pretty 

brochure. ...I think it certainly helps to bind people together as an organisation. 
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This quote truly reflects the difference it makes in an organisation when there 

are shared values and beliefs, leading to the fifth concept of a united organisation.  

United organisation as a concept describes the alignment of values, Zara 

explained “there's a close correlation between people's individual values and company 

values. That's why they join a company and stay with a company”. Ursula found that 

when employees decide they want to stay, “they are saying good things about the 

company, driving and adding that productivity and discretionary effort”. When there 

is a lack of alignment between an individual’s personal values (the new CEO) and the 

organisation’s values as experienced by Erin, it causes “a lot of friction…you’re trying 

to make one organisation and now we’ve got these two sides”. It was noted in the 

reflective journal that Erin was quite angry and raised her voice when talking about 

the organisational split and the huge challenge this created for internal communication 

going forward. For Ilse, her experience has been positive and she illustrates this 

concept beautifully by describing it as:  

where the values are strong and where everybody is dancing to the same tune 

and they've got their eyes fixed on the same thing; there is that sense of 

boundarylessness, that we are one organisation, we are one people united in a 

single purpose.  

In describing the sixth concept, positive energy, Ilse identified that “words 

resonate but it’s more than that…it's that resonance actually creates a feeing and it's 

that amazing feeling that you can feel the momentum, you can feel the collegiality, 

you can feel inspired”. It is an organisation where employees feel valued. The power 

of values being present create an openness, and as Tyler explained “you know, it’s 

great to work here, I understand how I can contribute, wow, I've got a lot of energy, 

things are moving really fast but it's a really exciting time”. The benefits are great, as 
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described by Yvette, “if you generate this culture, you will improve organisational 

effectiveness because you will have greater trust, more collaboration, more openness, 

fewer silos, or go away”. 

Ilse depicted the organisational congruence theme of as: 

at the individual level, that that's kind of like where the fire is ignited for when 

that fire is ignited around that sense of worthiness then that heat from that fire 

is felt across the team, across the department, across the organisation. It's that 

collective fire. 

The organisational congruence theme can be summarised as one where, together 

with the senior leaders, the CEO leads with vision and drives the values, creating a 

solid values foundation. These lived values develop a united organisation where values 

are aligned, and everyone is focused on achieving the same outcome. This creates a 

positive energy in the organisation, one where employees want to come to work, are 

engaged, know their purpose, and work as one to achieve the organisation’s goals. 

4.3.3.3 Theories and action alignment  

The participants and their comments gained through the interview process, 

observations, and organisational documentation led to the development of the third 

theme, theories and action alignment, which comprises six concepts (see Table 11). 

The role of influence is a challenging one, and many leaders believe they understand 

what is required to take their employees on the journey to achieve the organisation’s 

vision. That journey requires a shift of hearts and minds, and most participants 

believed that there must be a congruency between what is being espoused by leaders 

and the behaviours being demonstrated, though in discussing this with the participants, 

there were many examples where clearly this was not the case. Theories and action 

alignment is described as leadership influence and leadership self-awareness reflecting 
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an alignment of what is being said and the behaviours being displayed and enabling a 

hearts and minds shift, where shared meaning and authenticity prevail in an 

organisation underpinned by values (Appendix Q).  

Table 11: The theories and action alignment theme 

Theme Concepts Description 

Theories and 

action 

alignment 

1. Leadership influence 

2. Leadership self-

awareness 

3. Hearts and minds 

shift 

4. Shared meaning 

5. Authenticity 

6. Values underpinning 

 

Theories and action alignment is 

described as leadership influence and 

leadership self-awareness reflecting 

an alignment of what is being said 

and the behaviours being displayed 

and enabling a hearts and minds shift, 

where shared meaning and 

authenticity prevail in an organisation 

underpinned by values. 

 
In discussing the first concept, leadership influence, nearly all participants 

agreed that employees look to their leader for how to behave, or as Hannah explained, 

how to act. According to Ayla and cited her experience, the actions of leaders affect 

the entirety of the business, as a “breaking of the system of being a leader in a medium 

sized business... you can see the demonstrated behaviour of a leader and the impact 

that has across the whole company is quite profound”. The behaviours demonstrated 

by leaders shape the culture of the business according to Yvette, and the behaviours 

need to start from the top, and “if it doesn’t start at the top, nobody does it”. Ilse 

supported this point stating:  

the key thing to remember there is [that] employees won't always hear what a 

leader says but they will always, always see what they do, and what they do 

echoes across the organisation louder, stronger, and more frequently than the 

words that they say. 
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Notes from the reflective journal showed a real richness and passion by Ilse for 

leadership alignment of what they say and what they do. Ilse has a real fire in her belly 

for communications, very deliberate words were chosen and she’s very passionate, 

using many metaphors to explain what she means. When reflecting on the congruency 

between words and action, Ilse suggested a metaphor, the comparison between 

“shadow and light”. She described it as how “a leader’s behaviour aligns with their 

intent and words”. She believes that leaders need to “show their intent and walk the 

talk” then employees will follow them “like the Pied Piper”. 

There is a flow on effect to communication in the organisation when there is an 

incongruency between what is being said and the behaviours being exhibited by 

leadership. This point was evidenced in several of the participant interviews. What 

appeared to underpin this point was their strong concern that by delivering messages 

very different from the behaviours and actions being displayed, employees would 

disengage from the organisation.  In the interview with Marcus, his frustration was 

evident by the tone of his voice as he explained the impact:  

the senior leaders aren't walking the talk and the internal comms tries to make 

them look like they are walking the talk. And when they're like that and people 

see it, it creates a disconnect. ...I'm not going to read anything anymore 

because I don't believe what is being said. I know what the truth is and [if] 

you're telling me something else, then why should I read any more?  

Tyler supported this comment with “If the rhetoric and the behaviour doesn't 

[sic] match, then no amount of communication is going to be able to solve that”. Yvette 

summed it up by stating “It comes back to you know leadership, starting at the top. 

Full commitment, not just moving lips, but you know doing the dance as well”. Yvette  

has worked in the field of internal communication for several years and is very 
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experienced  evidenced by her work in some very high profile international 

organisations. As a senior communicator, Yvette has a very clear understanding of 

how behaviours and words need to be aligned. 

In discussing this incongruency between words and actions further with the 

participants, the second concept of leadership self-awareness arose, and Ayla 

identified this as “one of the biggest problems of leadership, you don't really find that 

there are too many people that are self-aware, and therein lies the problem”. When 

Felicia’s organisation was in the process of being acquired, one of the senior leaders 

from the new organisation came to speak to the employees; he gathered them together 

and began by using “about 10 metaphors in the first five minutes and it was just piling 

metaphor on metaphor” and everyone had no idea what he was talking about. Yet here 

was a leader that was totally unaware of the impact of his communication, “there was 

no substance to the communication, it just felt that they needed to be seen 

communicating”.  Felicia’s response of “oh please” was a resounding show of anger, 

disappointment and frustration of this leader’s poor understanding of how to 

communicate especially in a time of change. Kellie experienced this lack of leadership 

self-awareness too, she explained “We talked to the leadership group and it has thrown 

them a bit how much people observe their behaviour and constantly”. Leaders lack of 

self-awareness was one of the challenges participants faced in being able to drive 

values-based communication throughout the organisation.  

The third concept, hearts and minds shift of employees, highlighted the need for 

a clear and concise story of the organisation’s purpose, and as Hannah suggested “what 

is the reason we exist beyond making money… [if] they don't communicate that 

effectively to employees, then it's very difficult to connect with the hearts and minds 

of individuals”. Josie explained that:  
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it is all about deepening the connection between employees and the 

organisation…about heads, hearts, and minds, so clarity on where are we 

going as an organisation, why is it an exciting destination, how do we get 

there, what role do I play in contributing towards that, you know, reaching 

that destination. 

Zara illustrated how to create that shift “I think it's through leadership 

communications and their behaviours and how they treat individuals and how they 

build teams, how they treat teams through their individual communications”. Zara has 

many years’ experience in organisations and “didn’t start in communication”. In her 

experience, some organisations are “naturally intuitive communicators” however 

insurance companies tend to require more support. Zara shared one incredible moment 

and told the story of her current leader, the CEO, and how he successfully shifted the 

heart and mind of one of the senior leaders who believed he should have had the top 

job. It was through the way he “lives the values, treats people with such respect”. The 

way the CEO dealt with the senior leader was “unbelievable” according to Zara. In her 

experience, in most organisations, there “would have been some big blow-up, and the 

guy [would have] left the company, angry, hating the company, feeling treated badly”. 

In fact, Zara explained, it was just the opposite, with the senior leader becoming: 

a team player, adding value to the team. He's turned positive. And that is all 

because my boss treated this guy with such respect and wanted to understand 

what he wanted out of his role. Where he wanted to go. How he could help. 

Unbelievable!  

This story illustrates the power of influence that leaders have on shifting the 

hearts and minds of their employees. 
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The fourth concept, shared meaning, Lucy believed comes with the “hearts and 

minds piece, the say, do lead by example piece…the whole capability piece, can I do 

what the organisation is asking. I think those whole three are really important in that 

conversation of getting that shared meaning”. Lucy went on to explain “if we don't 

have shared meaning, it doesn't drive those behaviour changes or people aren't 

motivated to understand what behaviours are required of them”. Vincent argued that 

without shared meaning and shared understanding, the organisation is not aligned and 

not working towards a common goal. Ilse explained that meaning is derived from 

context, values, and beliefs. Supporting this point, Suzanne shared the story of her 

CEO and their executive team, “your CEO, you know he’s doing the right thing, he’s 

espoused all the right values, he’s sure that his executive team is with him, but the 

reality when you go to implement something is totally out of whack”. In Suzanne’s 

experience working with executives, “You look to them as role models and when you 

see them executing in a way that is slightly or completely inconsistent with the deeper 

values (trust, respect, care), you start to question and doubt them”. Suzanne highlighted 

how crucial it is for “the executive team come to a shared understanding of what they 

(the values) mean. Effective sharing of meaning has to be there”. Shared meaning 

comes about when there is a consistent understanding of the values and beliefs 

throughout the organisation, enabling the shifting of hearts and minds through 

demonstrated behaviours aligning with the words being communicated. 

The fifth concept, authenticity, is an important one for leaders to help shift the 

hearts and minds of employees. Brianna explained “I believe in, you know, 

authenticity…if you're coming at it from the right heart space”. Vincent described the 

power of authenticity when he told the story of a previous leader who initially lacked 
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understanding of how to be a leader of people, when one day he stood up amongst 150 

people and told his story.  

He said ‘I want to tell you about an authentic moment for me’ and he stood 

up, and there's probably 100, 150 people in the room, and he stood up, and he 

talked about the grief that he had gone through when his wife had first been 

diagnosed with and ultimately had died of cancer, leaving him with three 

daughters, the eldest of which I think was 12. 12, 10 and 8 or something. He 

spoke for about 20 minutes, and he put it over...and what had gone, where 

most people have got that kind of front and he stripped that back, and he didn't 

need to draw the parallel. He said that after, people said, “If he can do that, I 

can do it as well.” …I think clarity, authenticity, and the ability to be human I 

think are the most important things that I've seen. 

Oriana had a beautiful story about being authentic and enabling the shift of hearts 

and minds. The CEO was asked by an employee as to what he was nervous about when 

it came to a major product change and his response was “I am nervous about a lot of 

stuff, but if you ask me what’s keeping me up at night, it’s the fact that one of our 

‘customers’ may be miss sold”. Oriana went on to explain, “The cut through on that 

simple message, because he (CEO) believed it, I must have heard it said 100 more 

times”. Suzanne explained “reflection… You hope that people will think about things 

in different ways and that will shift their personal values, beliefs and attitude”. 

The sixth concept, values underpinning, was passionately discussed by several 

of the participants. In their experience, there needed to be an underpinning of values 

evident in every aspect of organisational life, for example, the way leaders interact 

with their employees and in the delivery of internal communication. Daniel explained 

that without this values base “there's nothing underpinning the culture of the place”. 

Yvette shared her experience, “the values are very much part of the DNA of the 
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organisation. They are woven, they are part of the strategy and they are basically 

woven into everything, behaviours, you know communications”. 

It was clear that all participants believed the living of the values started first and 

foremost with leaders. Vincent explained “the whole value set that you have at work 

is predicated on how your leaders behave”. Supporting this point, Gretel explained 

“for internal communication to be effective and people to trust it, they need to see that 

senior management are living the values”. Ursula demonstrated this with her story of 

the leadership team, “they really do take those life values that they are espousing very 

seriously. Also, in the kind of way that they behave with one another as well, and so 

you know the care that they demonstrate with one another is then reflected with 

customers, community, which is nice”. Daniel argued. “It's really important for the 

leaders to buy into the values and be seen to be living the values”.  

Some participants had experienced leadership not living the values and the 

implications of this. Ilse illustrated this with this story:  

I saw the power of the symbolic action to validate the seriousness of what this 

guy, (the CEO) was trying to achieve. There was an executive director 

who...shot the lights out in terms of delivering to the bottom line. She was a 

major revenue driver...but had her own way of doing things and wasn't going 

to be brought into reign, and he fired her and that echoed loud and true around 

the organisation, so when he said “you're either on the bus or eat dust”, he 

meant what he said... very quickly the other executive directors dropped their 

own particular sets of values and now started to accord with the single set of 

values. 

This story demonstrates that the belief that values underpinning is crucial to 

organisational success. 
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There is a strong linkage between embedded values and behaviours, and Hannah 

provided this example:  

People also witness that leaders who are not doing the right things are either 

being coached, counselled, or outed, because then it's if you witness a leader 

who is not doing the right thing, who don't [sic] have the right attitude, and 

are [sic] not aligned with the values but still are able to continue on in that 

role, then that's acceptance of that behaviour.  

According to Yvette, the flow on effect when the values are not lived and 

reflected in the behaviour is, “That there is no teamwork or collaboration. You have to 

work really hard to make it happen”. Hannah went on to explain, “if you as an 

employee are aligned, your personal values are aligned with that of the company's 

values, then there is no question for you of, ‘why am I here? what am I doing?’”. Ilse 

concluded, “It's the best possible marriage, you bring out the very best in each other 

and that's where this nexus of values and behaviour and leadership communication, 

where that happens”. 

The theories and action alignment theme is summarised as the importance of 

leadership influence, whereby the behaviours demonstrated align with the words that 

are spoken and leaders have an awareness of this; therefore, the concept of leadership 

self-awareness. Congruence between words and actions, shared meaning, and 

authenticity enable a hearts and mind shift and an organisation underpinned by values.  

4.3.3.4 Sincere Dialogue 

The participants and their comments gained through the interview process, 

observations, and organisational documentation led to the development of the fourth 

theme, sincere dialogue, which comprises seven concepts (see Table 12). Sincere 

dialogue is described as fostering communication through a common voice, where 
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meaning is created and the organisational story is delivered through storytelling, 

messages are leader led that are honest and enables two-way feedback (Appendix R). 

Table 12: The sincere dialogue theme 

Theme Concepts Description 

Sincere 

dialogue 

1. Fostering 

communication 

2. Common voice 

3. Creating meaning 

4. Storytelling 

5. Leader-led 

6. Honesty 

7. Two-way feedback 

In sincere dialogue this theme brings 

together seven concepts. Sincere 

dialogue is described as fostering 

communication through a common 

voice, where meaning is created and 

the organisational story is delivered 

through storytelling, messages are 

leader-led that are honest and enables 

two-way feedback. 

 
Meaning is created for employees when there is conversation and a fostering of 

communication (Bushe & Marshak, 2014; Holman, 2013). Ayla explained the first 

concept, fostering communication, as “trying to foster a communication environment” 

that allows “other people to share their stories and tell their stories”. According to 

Rose, it is “going beyond those words that are delivered in collateral”. Several 

participants explained that senior leaders often perceive that the way to communicate 

to employees involves, for example, creating a campaign, posters on walls and in lifts, 

brochures, and mouse mats. However, Yvette did not believe this gets the message 

across and in her organisation “There are you know no campaigns, no posts, there's…  

no house mats, teacups, or cakes with a value. It's basically in the fabric there, it's not 

gimmicks”. Rose supported this with, “[it is] a really stronger relationship and a 

connection between values as actual belief systems and therefore behaviours, and then 

how we support that and nurture that…through internal communication… You 

wouldn’t be going for the massive, glossy campaigns”. According to Ursula, the 
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communication piece just becomes information unless there is a link back to “either 

the values, the behaviours, the direction, or the goals of the organisation”. In addition, 

Daniel explained that in being able to foster communication, the organisation needs to 

create an environment where it is safe for employees to have a voice where “they’re 

not going to be criticised or punished for expressing an opinion”. 

In having a voice in the organisation, the second concept discussed was the 

importance of a common voice. According to Deb, this is where there is alignment in 

what is being said, “shared beliefs and values”. She illustrated this by sharing “they 

can see that there's a commonality in what they're doing and what that person is doing 

and language that's being spoken even though their jobs themselves are quite 

different”. It was noted in the reflective journal that Deb was very passionate about the 

importance of the interconnection between job roles being understood by the 

employees, she was very enthusiastic as demonstrated by her body language and the 

interlinking of her hands to make her point. In observing this, there was a very strong 

congruency between the words spoken and her body language. 

Oriana described it as “a shared language”, one that helped build connections 

throughout the organisation. Where this exists, Tyler explained “the big why is the 

same why”. Furthermore, “it gives people language to deal with behaviour and so that's 

a really important role”. Brianna expressed that this common voice allows stories to 

be told, stories that employees can relate to. Supporting this, Carise asserted “I think 

the meaning is deeper and broader, I think it works, you know, it goes, you know, 

horizontally and vertically”. This leads into the third concept of creating meaning. 

In creating meaning, leaders need to effectively communicate with their 

employees according to Zara. Carise worked with a leader who didn’t understand this 

notion for when a problem arose in their organisation, “the leader stated‘ I have already 
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emailed them’.” Clearly the email sent hadn’t worked and for Carise it felt like there 

was a game almost to “resist making meaning”, which she found amusing yet 

frustrating.  

In finding meaning in what is said, Tyler explained that “there needs to be room 

for multiple meanings that are closely aligned enough for people to be working on the 

same things in similar ways and that differences are able to be dealt with”. Supporting 

this, Ursula found that in creating meaning for employees, the link needed to be very 

clear between their job and the organisational objectives. According to Zara, when this 

is achieved, there is a direct correlation with the business results “brilliant 

communication, meaningful communication, you just deliver the business results”. As 

quite a few of the participants discussed, the creation of meaning is very important, 

and Lucy identified how to do this, “through that narrative, that storytelling, the fourth 

concept, which is very important in that piece. People can relate and engage...and in 

that connecting, creating meaning for people”. 

For many of the participants the concept of storytelling was the way to tell the 

organisational story, and Oriana stated that this should be “in a compelling and 

consistent way internally and externally”. Josie explained that, “We're now using 

storytelling to bring all of that to life, purpose driven, values driven”. Lucy, being 

indigenous, ardently advocated: 

you can never underestimate the power of storytelling and we’ve been telling 

stories for 40,000 years and I think that they're really, really important stories 

told well and especially great stories retold in organisations...better than part 

of the organisation… that connection for people is really what...I think.  

The reflective journal notes highlighted the richness of the data and emphasised 

the passionate way in which Lucy talked about the power of storytelling in 
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organisations, “She came so alive, her eyes lit up and the pitch in her voice rose as she 

shared her experience”. Lucy shared, “tell your stories, developing that so people kind 

of get that ‘aha’ moment, ‘oh I see how I fit into the picture around values and how 

you want me to behave to develop the business’”.  

The storytelling thread ran through many of the interviews and as Marcus 

explained, it “Provides the big picture. There is an overall umbrella story”. These 

stories allow employees to understand where the organisation is at; for example, 

according to Hannah and Daniel this is the organisational culture, and how values are 

lived and the strategy is being delivered. Whilst the creation of the stories was often 

the role of the participants, the storytellers need to be the leaders of the organisation.  

The fifth concept of leader-led demonstrates the importance of the delivery of 

communications in the organisation, and as Yvette explained it needs to be “practiced 

by leaders, managers, supervisors”. Several participants discussed how the leader role 

is one of communicating messages both formally and informally throughout the 

organisation. Every interaction with an employee forms part of the organisational 

dialogue. As Vincent explained, “It's about that two-way dialogue and sharing”. 

Though according to Tyler, one of the issues is “shared ownership and accountability 

for the communication environment is one of the big fails in organisational thinking”. 

When leaders take responsibility for communication it becomes very powerful 

according to Ilse, who described it as being like an “energetic force”. Ilse explained it 

as:  

the transfer of understanding between a leader and their employees, and it's 

that dialogue, that's where that energetic force comes from. And it has to be a 

dialogue, because it's based on rapport, it's based on relationship, 

understanding...it's checking to ensure that we share that same reference point 
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for what we are discussing and that's what then allows that energetic force to 

arise. 

In discussing leader-led communications with participants, the sixth concept of 

honesty emerged. Oriana explained how her CEO had told her that his communications 

needs to be “transparent, honest, open and timely”. Vincent supported this, stating 

“Honesty, yes, you always have to be honest”. If you can get your leaders to be really 

honest, then as Ayla argued, “that has a huge impact on the way they communicate 

informal and formal communications...and that actually starts to build engagement and 

commitment with employees”.  

Zara provided the following:  

we're reducing headcount in some of our corporate centre functions at the 

moment, and that leaked to the media just a couple of weeks ago. Employees 

had been told actually, but then it leaked to the media…what they said 

basically wasn't true. It made it sound much, much worse than it was. So, our 

group CEO …quickly …did an email, but he sent out a really open and honest 

email to employees addressing that media coverage, which I thought was 

absolutely brilliant. Now, some found it a bit harsh, because it was very 

honest. He didn't deny the realities. …this guy was very honest about it. And 

I think that is the ideal. To be honest. To be open. To be upfront. Address the 

tough issues head-on. But always with respect for human beings, and treating 

people like they are people, and recognising sometimes things are tough.  

The impact of honesty in an organisation cannot be underestimated and Felicia 

illustrated this point citing the acquisition of their organisation. Felicia worked in a 

large successful professional services organisation in a very senior role with many 

years’ experience in communication. When her organisation was being acquired by 

another, it was quite a stressful time for her having no input into the messages that 
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were being delivered particularly given her field of expertise. She said initially there 

was “a complete absence of formal communication” from the new organisation, who 

“supposedly” knew about the importance of culture and values and when the 

communication started to flow, for her there was a strong misalignment with the 

values. In demonstrating the difference between the two organisations, Felicia shared 

her own story about how she got an email from her line manager prior to the 

acquisition, whom she knew quite well. In telling this story, it was quite raw for her, 

though the underlying sincerity and honesty of her manager shone through from the 

soulful tone of her voice as she explained:  

there are spelling errors in it, it’s very poor grammar, but what he talks about 

is, this is what’s happening, this is how I am feeling about it and I’m not 

feeling good about it…it was the most meaningful piece of internal comms 

that we’ve seen in the last nine months, because it’s actually someone being 

honest about kind of where they are.  

The story resounded with the importance of honesty, and while there may be 

times that certain information cannot be shared, Suzanne explained it is still important 

“having honesty within the organisation…authenticity in the 

communication…understanding there are times when certain information cannot be 

shared but it’s not being withheld because someone wants to have power over others”. 

These stories from participants demonstrate the importance of honesty underpinning 

the dialogue throughout the organisation.  

The seventh and final concept was two-way feedback. Building upon honesty, 

employees need to be able to provide feedback, especially when their organisation is 

going through an acquisition. Several of the participants were extremely passionate 

about the importance of two-way feedback. Daniel raised that good communication is 
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a two-way flow by providing employees with opportunities to give feedback. He went 

on to explain how some of your best ideas and ways to improve the organisation come 

from your employees. One of the examples he cited was the staff engagement survey 

and the importance of closing that feedback loop. Previously in his organisation, the 

employee experience had been that they “didn’t believe their feedback would go 

anywhere”. In hearing this, the senior leaders “at every opportunity, keep reinforcing 

these are the outcomes from the survey, your feedback was listened to”. In supporting 

Daniel’s point, Lucy stated “it's really about closing the loop on that, making people 

feel like it's gone somewhere, [that management are] doing something with it”. 

Ultimately, when it comes to communication and two-way feedback, Ursula explained 

that “the feedback part of it needs to be as important as it is coming back from 

employees as, you know, going to employees”. 

In summary, the sincere dialogue theme emerges through fostering 

communication in organisations, communications that transcend one-way 

informational delivery to the building of relationships with employees, who in turn 

have a voice due to the open organisational environment in which they reside. 

Common voice describes the shared language of the organisation, where employees 

understand their role, where they fit, and why they are there; shared meaning is 

established through this language, enabling shared understanding. The storytelling 

concept describes how to bring organisational messages to life; to develop the 

connection with employees, who as part of that story, then understand the bigger 

organisational picture. The stories come to life as they are disseminated throughout the 

organisation by leaders; this leader-led communication is very powerful, enabling the 

building of rapport between leader and employee. Underpinning this communication 

is honesty, through which employee engagement and commitment is built, and in this 
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type of organisational environment, two-way feedback prevails where employees feel 

heard and listened to. 

4.3.3.5 Valuing Participation 

Comments gained through the data collection process led to the development of 

the fifth theme (see Table 13), valuing participation, described as employees being 

valued for the contribution they make to the organisation, brings together three 

concepts. People development enables organisational innovation and attainment of 

organisational goals when employee involvement (participation) and collaboration 

(working together) is encouraged (Appendix S). The valuing participation theme 

creates an environment where employees are encouraged to grow and develop through 

their organisational contribution; an underpinning of an OD approach to organisational 

life (Burke, 2011; Tannenbaum & Davis, 1969).   
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Table 13: The valuing participation theme 

Theme Concepts Description 

Valuing 

participation 

1. People development 

2. Involvement 

(participation) 

3. Collaboration 

(working together) 

 

Valuing participation is described as 

employees being valued for the 

contribution they make to the 

organisation. People development 

enables organisations to innovate and 

attain their organisational goals when 

employee involvement (participation) 

and collaboration (working together) 

is encouraged. 

 

 
The first of the three concepts, people development, comprises the nurturing of 

and investment in employees. Several participants discussed the importance of being 

valued for the role that one does in the organisation.  In discussing this, Josie said:  

if you're developing people, then you're investing in their career and they give 

back by going above and beyond or doing a great job and taking the initiative 

or doing some research and coming up with great ideas because they know 

they'll be welcomed and invested in.  

This shifts the organisational thinking away from the focus on profit. Hannah 

has several years’ experience in communications in both for profit and government 

organisations. In a previous organisation, the messaging was “we’re investing in our 

people” then with one day’s notice prior to Christmas, “you hear 30 people are made 

redundant”, that’s quite a disconnect and reflected the focus on the bottom line. It led 

to many very disheartened employees. Though in her current organisation Hannah 

illustrated what happens when organisations invest in employees:   
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I think when there is that sort of investment in people and individuals and you 

get some personal improvement and personal growth out of that, I think you 

have that stronger connection to the organisation…that better understanding 

of why we exist, the meaning of, the benefit we're giving back to the 

community or our customers beyond making money.  

The change in thinking encompasses a wider view of the organisation, because 

if employees are invested, the organisation also benefits. Hannah further explained: 

the message at (company name) was, one of the values was continually 

growing and improve [sic] and (the CEO) said “even if you learn these things 

here and you take them with you, I don't care, I care if you leave, but it's all 

about you being the best you can be and you get as much as you can and you 

take them onto wherever you go in your future career”.  

This demonstrates a strong focus on your people, and as Vincent explained: 

A director's role is actually to do nothing, but to enable everything. A director's 

role is basically to stand back and allow your employees to ... You nudge them 

and you've got to know when to step in, but largely speaking, you are not 

managing them, you are leading them through example.  

This shifts the focus to one of employee development in the organisation.  

When this shift takes place then organisations want involvement (the second 

concept) of their people, and as Lucy explained, the conversations that take place are 

ones that involve employees. Deb and Vincent shared their stories about how the 

values in their organisation were developed, and this was through employee 

participation. Deb explained “we allowed people to define what they saw the value as 

being…inviting people to tell their own story”. Vincent worked in a very large 

organisation who wanted to understand how they could do things better. While “it was 

not built as a values exercise”, it was based upon wanting to have their employee’s 
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input and understanding of the values. According to Vincent, this changed shape as 

the exercise progressed, with more and more people wanting to be involved. He 

explained:  

we started off these sessions, and we thought we'd run ten, and we thought we 

might do a hundred people, but what happened is after we'd done the first few, 

the mildly cynical people went back to more cynical people and they said, 

“Did you have a wasted morning, then?” And the people would say, “Actually, 

it was okay, it wasn’t bad.”, “I'm supposed to be doing the one next week. 

Think I should turn up?”, “Yeah, actually turn up.” That, then, multiplied, and 

we ended up running ... umm, I don't know how many sessions. I think it was 

about two or three hundred sessions, involving 10,000 people.  

Vincent explained that what came out of this exercise was the importance of 

involving people from the bottom up. He found that if you are going to create values 

and you find the ones present “then the behaviour in the work environment absolutely 

aligns to the values”. Erin came from a point of difference, it wasn’t what was 

specifically said,  how they “got everyone on board to help with the strategy, so 

hopefully people will feel more ownership”, where it was ‘hoped’ people would feel 

like they were involved, it was the undertone of the conversation throughout the 

interview that had a directiveness to it evidenced by other examples that were also 

provided. 

Gretel shared a more personal story to demonstrate the importance of asking 

employees to be involved: 

I had a staff member...organising (an event)… I said “Why don't we do 

this”….then I said, “Do you have some other ideas?” and she said “No, no, 

we'll do it your way”. And I said “No, no, I have the impression you have 
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some ideas, tell me your ideas” and she pulled out a piece of paper and she 

said “I think we should do, think about doing this”...and I looked at her and 

said “That's an awesome idea and way better than mine, we'll do it your way”. 

She came up to me years later...she said “Nobody had ever listened to me 

before...none of my managers ...for 10 years, had ever taken one of my ideas 

[and] given me credit for it”. 

When employees are asked their opinion, they feel valued and Hannah illustrated 

how critical participation is within an organisation: 

to build that narrative together so when you are part of the co-creation of a 

strategy at any level, then you build it, you own it, you're more likely to deliver 

on that, you're more likely to be invested...understanding the part I am going 

to play, there's the benefit I am going to give to achieve that strategy. 

The third concept, collaboration, discusses the importance of working together. 

In reinforcing the value of involving your employees, Lucy argued for creating a 

collaborative environment where you give “people the opportunity and the right to 

speak up”. According to Ilse, in this type of environment, the energy of others is felt, 

and “we want to go for something that is bigger, inspiring and possibly challenging”. 

In Rose’s eyes, “collaboration is a no brainer. …you can’t do something that is purely 

top down, so it really has to in some way be collaborative”. According to Suzanne, 

collaboration is evident when “you are working well together with other people in the 

organisation towards achieving a goal”. Rose illustrated this with her story 

“Sometimes we’ll have members of the team who drop their priorities because there’s 

a greater priority in another team, and you know you just muck in and help each other”. 

Felicia concluded that when the organisation values their employees, you see an 

“emphasis on collaborative working and respect for individual difference… almost the 
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most significant shift in terms of recognising that all of us had something to 

contribute”.  

The three concepts of people development, involvement, and collaboration are 

underpinned by the common thread of valuing employee participation in the 

organisation. Valuing their participation enables employees to grow and develop, feel 

recognised for the work they do, and feel as though they have a contribution to make 

that is going to benefit the organisation by helping to achieve the organisational goals. 

A final theme that was unanticipated and came about as the conversations with 

internal communication managers progressed was the actual role of an internal 

communication manager. What did their role entail? As a result, a sixth theme was 

born out of this research, reshaping the internal communication managers role.  

4.3.3.6 Reshaping the Internal Communication Managers Role  

The final theme, developed through the interview process, observations, and 

organisational documentation led to reshaping the internal communication managers 

role (see Table 14). Bringing together four concepts, reshaping the internal 

communication managers role is described as being a communications specialist, 

change manager, and OD expert rolled into one (Appendix T). This role is influential 

both from a leadership perspective and in the delivery of the communications 

throughout the organisation. 

Table 14: The reshaping the IC manager role theme 

Theme Concepts Description 

Reshaping the 

IC manager 

role 

1. Communications 

specialist 

2. Change manager 

3. OD expert 

4. Influential 

Reshaping the role of internal 

communications manager to 

communications specialist, change 

manager and OD expert. A role that is 

influential of leadership and the 
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 communications delivered throughout 

the organisation. 

 
 

This theme was unanticipated, and during the first nine interviews the thread was 

not strong. Halfway through the interviews, the discussion about the role became more 

prevalent, requiring exploration; hence, it was included in the question set at interview 

14. One particular insight noted in the reflective journal was the role of communicators 

being one in facilitating communications in the organisation not owning it. Though the 

role of internal communication manager is typically often perceived as being tactical.  

According to Zara, the first concept, communications specialist, is one of tactical 

delivery. Several participants felt this was an important part of the internal 

communication manager role and that one needed to understand the tactics involved 

in communicating. Suzanne explained that there were technical support roles in 

communication to help managers with social media platforms. While the role of 

communications specialist may be pulling together posters for walls, writing 

communications for CEOs, putting content and information out to employees, and 

updating the intranet, part of the role also includes metrics and measurements, though 

according to Yvette, “it is very much the influencing piece, the change piece, all of 

that.”  

As influencers of change in the organisation, this leads to the second concept of 

change manager. Oriana found in her role that there needs to be an understanding of 

change to help influence the change occurring. She explained “I believe if you are an 

internal comms professional you have to have an element of change management, 

understanding and experience. They go hand in hand. …change impact, understanding 

that behavioural change”. 
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The third concept, OD expert came to the fore when Suzanne highlighted the 

importance of having some level of psychology/sociology, a clear understanding of 

the mechanisms of communications and how organisations work. She also stated that 

in this role, “you need to understand learning because you’re going to have to coach 

and mentor”. In addition, Tyler highlighted the importance of soft skills and 

behavioural components as well, which are often amiss when one is a tactical 

communicator, “who creates stuff” in place of “helping people behave differently.” 

Daniel had studied organisation development and in his experience the application was 

much deeper than applying a set of media communication skills internally. Clearly this 

role is more than one of communications, and as Ursula explained, in her role, she 

used several OD techniques. Tyler questioned where once an OD person was 

responsible for engagement, culture, and everything else, was there a shift of 

responsibility from these to the internal communication manager. 

The evidence unfolded in the interviews, whereby the fourth concept of 

influential also became prominent. Being influential in the organisation brought with 

it “a big coaching role” according to Zara, who went on to explain that when you work 

with senior leaders “the impact we can have on them is massive”; in particular, how 

senior leaders communicate and the broader internal communication across the 

organisation. Daniel provided a clear example of the level of influence one has relating 

it back to the values by reinforcing with senior management the importance of being 

“genuine, …living the values, …seen to be living the values… to be open to feedback”. 

Working with senior leaders presents its challenges, and as Ursula explained, the 

internal communication manager role is “often seen as the bridesmaid of comms”, 

though she went on to say “in fact, you end up having lots of influence in an 

organisation and you can really see how to make a difference far beyond”. Ursula 
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believed the internal communication role is where “you have a real opportunity to 

change many things by getting it right in internal comms.”  

These four concepts see the role of internal communication manager as multi-

functional; in Yvette’s words, “It's the pure comms stuff and then it's the OD stuff, it's 

the change stuff”. Vincent explained:  

I think if you are heading an internal communications function… You 

absolutely need to understand psychology, for certain. You need to be able to 

recognise change. …in addition to understanding that (internal 

communications) with the psychology, and the people. You have to apply that 

with latest digital theory and the difference between all those things I've just 

talked about, talking, listening, and sharing that you do. 

 Zara explained that she felt that the OD, communications, and change sat 

together:  

change management and internal coms have to be absolutely hand-in-hand. 

…I think the best comms people I've seen are not people who are experts on 

pushing things out on the Intranet or writers, or, I mean you need those 

abilities. … it's the OD, it's the change piece. 

Concluding this dialogue, Daniel stated: 

a lot of people, they still have that perception of internal comms, it's just about, 

“I just put a newsletter together, or update some content on the intranet”, but 

it's so much more than that, it's so strategic, an important part of the 

organisation. So, that's why I love it! 

Notes in the reflective diary refer to the reshaping of the role as very disruptive 

to the industry when there is the perception that communications is just tactical by 

“relying on the process/prepared method/model” according to Tyler. 
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The final point raised by Gretel was the positioning of this newly shaped internal 

communication manager role in the organisation, and she was very passionate about it 

having:  

a seat on the table in the senior leadership team. I believe it should, but most 

organisations don't. …make sure comms have a seat at the table…we knew 

what was going on and we could influence the change in a way to 

communicate to the audiences who needed to know about it when the time 

came and that included internal audiences and external audiences in most 

instances.  

Suzanne fully supported this “I just think they're going to have to be at the 

highest level, otherwise they're not going to be able to do their job”. 

In discussing the role, the terminology of internal communications and employee 

communications arose to the point where some participants argued if it was internal 

communication with an ‘s’ or without an ‘s’. Suzanne summed it up as: 

You know where I think it went wrong? I think it went wrong when we started 

saying that employee communications and internal comms was the same 

thing. Employee communications is the person who helps HR write the stories 

that they need to write or help set up meetings with dialogue. So, that’s 

employee communications. Internal communication…is another thing 

altogether and it’s about how the sophisticated networks work…   

The breadth of this study did not allow for this to be covered in detail, though it 

is acknowledged that this as an important discussion to join given that the definition 

continues to be discussed.  

In summary, the reshaping of the internal communication managers role brought 

to the fore that the positioning of this role within the organisation is more than a tactical 
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communications specialist. With change more predominant in organisations than 

previously, understanding how change affects employees and being able to support the 

organisation throughout this period sees the function of change manager being 

imperative as part of this newly formed role. The role also includes having an in-depth 

understanding of organisation development and the techniques associated with this; 

hence, being an OD expert. The fourth concept, influential, brought to the fore how 

the role includes one of advisor to senior leaders. The positioning of this role raised its 

own challenges though it was clear that unless there was a seat at the top table in the 

organisation it would be difficult to do the job that needs to be done. Finally, the 

discussion concluded with the terminology of internal communication/s vs employee 

communication and role it plays in the organisation. A further study may address this. 

4.3.4 Summary of Themes 

From the stories, interviews, organisational documentation, and observational 

notes, six themes were developed from 32 concepts. Table 15 presents the summary 

of the themes discussed with a descriptor for each.  

Table 15: Summation of themes, concepts and description drawn from the interview 

data, stories, observations and organisational documentation 

Theme Concepts Description 

Building 

connection 

1. Developing 

relationships 

2. Building trust 

3. Being present 

4. Active listening  

5. Interconnectedness 

6. Family 

This theme brings together six concepts 

and is described as a belief in people 

through developing relationships. This 

requires building trust by being present 

and actively listening to one another to 

create that interconnectedness and sense 

of belonging where the organisation is 

seen as a family. 

 

Organisational 

congruence 

1. Vision led 

2. Solid values foundation 

Vision led organisation that is based on a 

solid values foundation where leader-led 
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3. Leader-led values 

4. Shared beliefs and 

values  

5. United organisation 

6. Positive energy 

 

values and shared beliefs and values 

result in a united organisation with a 

positive energy. 

Theories and 

action 

alignment 

1. Leadership influence 

2. Leadership self-

awareness 

3. Hearts and minds shift 

4. Shared meaning 

5. Authenticity 

6. Values underpinning 

 

Theories and action alignment is 

described as leadership influence and 

leadership self-awareness reflecting an 

alignment of what is being said and the 

behaviours being displayed and enabling 

a hearts and minds shift, where shared 

meaning and authenticity prevail in an 

organisation underpinned by values. 

 

Sincere 

dialogue 

1. Fostering 

communication 

2. Common voice 

3. Creating meaning 

4. Storytelling 

5. Leader-led 

6. Honesty 

7. Two-way feedback 

In sincere dialogue this theme brings 

together seven concepts. Sincere 

dialogue is described as fostering 

communication through a common 

voice, where meaning is created and the 

organisational story is delivered through 

storytelling, messages are leader-led that 

are honest and enables two-way 

feedback. 

 

Valuing 

participation 

1. People development 

2. Involvement 

(participation) 

3. Collaboration (working 

together) 

 

Valuing participation is described as 

employees being valued for the 

contribution they make to the 

organisation. People development 

enables organisations to innovate and 

attain their organisational goals when 

employee involvement (participation) 

and collaboration (working together) is 

encouraged. 
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Reshaping the 

IC manager role 

1. Communications 

specialist 

2. Change manager 

3. OD expert 

4. Influential 

 

Reshaping the role of Internal 

Communications Manager to 

communications specialist, change 

manager and OD expert. A role that is 

influential of leadership and the 

communications delivered throughout 

the organisation. 

 

Understanding these findings sheds light on the relationship between normative 

re-educative OD, meaning, and internal communication in organisations. In addition, 

the attributes of internal communication managers were questioned, highlighting the 

need for further investigation, along with the terminology for internal communication. 

The next section focuses on the importance of trustworthiness being proven. 

4.4 ESTABLISHING CREDIBILITY AND TRUSTWORTHINESS 

Interpretative research builds upon thoughts, ideas, understandings, and 

explanations that are documented to enable other researchers to assess the 

trustworthiness of the research being presented (Creswell & Poth, 2018). There are 

multiple ways to establish credibility and trustworthiness. Triangulation draws upon 

the use of many data sources, theoretical lens, and multiple researchers to ensure 

credibility (Tracy, 2010). For this study, four data sources were chosen, including 

interviews, stories, observation, and organisational documentation. In addition, the use 

of several reflective journals added to the depth of interpretation associated with this 

research.  

Self-reflection plays a role in the trustworthiness of the research (Creswell & 

Poth, 2018), though one must consider the blind spots that affect interpretations. 

Taking this into consideration, the methodology chosen – hermeneutic 

phenomenology – and through the use of the hermeneutic circle, the re-iterative 
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reading, pondering, and questioning, there is an acknowledgement that the findings are 

an interpretation by the researcher. As Crowther et al. (2017) discussed, this 

methodology is not about determining one clear truth, but about uncovering insights 

into the relationship between the phenomena being explored and developing stories 

that hold many meanings. It is also the belief in the narrative that enables credibility 

to be proven (M. B. Miles et al., 2014). 

Transferability refers to the ability to extrapolate the findings out to another 

group (Elo et al., 2014).  In establishing transferability, an in-depth explanation of the 

24 participants was provided, inclusive of how they were selected through purposeful 

sampling, followed by the snowballing effect. Most participants were members of the 

International Association of Business Communicators (IABC), or were known to a 

member of the IABC. The research environment varied for the interviews, for some it 

was face to face, in their office, home, or a coffee shop, while Skype was used for 

those who were overseas.  

The data gathered at the time of the interviews included stories, observation of 

the participants, and organisational documentation, in addition to the responses to the 

semi-structured interview questions. The examination of the data included manual 

transcription of the interviews from the audio recordings and the re-reading of the 

interview transcripts, along with summarising what was said. In addition, reflective 

journals contained notes from the interview itself, both observations and thoughts on 

how the participant’s insights linked back to the research questions, perceptions after 

the interview, during the transcription process, the coding process, the summation 

process, and throughout the use of the hermeneutic circle, where insights were noted 

and commencement of the development of concepts, themes and stories began. The 

evaluation process was documented, including the use of the constant comparison 
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method for initial insights into the data combined with the use of the hermeneutic 

circle, which enabled stories to be told. 

Dependability explains the importance of realising that as the interview process 

is undertaken, new insights may be revealed (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). For this 

research, this resulted in a review of the question set. Schwandt et al. (2007) suggested 

an auditing of the research process, and this led to a discussion with two senior 

researchers. The decision was made to reword the question set after interview 14 by 

adding in a new question and rephrasing two others. The order of the questions was 

reviewed at this time and the opening narrative question moved to the end. The impact 

was minimal, and it was therefore moved back to the opening and the participants were 

asked at the end if they wanted to add anything else.  

Confirmability addresses the interpretation and reconstruction of the data 

(Schwandt et al., 2007).  The reader needs to be able to clearly understand how the 

data has been analysed, otherwise establishing trustworthiness is lost (Nowell, Norris, 

White, & Moules, 2017).  The interpretation process initially undertaken was through 

the constant comparison method, where concepts and themes were identified. This 

process enabled several concepts to be developed, which were later grouped into 

themes. Whilst the constant comparison method was helpful in drawing out themes, 

the hermeneutic circle enabled the richness of the data to be drawn out through the 

stories told as multiple meanings were uncovered. New insights were brought to light 

for both the researcher and the reader through this process (Crowther et al., 2017), 

which ensured that the voices of the participants were heard throughout the 

interpretation process (Elo et al., 2014), leading to the establishment of 

trustworthiness. 
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4.5 CONCLUSION 

This chapter discussed the data collection methods, including the preparation 

undertaken and a comprehensive explanation of the participants. Details were also 

provided regarding how the data were collected through four methods: stories, semi 

structured interview questions, observational data, and organisational documentation. 

The data were initially analysed through the constant comparison method integrated 

with interpretation through the hermeneutic circle of understanding. 

 
Figure 14: Concept to Theme Development 

Initially, 138 concepts were developed, with this number then refined to 111 

concepts through re-reading and several iterations as the constant comparison method 

was undertaken integrated with the hermeneutic circle of understanding (see Figure 

14). Six themes were developed from 32 concepts, which formed a broad 

understanding of the essence of what took place and provided an insight into the 

meaning underpinning the relationship between normative re-educative OD, meaning 

and internal communication. The first five themes were building connection, 

organisational congruence, theories and action alignment, sincere dialogue and 

valuing participation. A sixth theme arose through conversations with internal 

communication managers, reshaping the internal communication managers role.  

The terminology used when it came to employee communications and internal 

communication/s was derived from the discussions with the latter participants. The 

participants that raised this were quite passionate about what, in their eyes, was the 
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correct terminology to use, and in fact, there was a significant difference between the 

three terms. The depth and breadth of this study did not enable a more in-depth view 

of this; however, further research needs to be carried out given that specific 

terminology exists for communication. The last section established trustworthiness 

through credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability.  

The next chapter provides an in-depth discussion of these six themes integrated 

with the literature, revealing the crafted stories that unfolded in this research.
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Chapter 5: Findings and Discussion 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The research conclusions presented in this chapter build upon the findings 

presented previously.  This chapter highlights the contribution to knowledge, showing 

how normative re-educative OD influences meaning in internal communication. The 

findings revealed that when a genuine relationships-based approach underpinned by 

shared values is taken, that of normative re-educative OD, the meaning within 

communication has greater depth through being values driven. Therefore, the findings 

discussed demonstrate that a relationship exists between normative re-educative OD, 

meaning and internal communication.  

The chapter comprises four sections. First, the findings are discussed in 

conjunction with the research questions offered. Second, the application of the 

theoretical framework of the Gapp and Fisher’s (2008) organisational transformation 

model to the qualitative data is discussed. Third, the additional findings that emerged 

outside of the research questions are stated. Fourth, the overarching research question 

is discussed in relation to the findings. 

5.1.1 Findings to the Research Questions 

First, the findings to the research questions are put forward. This research 

answers the overarching research question; What is the relationship between 

normative re-educative OD, meaning and internal communication? through the 

interpretation of the stories, interview questions, organisational documentation, and 

behavioural observations and subsequent findings revealed by answering the sub-

research questions. 
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The findings revealed that through normative re-educative OD practices, as 

participation and collaboration improved, shared values and beliefs developed, trust-

based and genuine relationships were built and greater investment in employees 

enabled growth and development. A stronger connection to the organisation was 

created and through alignment of actions, behaviours and words spoken, creating a 

solid values foundation, leading to the enhancement of meaning in internal 

communication. 

The following subset of research questions were addressed: 

1. What is the internal communication manager’s perception of normative re-

educative OD in values creation? 

Normative re-educative OD strategies facilitate an environment of trust, 

collaboration, participation, and openness and is a values-based approach. 

Values are the fabric that hold together an effective organisation according 

to Yvette and through creating an environment where the themes of building 

connection, valuing participation, organisational congruence, and theories 

and action alignment are evidenced, this enables the creation of values.  

2. Why is normative-re-educative OD important in values creation?  

Normative re-educative OD strategies lead to values creation; therefore, 

without this in an organisation, there is poor employee engagement due to a 

misalignment of values. In organisations where individuals collaborate and 

their involvement is valued genuine relationships are built, creativity, 

innovation, and problem-solving capabilities improve, and this leads to 

shared values.  

3. What is the internal communication manager’s perception of normative re-

educative OD in creating meaning in internal communication? 

Internal communication shifts from being one of informational delivery to 

one where through normative re-educative OD is relational-based and 

enables the building of relationships which facilitates meaning in internal 

communication. 
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4. Why is the interaction between normative re-educative and meaning 

important in internal communication? 

When normative re-educative OD strategies are evident in an organisation, 

communication from senior management is open and honest enabling trust 

to be built through shared stories and a shared language, which improves the 

meaning in internal communication. 

5. How can normative re-educative OD and meaning improve internal 

communication? 

Normative re-educative OD changes internal communication through the 

building genuine trustworthy relationships, creating honest and sincere 

senior management communication, which is underpinned by shared values 

and beliefs that deepens meaning.  

5.1.2 Application of Gapp and Fisher’s (2008) Organisational Transformation 
Model 

Second, to understand the effectiveness of OD within organisations, an adapted 

version of the Gapp and Fisher (2008) organisational transformation model was 

applied. This model highlighted the importance of how developing relationship-based 

communication enables meaning to be improved in communication. 

5.1.3 Additional Findings 

Third, two additional findings were revealed where further research is 

recommended. First, the reshaping of the role of the internal communication manager 

from the perspective of being a specialist and expert in the three areas of change, OD, 

and internal communication.  Also, being an influencer, that of a change agent in the 

organisation, particularly in their role of working with senior management. Second, 

the definition of internal communication needs to be defined further, as recommended 

by the participants. 
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5.1.4 General Discussion 

Fourth, general discussion on the overarching research question and the 

conclusion provides a summary of the findings in relation to theory and practice.  

5.2 FINDINGS TO THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The overarching research question for this thesis explores the relationship 

between normative re-educative OD, meaning, and internal communication (see 

Figure 15). Six themes emerged through interpretation of the participant data:, building 

connection, organisational congruence, theories and action alignment, sincere 

dialogue, valuing participation and reshaping the IC manager role. 

 

Figure 15: Centre of interaction between normative re-educative OD, internal 
communication, and meaning where six themes were developed 

The six themes (see Figure 15) provided the essence of the research, although 

they formed only one part of the analysis (van Manen, 2016), as engaging with the 

data through the hermeneutic circle led to further understanding. In seeking to help the 

reader to a new understanding, hermeneutic phenomenology draws out meanings from 

stories; not verbatim words from the transcript, but in the crafting of stories through 

the iterative process of reading, reflecting, interpreting, and writing (Crowther et al., 

2017; van Manen, 2016). The inclusion of crafted stories in writing reveals the 
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experience of the participant in a more meaningful way, because stories carry pieces 

of truth and meaning, enabling the reader to gain insights that may not have been 

previously reached. 

In answering the research questions, the six themes are discussed, integrated with 

the understandings obtained through the iterative process of the hermeneutic circle 

supported by the crafted stories from the participants. Discovering the golden thread 

that unites normative re-educative OD, internal communication, and meaning was 

evident through the findings, which are discussed by answering the research questions. 

5.2.1 RQ1: What is the internal communication manager’s perception of 
normative re-educative OD in values creation? 

At the core of the normative re-educative OD strategy are the principles of shared 

values, beliefs, and norms; collaboration; problem solving capabilities; and shared 

decision-making (Janićijević, 2014; Mann-Feder & Litner, 2004). Values have played 

a significant part in OD since its genesis over 60 years ago (Church et al., 2018) and 

their role in the theory of normative re-educative OD is explained in the seminal work 

of Chin and Benne (1969), as previously discussed (Chin & Benne, 1969; Haffer, 

1986; Janićijević, 2012). 

 Janićijević (2017) stated that an individual’s values, attitudes, and beliefs are 

shaped by others and in organisations, which are seen as societal structures, values are 

formed at both an individual and team level with a common set of values evident. The 

findings put forth by the concept of shared beliefs and values correlate with the point 

raised by Janićijević (2017). Several participants explained how shared values were 

lived in their organisations, and supporting this point, Zara stated, “there’s a close 

correlation between people’s individual values and company values. That’s why they 

join a company and stay with a company”. When shared values are clearly evident in 
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the organisation, expectations are understood and values and behaviours align. As 

Pippa explained, when employees are clear about the values, they understand how the 

values and behaviours fit together and why they are important. Yvette’s crafted story 

demonstrates the impact that shared values can have on an organisation: 

The values are very much part of the DNA of the organisation, woven through 

everything, the strategy, the behaviours, and the communication. If your 

organisation is really committed to the values, they shape and will impact on 

behaviours and that will be reflected in the communication, starting with the 

CEO. They come out in conversations and speeches, in what the CEO says 

and we (internal communication) say, and they’re really strongly permeated 

throughout the organisation.  

This story highlights the importance of the alignment of values and behaviours 

in organisations, and this takes place when shared values are evident; however, this is 

not the case in some organisations. 

In contrast, a few participants discussed how in their experience, organisations 

often state that they have shared values, yet the reality is quite different. One example 

is cited by Gretel, who told the story of how bullying was evident in her new 

organisation, which she was quite shocked by, as the behaviours she witnessed were 

quite different to what she thought they would be. This point highlights the power-

coercive OD strategies at play, where those with less power obey those with the most 

(Janićijević, 2014; Quinn & Sonenshein, 2008). This lack of alignment between the 

values espoused and the behaviours in action was explained by Argyris and Schön 

(1974, 1978; Dick & Dalmau, 1999) in their two theories, the espoused theory of action 

and theory-in-use, where an employee’s behaviours are different from the spoken 

words. According to Ilse, where there is incongruency between the values espoused 
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externally and internally, for example, in the media and annual report compared with 

those values espoused within the organisation, this creates a huge disconnect for 

employees. Likewise, Tyler stated that when an organisation promotes values of 

collaboration yet rewards competition, this consequently enables a behaviour fit for 

the latter and creates a “congruence gap” between values and behaviours. Evidenced 

by the crafted story from Yvette’s interview, the thoughts of some of the participants 

are summed up below:  

Where values are not lived, this is reflected in behaviour; there is no 

teamwork, no collaboration, you have to work really hard to make things 

happen. Personally, I had so many knife wounds in my back because people 

were allowed to get away with certain behaviours.  

The findings show that incongruency between behaviours and values impacts on 

the organisation’s effectiveness, as indicated in Yvette’s story, which is reflective of 

power-coercive OD strategies. Power-coercive OD strategies create division between 

employees (Szabla et al., 2016) resulting in poor team work, mistrust, and individual 

self-interest. 

One of the issues raised by many participants was the lack of self-awareness, 

particularly at a management level within their organisations. While some managers 

clearly understand the effect of their actions and operate from a point of self-interest, 

other managers are quite unaware of their impact. The theories and action alignment 

theme discusses the importance of leadership self-awareness, the concept that 

describes an alignment between what is being said and the behaviours being displayed. 

The findings revealed that leaders often do not have a clear understanding of how their 

values and behaviours impact employees. Brianna’s experience highlighted this point, 

stating, “your managers affect your behaviours and your values and if your manager’s 
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not living it so why should anyone else”. Where management fail to understand this, 

either power-coercive OD strategies tend to be in play (Quinn et al., 2000) or the non-

conscious elements of an individual are evidenced (Chin & Benne, 1969, 2000). 

Underpinning this issue of self-awareness is confronting patterns of assumptions 

and behaviours that exist and have been justified over time (Coghlan & Jacobs, 2005). 

The act of defensiveness needs to be overcome to enable this to occur and to engage 

employees in learning. Defensiveness focuses on coming up with responses that 

benefit one’s own good, thereby projecting blame upon others (Argyris, 1997). 

Defensive routines arise when values are not clearly understood or are misaligned 

(Jonsen et al., 2015). The evidence from the findings revealed several insights, if one 

is defensive, the depth of conversation will be shallow and knowledge will be held 

back, and therefore not shared. There will also be no questioning of what is occurring, 

such as single loop learning (Argyris, 1977c; Romme & van Witteloostuijn, 1999). To 

overcome defensiveness, there needs to be a shift in thinking where, through delving 

deeper to understand one’s self, one is open to listening to others; takes on board 

feedback, as discussed in the two-way feedback concept; looks for new ways to 

approach situations; and in the process becomes fully aware of who they are and their 

impact on others. Learning is being immersed in an experience and then taking 

something away from it where values and actions shift to be congruent (Argyris, 

1976a, 1976b). One of the challenges for individuals is that they live “a narrative” and 

are “defined by this narrative” (Sacks, 2015). In this case, management and their 

position in the organisation. The difficulty for senior management is that because of 

their status, defensiveness often comes into play, denying the self-awareness that is 

required to shift values, attitudes, and beliefs of their employees.   

Ayla’s crafted story demonstrates this: 
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One of the team members was always that guy, we were almost always firing 

this guy, he was our head of marketing and product, because he couldn’t, he 

could not work in a team well. He was incredibly good at reading the market 

and the competition, he was very good at reading the market pricing, 

positioning the product, but he was a jerk. So, we worked with him and he was 

making really good progress; it was actually going much better and the 

feedback from the team was that it was headed in the right direction.  

When there was a change in management, he just reverted back to his old 

norm, so he was faking it, a chameleon, pretending to embrace the spirit that 

was trying to be created, but he didn’t actually really believe it, and that was 

always the concern and it should have been called earlier, but unfortunately 

he is talented at what he does.  

Those are very tricky situations, when you find they’re very good at what they 

do but can’t embrace the behavioural norms and the values that the 

organisation is trying to create, and that can undermine everything as a whole, 

as again people will listen to your communications with cynicism. 

This story supports Fromm’s (1964) argument that individuals need to be careful 

of what is being said, because actions reveal the truth. This was the experience in 

Ayla’s organisation; therefore, when there is not a genuine shift in values, it affects the 

immediate team and wider organisation, particularly communication. Overcoming the 

defensive routines enables real learning and re-education; an important part of 

normative re-educative OD strategies due to the importance in shifting values and in 

turn, behaviours (Argyris, 1976a, 1979, 1997; Argyris & Schön, 1974).  

Normative re-educative OD emphasises the importance of the individual being 

involved in their own re-education for a shift in values, and in turn, behaviours, to take 

place (Chin & Benne, 1969, 2000). Values and behaviours shift when organisations 
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take a participative approach (Mann-Feder & Litner, 2004; Warrican, 2006). A 

participative strategy involves organisational members at both an individual level and 

at a team or group level (Janićijević, 2017). This point links strongly to the findings, 

where the valuing participation theme was created from the concepts of people 

development, involvement (participation), and collaboration (working together). 

Nearly all participants argued that collaboration is important, and in Ursula’s 

organisation it was very much linked with trust; if the organisation wants to foster 

innovation, there needs to be trust in employees and encouragement to experiment. 

Where employees are encouraged to participate, this leads to lower resistance to 

shifting values and behaviours (Janićijević, 2012, 2014). A participative approach 

enables individuals to start to understand themselves. 

At the heart of the normative re-educative OD strategy is helping individuals 

become aware of their values, attitudes, and beliefs to enable growth and development 

(Chin & Benne, 1969). The research revealed that where organisations invest in their 

employees through providing opportunities for development, this encourages 

creativity, which is an important aspect of problem-solving capabilities. This finding 

supports previous research by French (1969) who discussed that a key feature of OD 

was its advancement of an organisation’s problem-solving capabilities (McLean, 

2005). The findings also suggest that investment in employees as individual growth 

and development occurs creates a stronger connection to the organisation, as 

meaningful relationships are built. In supporting this point, the crafted story from 

Hannah demonstrates why this is important: 

I think when there is investment in people and individuals, you get personal 

improvement and personal growth, and in turn, there is a stronger connection 

to the organisation…that better understanding of why we exist, the meaning 
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of the benefit we're giving back to the community or our customers beyond 

making money.  

The value it creates for employees is being able to understand their fit in the 

organisation, and it also brings meaning to their work, thereby creating a stronger 

connection to the organisation as demonstrated by Deb, many things happen in an 

organisation, employees hear it, they’re a part of it and they can see how their piece of 

work leads to someone else building upon it. 

Building connection, one of the themes revealed in the findings, discusses the 

significance of developing relationships. This research showed connections need to be 

built across all employee levels in the organisation. Supporting this point, Burke 

(1997) concluded that organisations struggle to be effective without 

interconnectedness. The challenge or difficulty raised in the findings was the lack of 

the connection that employees were experiencing, particularly when it came to the 

creating of organisational values. The importance of first developing relationships with 

employees was highlighted in Rose’s crafted story:  

Often you get people in a room, where we crack out the values and pop them 

on a poster and get people to sign their name up to them and then pop it on a 

wall. But it’s far better to build relationships; I have found you get greater 

results when you're actually talking to people and getting to know them and 

understanding what really drives them. It's not through a conversation about 

what they value, but understanding, for example, are you a family man or what 

their struggles are. The human connection, the human stuff behind the values 

and behaviours is what counts. 

This crafted story shows that creation of values requires employee involvement 

to enable ownership where the values are lived and part of the fabric of the 
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organisation. Additionally, this crafted story brings to light the importance of building 

genuine relationships, one where management really know their employees. There 

needs to be a depth to the relationship; it is more than the tokenism of having 

employees involved at a superficial level. 

In addressing the sub-research question: What is the internal communication 

manager’s perception of normative re-educative OD in the creation of values?, the 

participants believed that values and behaviours are interlinked and values are created 

through the participation and collaboration of employees, the understanding of self, 

and the flow on effect to others and the building of stronger connection. Building 

genuine relationships with employees enables an organisational environment of trust, 

open communication, and one that encourages employee development. According to 

interviewees, this establishes the theory of normative re-educative OD as being 

important in values creation. 

5.2.2 RQ2: Why is normative re-educative OD important in values creation? 

In the previous section, the facets of normative re-educative OD were explained 

in creating values in the organisation. This section discusses why normative re-

educative OD is important in values creation.  

As previously discussed, values shift in individuals where there is collaboration 

and participation, employees being enabled to work together (Hayes, 2000; Janićijević, 

2012). To facilitate an environment encouraging collaboration and trust, there needs 

to be understanding that individuals have diverse perspectives, hold varying positions, 

and are at different levels in the organisation (Cunliffe & Locke, 2019). The findings 

revealed that several organisations spanned more than one country and this raised 

several aspects, such as cultural differences and diversity. This is a shift away from the 

early years, where the roles were similar, companies had one place of residence, and 
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there was a mechanistic treatment of employees (Jamieson et al., 2018). The change 

in focus sees the building of trust as being important to enable organisational 

effectiveness in place of a directive environment, that is, power-coercive OD 

strategies. 

In addition, trust is only built when individuals know and accept themselves, 

believe in their own self-worth, and are then able to help others and work 

collaboratively together (Kahn & Rachman, 2000; Rogers, 1967, 1969). This research 

identified that leaders need to have a strong sense of self to be able to create ‘better 

relationships’ with employees. The findings revealed the importance of developing 

relationships between senior management and employees, and this requires openness 

and honesty, particularly in communication.  

Normative re-educative OD strategies enable the building of genuine 

relationships (Mann-Feder & Litner, 2004; Warrican, 2006) requiring senior 

management to intentionally stop and take the time to hear what their employees have 

to say (McKee & Boyatzis, 2006). As the findings suggest, senior management need 

to take time to be present with their employees; to sit in front of them and listen. This 

requires senior management to have values such as empathy, otherwise as Carise 

stated, “communication is going to be a veneer”. When senior management are 

interested in hearing what their employees have to say, this enables the building of a 

relationship that has purpose, one where helping the employee is based on a genuine 

interest in them (Argyris, 1982, 2000). Developing relationships where individuals are 

valued leads to their involvement in aspects of the organisation. 

The shift of values, that is, winning over individual’s hearts and minds, requires 

involvement (Choi & Ruona, 2011; Edge et al., 2015). In support of this point, Land 

(2001) argued that without the participation of individuals, there will be no 
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commitment and taking of responsibility for the work that needs to be done. The 

findings demonstrated by Hannah’s crafted story highlight two key points, employee 

involvement and ownership: 

Our five strategic imperatives were shared with employees, who in turn 

applied them to their roles by developing your [sic] KPIs. Therefore, as an 

individual you built them, you understood them, you had clarity on what you 

should be prioritising and delivering on. It is about building the narrative 

together and owning it. The flow on effect is to internal communication, where 

it can be more open and authentic. 

The findings revealed that where there is employee involvement, not only is 

internal communication improved, employees’ commitment to the organisation also 

increases. In turn, ownership of roles improves because employees are clear about 

what they are required to do and how they fit within the organisation, an important 

point raised by Cunliffe and Coupland (2012). 

In addition, employee involvement leads to the personal growth and 

development of employees, as normative re-educative OD is a participatory approach 

(Edge et al., 2015). Moreover, improved innovation results because employees are 

seen as important contributors (Linke & Zerfass, 2011). The findings revealed that 

when individuals are encouraged to grow and develop, creativity abounds and 

innovation flourishes. Janićijević (2017) stated that creativity and the generation of 

new ideas helps to shift individuals’ values. 

When the process of re-education occurs, this sees unlearning of embedded 

behaviours, values, beliefs, and attitudes (Coghlan & Jacobs, 2005). As the findings 

show, the process of re-education commences when management become aware of 

how the congruency between their actions, behaviours, and values impact the 
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behaviours and actions of employees. The shift that occurs is at a higher level, that is, 

a gamma (B) change, where new values, attitudes, and beliefs replace those of the old 

(Nesterkin, 2013; Porras & Silvers, 2000); a shift in the patterns of attitudes, beliefs, 

actions, and behaviours that management previously thought were acceptable (Benne, 

1976). Through enabling this shift, the findings show this results in the creation of new 

values within the organisation. Where there was difficulty with some senior 

management aligning with the shift in organisational values, Ayla stated that they “did 

a huge amount of hiring and firing”, because  new values cannot be created if they are 

not demonstrated, lived, or shared by the management team. The findings also 

indicated that several of the participants had chosen their organisation, as Yvette 

explained: 

I find it much more inspiring to be in a place where people have values and 

they believe them and live them. The values help to bind people together as 

an organisation.  

Yvette’s point highlights that when an environment is values-based, trust, 

collaboration, and openness exist, creating a stronger connection to the organisation 

for employees. 

In addressing the sub-research question, Why is normative re-educative OD 

important in values creation?, normative re-educative OD is important in values 

creation, because values improve organisational effectiveness through the 

development of a trustworthy, collaborative, and open environment (Cummings & 

Worley, 2014). Employee well-being is achieved in a trustworthy and open 

environment because it nurtures individual development, empowerment, and 

collaboration (Cummings & Worley, 2009). Where organisations invest in employees 

through development, this enables individual growth (Bryan et al., 2015). 
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Furthermore, when the circumstances that obstruct change are removed, this enables 

individuals to be more innovative (Chin & Benne, 1969), and creates a participatory 

environment underpinned by values where employees are involved in decision making 

(Peters & Waterman, 2004).   

5.2.3 RQ3: What is the internal communication manager’s perception of 
normative re-educative OD in creating meaning in internal 
communication? 

As previously discussed, the strategy of normative re-educative OD enables a 

values-based approach to organisational life where participation, collaboration, and 

the development of people and relationships are emphasised; while the shifting of 

values, attitudes, beliefs, and behaviours of employees is facilitated through a change 

agent and learning (Janićijević, 2017; Quinn & Sonenshein, 2008). In creating 

meaning in communication, the theory of sensemaking is employed, which requires 

interactive dialogue between individuals; hence, conversations between employees 

across the breadth and depth of the organisation (Weick et al., 2005). Therefore, 

meaning is created when the organisation fosters communication and conversation 

(Bushe & Marshak, 2014; Holman, 2013), because effective communication is crucial 

for organisations to be successful (Robson & Tourish, 2005; Ruck et al., 2017).  

Much has been written about communication being a simple sender-effect model 

(Jansson, 2013), a process (Clark & Seward, 2000), through to more recent research 

that suggests it being a relationship where meaning is inferred (Weick & Browning, 

1986; Welch & Jackson, 2007), of having self-awareness and an understanding of 

other’s differences to be able to communicate effectively with others (Goldsmith & 

Domann‐Scholz, 2013). The theory of communication varies from a simplistic model 

(Jansson, 2013) through to being described as relational (Goldsmith & Domann-

Scholz, 2013). 
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The findings showed that information delivered was often thought to carry the 

intended meaning; however, this was shown to not be the case. McCormick (1992) 

and Choi and Ruona (2011) stated that communication needs to be more than 

informational delivery if there is to be a shift in values, whereas Tomey (as cited in 

Mitchell, 2013) argued that delivering information will result in moving an 

individual’s values. In contrast to Tomey and supporting the research of Choi and 

Ruona (2011) and McCormick (1992), as explained by Zara, the findings revealed that 

“the information from an internal comms perspective is just news unless it is creating 

that link back to either the values, the behaviours, the direction, or the goals for the 

company, it’s just information”. The following point arose from Choi and Ruona’s 

(2011) research, that where an empirical-rational OD approach is taken, that of rational 

persuasion through providing information, then as the participants stated, it is 

propaganda. The reason the communicative process leads to a lack of belief in what is 

being said is due to poor consultation with employees (D. Lewis & Cunnington, 1993). 

Some participants experienced this issue because senior management directed the 

delivery of information to employees without considering the impact and how the 

meaning intended from the messages may not be delivered as intended to change 

attitudes or beliefs. 

The meaning in communication is improved when senior management make 

sense of what is occurring, with the process of reflection enabling understanding of the 

consequences of their behaviours and the words spoken (Pedler & Burgoyne, 2013). 

Sensemaking, where meaning is created through dialogue when reflecting on past 

events, helps to create further understanding for senior management (Weick, 1995). 

As part of this process, what is often revealed to senior management is that the 

outcomes they may have anticipated from an event or piece of communication often 
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differ from those they perceived (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; Weick et al., 2005). 

Felicia’s crafted story highlights this point: 

At the time of our organisation being acquired by another organisation, the 

communication being disseminated related to systems and processes. It got to 

the point actually where it was overwhelming, and people felt more 

disconnected from the organisation. They (senior management) thought were 

communicating, but they didn’t communicate the most important thing, which 

was really about what does the organisation want to be and what’s the role 

each person plays. 

This story epitomises the incongruency between the messages thought to be 

delivered and that which is delivered. In Felicia’s case, the message was that the 

organisation valued processes over its people, resulting in the undermining of building 

relationships within the new organisation, which is an important aspect of normative 

re-educative OD strategies. 

Senior management influences the thinking of employees through 

communication (Kelley & Bisel, 2014); therefore, as the findings suggest, meaning is 

only ascribed when a relationship exists. The findings also showed that senior 

management often perceive that the way to communicate with employees is by sending 

out an email, although as several participants highlighted, the building of the 

relationships is vital to communication being effectively received where meaning is 

understood. Moreover, as several participants suggested, for values to shift, they need 

to be lived by senior management in organisations, the communication therefore needs 

to be more than promoting values through a campaign or a marketing brochure. As 

Yvette explained: 
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Employees live the values rather than them being printed in a pretty brochure. 

In our organisation, there are no campaigns, no posts, no house mats, teacups, 

or cakes with a value. It's basically in the fabric and it's not gimmicks. 

It is clear from Yvette and many of the other participants that values need to be 

woven into the fabric of the organisation, not flaunted on walls. In agreement with 

Yvette’s point, Josie explained: 

Values have formed part of the culture in the way we behave and talk, but we 

haven’t actively expressly communicated them since I have been here in [sic] 

two years.  It needs to feel genuine, we don’t need to hide behind a badge, we 

talk straight and it’s all about transparency. I think you can communicate the 

values without using those exact words. The values are evidenced in the 

behaviour, and you see that when everyone holds each other accountable.  

These findings highlight the importance of normative re-educative OD 

strategies, because meaning can be communicated without words where the alignment 

of values and behaviours is evident. 

The findings revealed that in a participative environment employees must be 

involved in the conversations that take place in the organisations; this gives rise to 

employees being able to voice their opinion, share their ideas, and know they will not 

be punished for doing so. Building upon this point, Argyris (1982) emphasised the 

importance of employees being able to have a voice. The safety of being able to speak 

out comes when a normative re-educative OD approach to organisational life is taken, 

where an environment of trust, collaboration, and openness abounds (Cummings & 

Worley, 2009; Neilsen, 1984). 

Communication is about fostering an environment where people share and tell 

their stories, which as Weick et al. (2005) suggested, creates an understanding of what 
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the organisational story or narrative is. It helps to explain an employee’s role in the 

organisation and how they fit into that story (Cunliffe & Coupland, 2012).  Storytelling 

is used as a one way of making sense of an organisational event or phenomena or as a 

way for employees to get to know management through the individual stories that they 

share (Maclean, Harvey & Chia, 2012). The findings support this point, as the sincere 

dialogue theme, which includes the storytelling concept, shows.  

Storytelling is used because it brings to life purpose and demonstrates values and 

its connection goes way back in history and is critical in meaning creation (Milbrandt 

et al., 2018). Felicia’s crafted story explains this further: 

When the narrative enables people to bring that value to the surface and lead 

through that value, then there is the legitimacy to be able make to different 

kinds of decisions and behave in different kinds of ways, which weren’t 

necessarily those that had the most financial benefit, although often we saw 

that the two did coincide and that was also good for finances, but often that 

was because of the trickle-down effect. It was about individuals having the 

space and almost the permission to be able to say “I know this is not the most 

cost-effective way but it’s the best for customers”; this really generated a big 

shift in attitudes over a reasonably short period of time. Depending on how 

embedded the values are in the fabric of the organisation will be contingent 

on whether they are sustained. 

Meaning is created in stories that are told and shared honestly by senior 

management and employees. This enables people to relate and engage and creates a 

connection that enables meaning creation for employees. Lucy’s crafted story 

demonstrates this point:  
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Tell your stories, develop them so people connect, have an understanding of 

what it means and get that aha moment – “Oh, I see how I fit into the picture 

around the values and get how you want me to behave to grow the business”.  

Where sensemaking occurs through the stories being told, this acts as a stimulus 

for action (Maclean et al., 2012; Weick et al., 2005). The findings suggest that 

storytelling provides the linkage of values with behaviours, enabling meaning to be 

uncovered. Lucy’s crafted story highlights this point:  

It is the hearts and minds piece coupled with the ‘say, do, lead by example’ 

piece. I think those are really important in that conversation of getting that 

shared meaning. 

 If we don’t have shared meaning, it doesn’t drive those behaviour changes or 

people aren’t motivated to understand what behaviours are required of them. 

Lucy’s story explains the importance of creating shared meaning in 

organisations and this supports the research by Weick (2012), who stated that dialogue 

is required to create shared meaning, and this forms part of sensemaking. Further to 

Weick’s (2012) point, Lucy argued that behavioural changes will only come about 

when there is shared meaning. 

In addressing the sub-research question, What is the internal communication 

manager’s perception of normative re-educative OD in creating meaning in internal 

communication?, the findings in this thesis show that normative re-educative OD 

provides the foundation for improving meaning in internal communication. 

Collaboration and participation enable the building of genuine relationships and an 

environment of openness and trust. In turn, shared meaning is developed through 

sincere dialogue, with stories providing a way for organisations to share values and 
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behaviours, enabling employees to understand their role, how to act, and how they fit 

into the organisation.  

5.2.4 RQ4: Why is the interaction between normative re-educative OD and 
meaning important in internal communication? 

Effective communication is vital for organisations, and according to scholars, 

communication underpins excellent business performance (Gay et al., 2005; Meng, 

2014). Management disseminate the vision and values through communication (Men 

& Yue, 2019), though the effectiveness of the communication is often challenged. The 

findings showed that in some organisations, senior management or executives had their 

own values sets, and as Ilse explained, this was very destructive, with a flow on effect 

that led to fragmented internal communication. In addition, all participants highlighted 

the impact senior management had on communication within the organisation and 

some found that where senior management attempted to control the communication 

through withholding information, this led to a lack of trust. Research by Men and Sung 

(2019) supports this point, suggesting this fosters a controlling organisational 

environment, which was demonstrated in Carise’s crafted story: 

Sometimes they (senior management) obscure communication because they 

think it’s going to give them what they want, buy them time or there’s an 

outcome they’re looking for that’s not straightforward, so not being 

straightforward in the communication or seeking to ensure people really 

understand, they’re getting more of their own way. 

A further point raised by one of the participants was the resistance to making 

meaning by senior management. Carise’s crafted story explained this:  

To be convoluted, very ego driven, though I would like to imagine they’re not 

deliberate, but all the same, they (senior management) actually think when 

they speak people will understand them. The response to issues raised were 
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[sic] ‘I have already emailed them’, yet clearly the email sent hasn’t had the 

desired outcome. 

Relating back to the previous discussion, this point explains how senior 

management may purposely control communication, and it cannot be assumed that ego 

is not driving these messages. If communication is to be delivered with an attitude of 

openness, there needs to be no ego involved (UCLA, 1964). As previously discussed, 

informational delivery in the form of sending out emails does not necessarily create 

meaning for the receiver. Therefore, where a normative re-educative OD strategy is in 

place within the organisation in place of power-coercion, this enables open and honest 

internal communication where meaning is understood.  

The findings revealed that when communication from senior management is 

forthcoming, the participants identified that values such as respect and trust were 

evident, which are aspects of a normative re-educative OD strategy. Values were 

reciprocal between senior management and employees, as Ayla’s crafted story 

explained: 

As a company, the senior leadership were very willing to be up front and 

honest about where the business was at, whether it was great or whether it was 

in a rut, so to speak, and what the core issues were, and I recall when we 

initially starting to address large groups of employees, they were afraid they 

were being brought into a room to be fired; a hangover from past leadership 

communication. 

Over a period of quarterly presentations, the senior leadership team developed 

a huge trust with the employee base and they knew that if we were getting 

them together, we were going to talk to them about the business, we were 

genuinely going to answer their questions, we would tell them what we knew, 

what we could disclose from a public standpoint, and we demonstrated the 
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value, I think, that we respected them enough to give them the information 

and they started demonstrating the value that they respected us enough not to 

ask caustic questions.  

Alignment between the values demonstrated and those lived leads to employees 

feeling respected and trusted. When senior management are more effective in forming 

interpersonal relationships, trust prevails and communication is free flowing, rather 

than being controlled (Argyris, 1971).  

As evidenced in the findings, when there is a close correlation between an 

individual’s values and the organisation, several benefits arise. First, where 

communication is consistent with an individual’s values, they associate this with the 

messages being delivered (E. M. Rogers, 1983). The findings revealed that if 

individuals can see cohesion between what is being said and the language being spoken 

regardless of the fact their job is very different from others, then as Oriana described, 

“shared language” helps build connection to the organisation and alignment with the 

organisation’s purpose. It also provides individuals with a language to call out 

behaviour that is inappropriate or does not fit with the foundational values of the 

organisation. When language is aligned within organisations, meaning improves as 

individuals make sense of the circumstances and understand the meaning embedded 

in the messages being sent (Weick et al., 2005).   

In addressing the sub-research question, Why is the interaction between 

normative re-educative OD and meaning important in internal communication?, the 

findings revealed that when communication is controlled by senior management, that 

is, power-coercive OD strategies, this results in ineffective communication. Whereas 

when communication is forthcoming from senior management and is open and honest, 
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trust is built, and there is a shared language and storytelling that leads to improved 

meaning in the communication being delivered. 

5.2.5 RQ5: How can normative re-educative OD and meaning change internal 
communication?  

Past literature has discussed how internal communication may potentially be an 

enabler for shifting values in employees or helping them identify with the 

organisational values (Tkalac Verčič & Vokić, 2017; Welch, 2011). Normative re-

educative OD strategies facilitate a values shift through the growth and development 

of individuals, participation, and collaboration, (Janićijević, 2012, 2014; Mann-Feder 

& Litner, 2004; Warrican, 2006). The crucial point underpinning the strategy being 

that individuals are willing to be involved (Szabla et al., 2016). From the findings in 

this research, the participants highlighted the role senior management play in internal 

communication. The concepts of leader-led values, shared beliefs and values, 

leadership influence, and leadership self-awareness all show that the shifting of values 

is very difficult to achieve without senior management commitment.  

In their latest research, Men and Yue (2019) discussed how leaders as 

communicators should be empathic, honest, and willing listeners. The findings in this 

thesis support this point, though it was shown that senior management needed to be 

genuine and authentic in their interest in employees to enable relationships to be built. 

To be authentic, senior management need to be prepared to be seen, to let their true 

selves be revealed (Brown, 2010), and from a normative re-educative OD standpoint, 

have an awareness of themselves, their actions, behaviours, attitudes, beliefs, and 

values (Chin & Benne, 1969). This was evidenced by some of the participants, and in 

their experience, they found that senior management were surprised that their 

behaviours and spoken words were perceived as being incongruent, resulting in 
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employees questioning what was taking place. Hannah’s crafted story supports this 

point: 

Individuals are looking to their leaders to say how should we behave, how 

should we act, it’s obviously much more than something on a wall that has 

your five values that are labelled off and when there is that disconnect, there 

is that confusion, because “hang on a minute, you’re telling me I should be 

authentic but your behaviours and the ‘say, do’ gap is not meeting up”.  

In one organisation where I worked, it was very apparent, and unfortunately 

consistent throughout the organisation that you would hear “We are going to 

be treating our people like this, we’re investing in our people”, but then the 

actual action is, the next day you hear 30 people were made redundant with 

one day’s notice before Christmas, for example. The undercurrent within the 

organisation is actually “I don’t believe anything you’re saying”, because 

when you are telling us we’re investing in our people and we’re trying to 

reskill you with the way that the company is moving but then the following 

day or the following week you just hear of a whole group of people who have 

been made redundant because we don’t need those skillsets anymore it’s 

really, really quite a disconnect.  

Normative re-educative OD strategies facilitate the building of relationships 

through open communication and trust; therefore, as this crafted story illustrates, 

where trust is broken with employees, this leads to disbelief in what senior 

management has to say, undermining the meaning in the messages going forward. This 

raises the point that senior management need to be congruent with what they say and 

the actions they take, as described in the findings for the concept of theories and action 

alignment. The flow on effect within the organisation is lack of employee engagement, 

thereby reducing organisational effectiveness. 
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Normative re-educative OD facilitates the development of a collaborative 

environment and communication underpins this (Dunphy & Stace, 1988; S. P. Safran, 

1991). When employees are involved and encouraged to work together, their sense of 

belonging to the organisation increases, and this interconnectedness creates an 

organisation that individuals want to work for. The evidence in this thesis shows that 

meaning in internal communication comes from the interconnectedness created 

between employees across the depth and breadth of the organisation, including senior 

management. Deb’s crafted story provides an example of when employees are heard: 

With over 3,000 thousand employees across nearly 30 offices, it’s really about 

connection; it’s about that understanding of many things happening in the 

organisation and employees are hearing it and they’re being a part of it and 

they can see that this tiny little thing they did over here eventually lead to, you 

know, a group over there doing something with it. 

This story demonstrates that when interconnectedness is developed, self-interest 

slips away as individuals recognise they are part of a bigger whole. This leads to a 

sense of being valued for the role that they play in the organisation. 

Organisations typically focus on the bottom line (Bushe & Marshak, 2018; 

Margulies & Raia, 1988); hence, departments run very lean and the participants 

highlighted that the challenge is how management can have the time to be able to fully 

listen to other employees. How does one take the time to listen and be in that moment, 

to feel deeply and listen with full awareness, because that is what opens individuals up 

to meaning and it is at the heart of internal communication. Normative re-educative 

OD strategies facilitate the listening, hearing, and prioritising of employees, as 

Hannah’s crafted story  demonstrates:  
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Our CEO, he was very authentic and he gave a lot of his time, he was there. 

There were initiatives that he had, one was sending personalised emails to 

everyone who was involved with a particular initiative and that came from 

him and, you know, you receive an email from the CEO to say thanks very 

much for that time and effort. He just prioritised it, if someone really gets it, 

it doesn’t matter how busy they are, they will always have time for you, and 

that.  

The final point in this story again highlights how self-awareness is important to 

improving shared values and behaviours in organisations. In addition, it shows that 

when a normative re-educative OD strategy is in place, the valuing of employees is 

evident. However, as several participants shared, not all management understand the 

importance of doing what Hannah’s CEO did. 

Men and Yue (2019) suggested that it is the responsibility of communication 

practitioners to provide communication strategies to senior management to assist them 

in their endeavour to support and care for employees. Normative re-educative OD 

strategies emphasise the use of a change agent to facilitate change (Chin & Benne, 

1969; Mann-Feder & Litner, 2004) and the evidence in this thesis supports the call of 

internal communication managers to influence senior management to act and 

communicate in a way that encourages them to engage wholeheartedly with 

employees. Hannah crafted story supports this point:  

As internal communicators, we need to invest more time and effort into the 

leadership team and anyone who is a people leader, so that they know the 

narrative, that they are able to communicate it to their employees, and they’re 

given the content on a regular basis that they can tell the stories.   
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Further, you can help leaders communicate more clearly with their people, 

provide feedback, be open, check in regularly and help with a clear narrative 

around where they are going and how they are going to get there. 

 I think it’s that when you understand what drives people, what’s important to 

people, you can help develop strategies, well, this is really important to people, 

so let’s talk, so let’s have more emphasis on this. 

This story shows the importance of normative re-educative OD strategies in 

helping improve senior management communication through the use of internal 

communication managers as change agents. 

The findings show that creating meaning in the communication enables greater 

effectiveness of the message. Vincent’s crafted story highlighted the aspects of what 

creates true meaningful internal communication: 

True meaningful internal communication is evident when there is two-way 

dialogue and sharing, and ultimately, this creates shared meaning and shared 

understanding. Therefore, if we want true meaningful internal 

communication, we need to ask the following questions: Is it shared? Does it 

create meaning? Is there a dialogue involved? 

The above statement reflects many of the aspects of normative re-educative OD 

strategy in its participative and collaborative nature where dialogue is critical. Shared 

understanding comes about when there are shared beliefs and values, both concepts 

that the participants discussed and attributed to shifting values in individuals. In Zara’s 

words, the alignment of an individual’s values with those of the organisation allows 

employees to “join a company and stay with a company”. Several participants 

described this type of organisation as a family, the flow on effect to communication 

evidenced by the common language shared, which was discussed previously. 
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Normative re-educative OD changes meaning in internal communication and the 

crafted story from Deb’s transcript demonstrates this: 

It’s really important to be able to ensure that regardless of whether it’s a 

developer in another country or, you know, somebody in the finance team in 

another capital city, they understand that it is the one voice of the organisation, 

they can see that there’s a commonality in what they’re doing and what that 

person is doing and the language that’s being spoken even though their jobs 

themselves are quite different.  

So, it’s that connection, a shared belief, shared values, common voice; the 

people, they understand their part, so a developer can say “Well I actually 

worked on that piece that allowed us to move that forward”. and linking it 

together and ultimately it’s about having pride in the organisation. 

That is meaningful internal communication because it’s showing people, this 

is what we have done together, and it gets the conversations started, “Did we 

actually do that?”, so it becomes a visual and very real-life example of what 

we are doing.  

In addressing the research question, How can normative re-educative OD and 

meaning change internal communication?, the crafted stories highlight the impact that 

normative re-educative OD strategies have on improving the meaning in internal 

communication. When participation and collaboration are evident in the organisation 

and employees understand how their role fits with another, meaning is improved 

through the foundation of shared values. 

5.3 APPLICATION OF GAPP AND FISHER’S (2008) ORGANISATIONAL 
TRANSFORMATION MODEL 

Gapp and Fisher’s (2008) organisational transformational model was discussed 

in Chapter 2 and provided a way of interpreting the significance of OD within the 
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organisations where the research took place (see Figure 16). The model is now used in 

an adapted form to explain the research question, What is the relationship between 

normative re-educative OD, meaning and internal communication?. In the context of 

the findings, crafted stories have been included from the findings to support each step 

of the process. First, espoused concepts are discussed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Adapted from Gapp and Fisher (2008, p.618). The Organisational 
Transformation Model (A model for evaluating organisational transformation, based 

on the work of Argyris, 1976b and Deming, 1994). 

5.3.1 The Espoused Concepts 

Individuals are guided by their values, beliefs, and attitudes (Haffer, 1986; 

Janićijević, 2012), and as they espouse these, the behaviours that follow either align 

or not. When there is a lack of alignment, Model I behaviours (Argyris, 1982) play out 

consisting of control and manipulation of others (see Figure 17).  
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Figure 17: Characteristics of Model 1 Behaviours (Argyris, 1982, p.12) drawn from 
Model I Theory-In-Use  

This was evidenced in Marcus’ crafted story:  

When creating a communication for the organisation, there was a selling of 

the organisation to its employees as being productive, when in fact it was 

struggling. Senior management had directed the communications to be 

dressed up to match their lie.  

Furthermore, when a previous staff engagement survey was held, there were 

many issues and the outcome was very poor, so in preparation for the next 

survey, employees were given 2.9% pay rise just prior to when the survey was 

released for completion, and interestingly, the outcome was better. 

The story demonstrates how senior management can manipulate the situation to 

enable a better outcome. Although the questions are how sustainable is this type of 

behaviour and what is the flow on effect to communications? Marcus went on to 

explain: 

When the senior leaders aren’t walking the talk and the internal 

communications department (function) tries to make them look like they are 

walking the talk, people see it and this creates a disconnect. If I’ve seen the 

behaviour and then I read something different, then I’m not going to read 

anything more, because I don’t believe what is being said. I know what the 

truth is and [if] you’re telling me something else, then why should I read or 

believe anything I hear any more? 

Internal communication is impacted significantly, along with the belief in what 

senior management says and does, creating an environment of mistrust and lies. 

Control the purpose of the meeting or encounter 
Maximise winning and minimise losing 
Suppress negative feelings 
Be rational 
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Relationships with employees are damaged (Argyris, 1971), which leads to 

questioning the effectiveness of the communication (Zeithaml et al., 1988). The 

concern is that managers are often unaware of how behaviours and what they espouse 

are linked (Quirke, 1996a; Robson & Tourish, 2005); thus, the importance of the 

discovery phase, where the process of understanding what is taking place, begins. 

5.3.2 Discover: monitor and evaluate environments 

The cyclical model of Deming’s (1994) PDSA cycle guides the discovery phase, 

where senior management reflect on what is occurring. In this first stage, the 

environment is scanned, and where espoused values do not align with the behaviours, 

the type of environment created is not conducive to the growth and development of 

individuals. In turn, organisational effectiveness is low due to the lack of trust, 

collaboration, openness, and idea generation (Cummings & Worley, 2009; Neilsen, 

1984). The discovery phase enables reflection on what is occurring and action is taken 

through seeking out ways to garner an understanding of the issues at hand. According 

to the participants, they often initiated the conversation or were engaged by senior 

management at this point to assist. In Oriana’s case, she initiated the conversation, and 

this was explained in her crafted story. The change was that their offices were going 

to be amalgamated into a centralised headquarters and no messages were delivered to 

employees: 

When the CEO said, “No, we don’t want to communicate, and that includes 

externally”, it put the kibosh on the communications that was [sic] planned, 

but the property market is a sieve, it leaks like anything else, so we were in 

the paper twice.  

The second time we were in the paper, external affairs and myself spoke to 

senior management, we think of what we want our people to be, which is open, 

transparent, and honest (these are the values for the organisation) and you’re 
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not; we’re working towards a goal and this is something we need to 

communicate to our people. 

The importance of the discovery phase is highlighted through understanding 

what is going on, the impact on employees, and considering what may need to be done. 

Through discussion with other managers, senior management gain greater insight into 

what is impacting the organisation’s effectiveness. The PDSA cycle enables learning 

and increased knowledge throughout each phase of the model.   

5.3.3 Invent: generate knowledge and create understanding 

In this second phase of the model, a theoretical plan is created in an endeavour 

to solve the issues that have been realised.  Feedback is actively sought through the 

application of the PDSA cycle. The participants shared their involvement with several 

approaches that suggested the central theme was the importance of looking at the best 

way to create an understanding of the issues being experienced by employees. Zara 

discussed the approach taken in her organisation: 

It was about developing a framework so that everyone knows how they will 

be communicated with on any given topic and when, and that they understand 

it and they feel empowered to provide feedback, ask questions, participate in 

surveys to find out what they think about various channels or information and 

that they do. It’s two way, it’s clear, it’s simple, everyone can understand it, 

it’s regular.  

The cadence of internal communication is incredibly important, and often 

underestimated. It is really open at all levels, so it is not just for leaders to be 

communicators, it’s for people managers, it’s for employees; the feedback part 

of it needs to be as important as it is coming back from employees as, you 

know, going to employees. 
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I am often telling senior leaders it is not only what you want to tell employees, 

it is what they want to find [out] about too. It’s about finding that sweet spot 

in the middle is where we have really made it meaningful.  

In this phase, through the application of PDSA to the qualitative data, it was clear 

that a plan needs to be developed, and in this case, a framework that enables feedback 

to improve the understanding of organisational issues. Learning occurs when there is 

feedback and an understanding of espoused and in use theories – Model I and II 

behaviours (Argyris, 2000). Re-education commences prior to the transformation 

zone, in the discovery and inventing phases, where change must take place in senior 

management’s thinking, that is, their worldview, values, assumptions, and beliefs 

(Goldberg Wood & Middleman, 1992).  

5.3.4 The Transformation Zone (from concept to reality) 

In this phase, individuals need to be self-reflective of their behaviour and 

understand their role in contributing to the organisation (Argyris, 1991, 2002). Senior 

management’s self-awareness improves due to increased understanding of the 

influence their words and actions have on employees. Ayla’s crafted story 

demonstrates this point:  

When you see the demonstrated behaviour of a leader and the impact that has 

across the whole company, it is quite profound. Let me give you an example 

of a change that was initiated. When I showed up to a new building, it was 

grey, there was clutter everywhere, it was really sad, and all the managers 

were in offices and it was deathly quiet in the hallways and the doors were 

closed, managers had the doors closed.  

I challenged their thinking by saying, “You’re not really open communicators, 

you sit in your offices, your doors are closed, you’ve worked together for 10 

years, but you don’t operate as a team from what I can tell.  I’m really puzzled 
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by this as you all get along together socially incredibly well, but when it comes 

to business you all complain about each other and yet you’ve been working 

together for ever”. They said “No, that’s not the case, we have an open-door 

policy and we’re communicators”.  

I’m like, “Actually you’re really not and I’d like to remodel the office to make 

it open plan” and they were fiercely opposed to taking away the office and 

that door, that beautiful door, that could lock them away from the rest of 

humanity and it was a really confronting process for them as they came to 

terms with how they felt about it. This brought their behaviours to light and 

then they were ready to make a change. 

When senior management take the time to self-reflect, this creates greater self-

awareness. 

5.3.5 Produce: develop appropriate strategies and tactics 

In reflecting on the strategies and tactics employed to encourage learning, the 

concept of double loop learning enables individuals to grow and develop (Argyris, 

1976a, 1994a), and in this case, senior management. Through the employment of 

interventions such as action learning (Pedler et al., 2005; Revans, 1982), action 

research (French & Bell, 1999), action science (Argyris & Schön, 1989), and gamma 

(B) change (Porras & Silvers, 2000), a profound shift takes place. This is through re-

education, where senior management’s assumptions, beliefs, and values alter and 

behaviours change (Benne, 1976). When there is an alignment between what is 

espoused and the actions and behaviours that follow, Model II behaviours result 

(Argyris, 1991; Argyris & Schön, 1978). In understanding this, Ayla shared her story:  

In my experience management teams struggle to really embrace the concept 

of working in a collaborative way. Often, there is a strong resistance initially, 

and as a change agent, you actually not just demonstrate the behaviour, but 
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you have to call people on bad behaviours, you have to reward the positive 

ones. It’s a fluid and authentic process, but if you don’t have people 

demonstrating the behaviours that they are in it for the overall good of the 

company, the customer and the employee, then all communications I feel 

would be received cynically.  

5.3.6 Generalise: operate and internalise 

Where the values espoused by senior management and the actions that follow 

are congruent, this changes the environment. The findings revealed that the benefits of 

this type of environment include that it first fosters communication between senior 

management and employees that is sincere and there is a truthfulness and honesty to 

it. Second, there is a common voice, the language spoken is one that employees 

understand. Third, through storytelling, both senior management and employees tell 

and share their stories, and there is a shared understanding. Fourth, there is shared 

meaning in the communication.  

Vincent’s shared story provides an insight into working with two outstanding 

senior leaders: 

First, I’m very happy to tell you that the CEO I work for now is one of the 

best leaders that I’ve ever had the privilege of working for and in a three-

decade career, probably 25 leaders, I’ll tell you why she’s the best. The first 

thing, I think, is clarity. There's nothing worse than an unpredictable leader 

for not embedding values, metaphors, etcetera. She's very clear about what 

she stands for, both on a personal level and at a professional level. Humanity, 

which I think is very important as well, and the third trait I would say is 

important is relevance. So, when you bring those three things together, clarity, 

humanity, and relevance, that creates a link between stories, values, 

metaphors, and behaviours that actually brings the thing to life as just being 
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opposed to, ““Right, I'm going to tell you story and you need to believe that 

there's a link to what we're going to talk about”.” 

The second leader held a very high position in the organisation and he 

intuitively understood how to bring all this together in a way that created true 

leadership. When he left the organisation, the most significant day in my 

working life, suffice to say that people were openly crying and in tears, and 

came out into the street to protest. That's a measure of how authentic the man 

was, and he did that because he brought together the metaphor, the behaviour, 

and the story, all in one package. You don't see many people like that, and I've 

had the privilege of working with at least two of them. 

These stories demonstrate the importance of aligning values with behaviours.  

5.3.7 Return to the Start: discover 

Through the integration of Deming’s (1994) PDSA cycle with Argyris’ (1976b) 

four step model of discover, invent, produce and generalise, the process undertaken, 

first, identified the issues at hand within the organisations interviewed; the lack of 

values driven communication leading to the delivering of ineffective communication 

that was information only. Second, once the issue was identified, a plan was developed 

to improve the communications in organisations. Third, to enact the plan, there needed 

to be an intervention, for example, through action research and fourth, the final action 

was to internalise and realise the benefits and outcomes produced. With this process 

complete, a new journey commenced starting back at the beginning. 

In summary, this model helps to explain how relationship-based communication 

may be built through senior management developing greater self-awareness and 

understanding of the congruency between their values, the words spoken, and the 

behaviours that are demonstrated and the flow on effect to the meaning in the 

communication expressed throughout the organisation. 
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5.4 OTHER FINDINGS IN RELATION TO THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Two additional findings arose from this research and these were outside of the 

findings that answered the research questions. The first was in elucidating what 

specialist areas were required of an internal communication manager. Previous 

literature shows this often refers to a role that specialises in the tactical part of 

communication, that is, those skills that pertain to the delivery of communication 

through specific channels. Internal communication’s role appears to be much more 

than that; hence, the following section looks at how to reshape the internal 

communication manager’s role.  

The second finding relates to the definition of internal communication. The 

findings revealed that the debate contained within this research was narrowed down 

even further to the point of internal communication without an ‘s’ or internal 

communications with an ‘s’ and the use of capitals. This is discussed further in the 

section below. 

5.4.1 Reshaping the Internal Communication Manager’s Role 

Over the years, many role titles have been applied to practitioners who work in 

the communication field. In their seminal research on the role of public relations 

managers, Broom and Smith (1979) posited that there are four different role 

typologies: expert prescriber, technical services provider, communication process 

facilitator, problem-solving process facilitator; the fifth, acceptant legitimiser, is in 

addition to these (Fuller et al., 2018). However, acceptant legitimiser was not noted in 

research by other scholars. According to Moss, Newman, and DeSanto (2005) the four 

typologies can also be applied to the role of communications manager, and they 

include a fifth typology, communication technician. In further research, when 

discussing communication, Dozier and Broom (1995) made reference to 
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communication with external media, a demarcation that needs to be addressed in 

differentiating these two positions; public relations manager and communications 

manager. Tench et al. (2017) stated that there are three aspects to the communications 

manager role: supporting leadership in their communications, helping the organisation 

to strategically communicate, and to head up the communication function though in 

previous work. Tench and Moreno (2015) highlighted a role known as internal 

communication manager.  Furthermore, their study suggested that there needs to be a 

“generalist communications specialist” role (Tench & Moreno, 2015, p. 81), which 

appears to include crisis communications and social media. While the aspects 

discussed above may form part of the communication manager role, the findings 

revealed that these also are aspects of the internal communication manager role. 

Recent literature discusses internal communication as a separate function 

(Ewing et al., 2019; Men & Yue, 2019; Ruck & Welch, 2012; Ruck et al., 2017; Welch, 

2013) and the role of internal communication manager has evolved from what was 

seen as the public relations or communications manager role, which includes external 

relations. The role of internal communication manager typically includes the 

management of a team,  a communications specialist and advisor, tactician, and subject 

matter expert (Dewhurst & FitzPatrick, 2007). In their comprehensive research of the 

competence characteristics of communication professionals, Fuller et al. (2018) 

highlighted similar points, as already discussed, though they added that the importance 

of understanding communication theory is imperative, that of general knowledge and 

in some instances, a history of the profession or specific areas of theory may be 

required depending on the specific role, for example, crisis management. 

The findings introduced the concept of reshaping the internal communication 

manager’s role, as several participants discussed how their role was more than a 
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specialist in the field of internal communication along with the aspects stated above. 

There were two additional specialist areas that it was felt internal communication 

managers needed to be proficient in; first, OD – not only having knowledge of the field 

but also being able to use the tools associated with this field and execute them with 

confidence; and second, change management – having a clear understanding of the 

change process and the implications for this for the organisation and once again, 

having a comprehensive understanding of the tools associated with change and how to 

use them effectively.  

 In understanding this role more fully, the findings revealed that these two 

specialist areas fall under the same roof, a common church, and include the broad role 

of internal communication, as previously noted. Looking at these capabilities, 

Hannah’s crafted story discusses this point: 

I think communicators these days really need to look at the change 

management principles as well. It’s coming in more and more and even being 

able to develop messaging around awareness, desire, the knowledge, the 

ability, and the reinforcement for any change we’re taking employees through. 

Tyler’s crafted story provided further insight into this new role: 

Change is an interesting piece because there's transformational change and 

there's operational change, if you like. Internal communications is also about 

OD and operational effectiveness; the learning component, which is about 

higher learning based within the organisation. The other part is about skilling. 

With the new role…it is a bit of a grenade. It is disruptive. Whatever stops it 

being tactical, it needs to sit as a strategic role and I think there’s actually a 

really important point in terms of backing up that view of that shared joint 

function to define the thing. Without being able to tackle 

leader/manager/people/supervisor behaviour, any of this stuff is just a waste 
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of time. Because that's why anything that combines the behavioural with the 

tactic, anything that combines those two things is a step in the right direction, 

because if we don't tackle the behavioural, everything else is just lip service. 

These stories highlight the shift in thinking as to what the internal 

communications manager role looks like. One of the key points is that addressing 

behaviour and normative re-educative OD strategies are enablers for this.  

Further to this discussion, the role of influencer came to light amongst the 

participants. Men and Yue (2019) discussed the role of communication professionals 

in providing communication strategies to senior management to help improve their 

care and concern for employees in order to create a positive communication culture. 

This point shows that if communication professionals are going to be responsible for 

that activity, it requires internal communication managers to be effective in their 

influence of senior management. In linking back to normative re-educative OD to 

facilitate change in a person, in this case, senior management, the role of the internal 

communication manager effectively becomes one of change agent. This role is one of 

helping as opposed to being authoritative (Bushe & Marshak, 2009). The role of a 

change agent is crucial in creating awareness of and in the reforming of values (Chin 

& Benne, 1969; French et al., 2005).  

In listening to the stories from internal communication managers, Zara’s crafted 

story showed how internal communicators were often underestimated, yet their role is 

very much influential: 

It is often seen as the bridesmaid, that of internal communication, but in fact, 

you end up having lots of influence in an organisation, and you can really see 

how to make a difference far beyond. I don’t dismiss external communication, 

but you know reputation work is not easy to do, but you don’t have the same 
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degree of influence within the organisation working with external 

communication. I think you have a real opportunity to change many things by 

getting it right in internal communication. That’s why I like it. 

In summary, there are two additional specialist areas that internal 

communication managers need to have a comprehensive understanding of: the field of 

OD and change. The role also includes one of strong influence to the point of becoming 

a change agent within the organisation given that internal communication managers 

work so closely with senior and middle management and employees across the breadth 

of the organisation. This new role is reflected in the figure below (see Figure 18). 

 

Figure 18: Reshaped Internal Communication Manager's Role 

This section discussed how each of these specialist areas may contribute to a 

more effective internal communication manager role that provides greater 

understanding to be achieved in their quest for more meaningful internal 

communication underpinned by values.  

5.4.2 Redefining Internal Communication  

Over the years, there has been much debate in the literature as to a definition for 

communication that takes place within organisations and to employees. Even the term 

used has varied; corporate communication (Remund, 2011; Zerfass & Viertmann, 
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2017),  public relations (J. E. Grunig, Grunig, & Toth, 2007; J. E. Grunig & Hunt, 

1984; Lattimore, Baskin, Heiman, & Toth, 2011), organisational communication  

(Cornelissen & Christensen, 2011; Kreps, 1990), employee communication (Mazzei 

et al., 2019; Walden, Jung, & Westerman, 2017), internal communication (Men & 

Yue, 2019; Tkalac Verčič et al., 2012; Welch, 2013), and includes the interchanging 

of terminology (Argenti, 1998). 

This debate continues, as evidenced in the findings. There were notions that the 

term internal communication should be either internal communication with an ‘s’ or 

without an ‘s’, in addition to the conversation that exists around the term internal 

communications being interchanged with employee communications. Zara’s thoughts 

on this highlight concerns around this: 

There has been a bit of a swing back to calling it employee comms, for better 

or for worse. I think because lots of people don’t know what internal comms 

means, something I have noticed in more recent times, my role is employee 

comms as well. 

As discussed, the research shows that there are several terms for communication 

and each has their own meaning attached, which calls for further investigation. 

In this thesis, the focus on internal communication comes from a relational base, 

therefore the description “managing interdependence and building mutually beneficial 

relationships between the organisation and its employees.” (Men & Bowen, 2017, 

p.12; Men & Yue, 2019) aptly explains internal communication for this research. It is 

noted that Men and Bowen (2017) stated that “internal communication is a process” 

(p. 12); however, this thesis argues this is not the case. Suzanne’s crafted story 

highlights this point: 
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You know where I think it went wrong? I think it went wrong when we started 

saying that employee communications and internal communications was [sic] 

the same thing. Employee communications is the person who helps HR write 

the stories that they need to write or help set up meetings with dialogue. So, 

that's employee communications, internal communication with the lower case 

is another thing all together, and it's about how the sophisticated networks 

work within organisations. 

This last point builds upon Men and Bowen’s (2017) description for internal 

communication, which is about understanding the networks within the organisation to 

manage and build mutually beneficial relationships between employees of all positions 

across the breadth and depth of the organisation. Building solid networks is about 

focusing on the individuals within the structure of the networks. A bond cannot be 

created or a relationship built unless the individual shares the evidence of who they 

are, their true self with the other person; it is more than words. Further investigation 

and in-depth research are required by interviewing internal communication managers 

(internal communicators) and through contribution to the literature develop a greater 

understanding of how to advance this definition. 

5.5 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Answering the sub-research questions revealed more in-depth understanding of 

the answer to the overarching research question: 

What is the relationship between normative re-educative OD, meaning and 

internal communication? 

Normative re-educative OD strategies are values-based and work on the 

assumption that individuals are social beings (Janićijević, 2012, 2014). These 

strategies enable people to work effectively together through shared values, beliefs, 
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and attitudes, and in turn, behaviours reflect the values. As part of these strategies, 

where there is a shift to values, beliefs, and attitudes, it is crucial that individuals make 

the choice to do so (Hayes, 2000; Mann-Feder & Litner, 2004). It is not forced upon 

individuals, that of power-coercive OD strategies or  through rational persuasion, that 

of empirical-rational OD strategies (Janićijević, 2017; Kennedy, 1987; Warrican, 

2006). A change agent is used to facilitate the shift in values, beliefs, and attitudes, 

which may be a manager or external consultant (Bushe & Marshak, 2009; French et 

al., 2000). The findings showed that internal communication managers often play this 

role when it comes to senior management, and in fact, they are key influencers in the 

organisation.  

Through normative re-educative OD strategies, the shift in values, and in turn 

behaviours, leads to second order change, that is, a gamma (B) change (Nesterkin, 

2013; Porras & Silvers, 2000). This results in the embedding of new values and 

behaviours. The implementation of normative re-educative OD strategies enables the 

making of meaning, that is, how individuals understand and make sense of what is 

occurring. The findings showed that when there is a disparity between the values 

espoused and behaviours in action, this is reflected in the messages being delivered 

and internal communication becomes meaningless. 

The meaning in internal communication is enhanced through the normative re-

educative OD strategies as a collaborative environment promotes trust and openness. 

The participants believed in this type of environment employees are valued for their 

role and they have an understanding of how they fit into the organisation. The findings 

also revealed that through working together, that is, valuing participation and 

collaboration, senior management take the time to be present with employees and 

stopping to hear what an individual has to say, with the building of genuine trustworthy 
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relationships then taking place across the breadth and depth of the organisation 

between employees of all levels. The relationships built within a collaborative 

environment result in the messages being delivered through internal communication 

as being trusted. Meaning is evidenced in the messages being delivered, leading to 

improved organisational effectiveness as employee commitment to the organisation 

increases. Therefore, an enhanced definition is proposed for internal communication, 

one that includes meaning and is proposed as the term meaningful internal 

communication, “Creating a strong connection with each other through knowing and 

sharing oneself to build genuine trustworthy relationships, where shared values bind 

together individuals.”  

This research provides an account of the relationship between normative re-

educative OD, meaning, and internal communication and how the implementation of 

normative re-educative OD strategies improved the meaning embedded in the 

messages of the internal communication. 

5.6 CONCLUSION 

This chapter discussed the research findings and addressed the overarching 

research question: What is the relationship between normative re-educative OD, 

meaning and internal communication? 

In this chapter, through the interpretative process of hermeneutic 

phenomenology, crafted stories brought to light both the theoretical and practical 

implications for the field of OD, meaning, and internal communication. The findings 

in this thesis revealed that normative re-educative OD fills a gap in knowledge in its 

contribution to understanding how meaning may be improved in organisations, and in 

turn, how meaning in internal communication is enhanced through the implementation 

of normative re-educative OD strategies. 
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From here, further research should be completed in relation to three areas. The 

first being the reshaping of the internal communication managers role. There are two 

aspects to be investigated, the inclusion of OD and change management as part of their 

role and their role as influencer or change agent in organisations and how this changes 

the internal communication manager role. Second, from a theoretical perspective, the 

definition of internal communication should be investigated further as a relational 

based theory; and third, further development on normative re-educative OD in 

changing the approach to internal communication in organisations to make it more 

meaningful. 

The next chapter provides a summary of the findings that resulted from 

addressing the overarching research question and show the relationship between 

normative re-educative OD, meaning, and internal communication. The theoretical 

contribution and the implications for practice are delivered, and the limitations of the 

research and areas to be explored for further research are also discussed in more detail.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusions, Limitations and 
Future Research 

“I never regard the writing of anything as “completing it” – 

the circle of completion must be made clear by the reader, 

in the individual responses of his (her) heart and mind – 

then and only then is the circle of the Graces – 

of Giving, Receiving and Returning – complete.” 

Oliver Sacks (cited in Weschler, 2019, p. 7) 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

This thesis investigated the relationship between normative re-educative OD, 

meaning, and internal communication and commenced with a review of the literature. 

Critical reviews of the foundational theories of organisation development (OD), 

sensemaking in the context of meaning making, and communication were undertaken 

and included the examination of the three principal strategies of the field of OD: 

power-coercive, empirical rational, and normative re-educative, which demonstrated 

the rationale for the selection of normative re-educative OD for this thesis.  

The research outlined the role of normative re-educative OD in leading to the 

creation of shared values, as based on the work of Chin and Benne (1969), Argyris 

(1977, 1982, 1991, 1994), and Argyris and Schon (1974, 1996), and by pursuing this 

approach in organisations more effective sharing of meaning is realised. Improving 

meaning from the perspective of Weick’s sensemaking (Weick, 1995, 2001; Weick et. 

al., 2005), the process whereby internal communication shifts from being a process, 
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that of information delivery, to being interactive, as well as having relational qualities, 

was elucidated.  

The methodological design of this research considered qualitative, quantitative, 

and mixed methods approaches. In studying ‘what’ and ‘how’ normative re-educative 

OD leads to shared values and how more effective sharing of meaning can be created, 

a qualitative methodological approach was deemed to be more appropriate for this 

research. An interpretative design was chosen using a hermeneutic phenomenological 

approach. Data collection employed in this thesis included stories, semi-structured 

interviews with internal communication managers, behavioural observation, and the 

analysis of organisational documentation in the form of policies and procedures.  

The analysis process consisted of the constant comparison method and was 

enhanced through the hermeneutic circle of understanding. This process provided 

insights that contribute to the understanding of the role of normative re-educative OD 

as a method of developing shared values that underpin organisational culture and 

activity, and improve meaning. The development of these shared values and attributed 

meaning enable internal communication to be enhanced. Enhancing internal 

communication can be achieved by understanding the relationship between normative 

re-educative OD, the creation of shared values, and meaning. In examining how this 

takes place, Gapp and Fisher’s (2008) organisational transformation model was 

employed as a way of clarifying and understanding the level of OD utilised within the 

organisations under investigation. 

The analysis answered the overarching research question and the sub research 

questions: 

What is the relationship between normative re-educative OD, meaning and 

internal communication? 
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1. What is the internal communication manager’s perception of normative re-

educative OD in values creation? 

2. Why is normative-re-educative OD important in values creation?  

3. What is the internal communication manager’s perception of normative re-

educative OD in creating meaning in internal communication? 

4. Why is the interaction between normative re-educative and meaning 

important in internal communication? 

5. How can normative re-educative OD and meaning improve internal 

communication? 

This final chapter presents the conclusions of the thesis in relation to the existing 

literature and discusses the theoretical and practical implications. Next, the limitations 

of the research are summarised, concluding with the recommendations for future 

research.  

6.2 THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS  

The literature review in Chapter 2 discussed the foundational underpinnings of 

OD, in particular, the three families of OD strategies: empirical-rational, power-

coercive, and normative re-educative (Chin & Benne, 1969). This discussion formed 

the basis for understanding the role values play in organisations and described the steps 

undertaken to achieve this. Foremost of importance was normative re-educative OD 

due to its collaborative and participatory nature that enabled genuine relationships to 

be built, underpinned by shared values. Normative re-educative OD theory has been 

adopted by scholars over the years, particularly in the field of education, where 

collaboration and participation are linked to learning (Warrican, 2006). Where 

individuals are engaged in learning, this enables growth and development, leading to 

shared values. It is important that shared beliefs and values exist between managers 

and employees because this enables a hearts and minds shift as employees’ attitudes, 
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values, and beliefs change, and in turn, their behaviours then align with the 

organisation.  

When the lens of normative re-educative OD is applied to communication 

theory, this changes the way it is viewed. In the past, internal communication has been 

researched from the generic communications literature, and applying the lens of OD 

brings a new depth to the literature. The issue raised by internal communication 

managers of values no longer underpinning the communication in organisations shows 

that internal communication has become one form of informational delivery. This type 

of communication does not contribute to organisational success or increase employee 

engagement. The research has provided an account of the relations among important 

organisational phenomena and internal communication surpasses that of being 

informational delivery, changing to one of more in-depth meaning built from a strong 

relational focus that was revealed from the analysis. 

A further contribution of this thesis is made to the body of literature through the 

enhancement of the internal communication manager’s role, both in a practical and 

theoretical sense. Research shows that there are a variety of job titles for 

communication professionals (Brønn, 2014), with no clearly defined and agreed upon 

definitions for the role (Tench & Moreno, 2015). The role of an internal 

communication manager typically includes the management of a team, a 

communications specialist and advisor, tactician, and subject matter expert (Dewhurst 

& FitzPatrick, 2007). In addition, Fuller et al. (2018) stated that the importance of 

understanding communication theory is imperative to understanding this role. Internal 

communication managers are seen as communication specialists. However, the 

findings revealed that, in addition to a communication specialist, the role encompasses 
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traits of an OD expert and change manager. As a result of this finding, further research 

is required to investigate the role of internal communication managers. 

Building upon the definition of internal communication contributes to the theory 

of internal communication and how it should be seen as a separate entity. Internal 

communication is often bundled into the public relations and corporate 

communications literature. However, through interviewing internal communication 

managers, it is very clear that there is a place for internal communication as a separate 

field of research that also looks to improve communication within organisations. 

 In summary, the literature was reviewed in sufficient depth to indicate a 

relationship between normative re-educative OD, meaning, and internal 

communication. However, this relationship has not been adequately researched or 

explained by past literature. Through the research for this thesis, the relationship was 

explored from the perspective of internal communication managers, who provided 

insights into their understanding of normative re-educative OD in creating meaning, 

and in turn specified theoretical implications for internal communication theory. In 

doing so, this thesis fills the gap in a number of theoretical areas; first, by building 

upon the field of internal communication in the present literature by viewing it through 

the application of an OD lens further advancing the field of internal communication 

through the justification that it remains a separate entity, and second, through 

reshaping the internal communication manager’s role. 

6.3 PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 

The findings from this research provide a practical contribution through 

increased insight aimed at improving and developing a more effective, trustworthy, 

value-based professional practice for internal communication managers. This same 

insight has the potential to change the way in which internal communication is crafted 
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and delivered. By including the action science aspects of normative re-educative OD, 

this reflective learning process may lead to more trust-based internal communication, 

to further encourage individuals and groups to re-examine core values, beliefs, and 

operating assumptions about themselves and others. 

First, normative re-educative OD theory provides a way of understanding how 

to develop shared values within an organisation. The literature on normative re-

educative OD explained the nature of its collaborative and participative approach to 

shifting values, attitudes, and beliefs, whereby action and learning enable this shift to 

be achieved. Action and learning take place through a diversity of methods, such as 

action research, action learning, action science, and an alpha/beta/gamma shift. The 

unfolding of meaning takes place throughout this process, and meaning is enhanced as 

shared values form. 

Second, ironically, information delivery is how organisations perceive internal 

communication, and as is often in the case of senior management, the field of internal 

communication is limited to this perception. In reference to normative re-educative 

OD, the changes in internal communication as indicated in the analysis revealed five 

themes.  Each of the themes contributed to the building of the relational aspect of 

internal communication. The five themes revealed were: building connection, 

organisational congruence, theories and action alignment, sincere dialogue and 

valuing participation.  

First, building connection comprises six concepts and is described as a belief in 

people through developing relationships. This requires building trust to create a sense 

of belonging, being present, and actively listening to one another to create that 

interconnectedness, and the organisation being seen as a family. Second, 

organisational congruence describes a vision led organisation that is based on a solid 
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values foundation where shared beliefs and values result in a united organisation with 

one story and a positive energy. Third, theories and action alignment is described as 

leadership influence and leadership self-awareness reflecting an alignment of what is 

being said and the behaviours being displayed and enabling a hearts and minds shift, 

where shared meaning and authenticity prevail in an organisation underpinned by 

values. Fourth, sincere dialogue is described as fostering communication through a 

common voice, where meaning is created and the organisational story is delivered 

through storytelling, messages are leader-led and are honest and enable two-way 

feedback. Fifth, valuing participation is described as employees being valued for the 

contribution they make to the organisation. People development enables organisations 

to innovate and attain their organisational goals when employee involvement 

(participation) and collaboration (working together) are encouraged. These five 

themes provide practical implications for organisations and demonstrate how meaning 

in internal communication may be improved through the application of normative re-

educative OD practices.  

The sixth theme, reshaping the internal manager’s role, revealed that their role 

has changed significantly over the past few years, from being a tactically positioned 

role where internal communication managers were seen as the specialists in the 

delivery of communication. Several internal communication managers identified this 

change in role when they raised the issue of a greater focus by organisations on 

efficiency and the bottom line, leading to a decrease in the effectiveness and meaning 

of internal communication. Internal communication had become propaganda due to a 

shift in focus away from the organisation’s values.  

Where the approach undertaken by the organisation was values based, that of 

normative re-educative OD, internal communication managers identified that this 
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resulted in more meaningful communication. Normative re-educative OD enables the 

creation and reforming of the values, growth, and development of employees and 

facilitation of change (Chin & Benne, 1969; French et al., 2005). As such, the role of 

internal communication mangers shifts from one of tactical communication delivery 

to one of OD expert. Understanding OD provides insights for internal communication 

managers into how to shift the hearts and minds of employees, thereby shifting their 

role to include change management. 

Their role is also highly influential, as many internal communication managers 

work closely with their senior management, as indicated in this thesis. Peterfreund 

(1970, cited in Cameron & McCollum, 1993) stated that senior management assumes 

that their communication is received as intended; however, this was not found to be 

the case. Therefore, the role of a communication professional includes designing 

communication strategies for senior management (Men & Yue, 2019). As internal 

communication managers take on that responsibility, this highlights a strong 

influencing role, one of change agent, where an understanding of normative re-

educative OD is crucial.  

The findings from this thesis provide evidence that this role needs to be 

transformed, as evidenced by the reshaping the internal communication manager’s role 

theme and revealed through participants’ stories. This theme indicates that the role of 

internal communication manager is highly influential in inspiring both senior 

management and communication delivery in organisations. Internal communication 

managers in organisations need to be the proficient in three specialist areas: change 

management, organisation development (OD) and communication. This reshapes the 

role of internal communication managers in organisations. 
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6.4 LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the participants for this research were internal 

communication managers. Internal communication managers were chosen as 

participants for this qualitative study due to the nature of their jobs, which includes 

developing internal communication messages in their organisation, and their close 

association with senior management and the CEO. Their insights into internal 

communication within organisations play a key part in the delivery throughout the 

organisation of communication. Part of their role includes closely liaising with senior 

management and the breadth of the role differs depending on the size of the 

organisation and the industry in which they are employed. This research accessed a 

diversity of industries and included small, medium, and large businesses. However, 

the size of the industry may be considered a limitation, as there are different 

responsibilities associated with the role of an internal communication manager 

pertinent to the size of the organisation. As a result, the context of the sample may 

infer that this would affect the transferability, where the findings may be extrapolated 

out to another group (Elo et al., 2014). Where seniority was an identified as an issue, 

in that the internal communication manager was not working closely with senior 

management and/or the CEO, as was the case with one of the participants, they were 

then excluded from the research.  

A second limitation of the research is the breadth of industries covered. As one 

of the participants raised, the manufacturing industry may be quite different in their 

approach to internal communication due the strong operational focus and repetitive 

nature of many of the duties compared with the telecommunications industry, where 

there is a large diversity of duties. Furthermore, government departments have a strong 

political influence; hence, are often found to be controlling in nature, that of a power-
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coercive OD approach. This did provide the opportunity to understand the impact on 

internal communication within this type of environment, and may therefore not be 

considered as a limitation, but instead provide an insight into the implications of a 

power-coercive OD driven environment on internal communication. Further research 

opportunities are discussed in detail in the next section. 

A third limitation is the researcher’s bias. The adoption of hermeneutic 

phenomenological approach to this research enabled the bracketing of the researcher’s 

prior knowledge, experience, and history to be put aside and allowed for their full 

immersion in the interview process. Engaging in the hermeneutic circle of 

understanding, interpretation is enhanced through the interaction between the 

researcher and the participants (M. Miles, Francis, et al., 2013). While Tufford and 

Newman (2012) stated that bracketing limits potential influence on the data by the 

researcher, this was not the aim of this research, as greater depth and insights are 

revealed through that which is not said, the meaning that sits behinds the words and 

the interaction between the researcher and the participant is important in uncovering 

this (Crowther et al., 2017; Laverty, 2003).  

It is acknowledged that the recommended inclusion of OD in the internal 

communication manager’s role arises from the design of this study, that of the 

researcher’s interest in OD and preference for the use of hermeneutics enabling the 

exchange between participants and the researcher. Further, internal communication 

manager’s will benefit from skills and approaches similar to those required in OD, but 

not necessarily OD. 
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6.5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

There are several opportunities for the internal communication and generic 

communication disciplines to advance as a result of the findings in this thesis and these 

are discussed below. 

The first relates to the current literature and definitions surrounding internal 

communication. The current literature on internal communication recognises some of 

the relational aspects. However, this thesis has further developed a definition that 

unites meaning and internal communication to present meaningful internal 

communication and this new definition indicates the relational depth required in 

internal communication in order for it to be successful. Further research is required in 

this area, and the breadth of studies needs to be extended to CEOs and senior 

management’s understanding of meaningful internal communication.  

The second relates to the reshaping of the internal communication manager’s 

role. Internal communication managers need to have a comprehensive understanding 

of three specialist areas: internal communication, the field of OD, and change 

management. The role also includes one of strong influence, given that internal 

communication managers work across the breadth of the organisation with senior 

management. While there is much research on each of these roles separately in the 

literature, there is minimal research on the internal communication manager’s role as 

being one that integrates these three specialist areas that affect organisational life. 

Therefore, this finding indicates an important area for further research. 

The third relates to increasing the diversity of the organisations included in this 

research. Future research should be obtained using qualitative data from internal 

communication managers working in the manufacturing industry to determine how the 

findings may differ from other industries due to their focus on operational 
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effectiveness compared with organisational effectiveness. Other industries that may 

require more research are also ones where there is a major focus on safety, such as the 

mining and construction industries. This would help to further explore how the field 

of normative re-educative OD may improve meaning in internal communication and 

the implications this may have, for example, on safety, which is of paramount 

importance in these industries. 

The fourth relates to the global differences that prevail regarding the role internal 

communication plays in organisations. Further investigations and a replication of this 

research from a hemispheric perspective of East and West, that is, America compared 

with Europe, would be useful to better inform the literature on internal communication. 

In addition, the Asian context could be considered for further studies, although this 

may be influenced by where the organisation is headquartered. 

The fifth relates to the insight into the communication style of senior 

management as observed and experienced by internal communication managers in a 

diversity of organisations. This is an area of research that Men and Bowen (2017; Men 

& Yue, 2019) have begun to investigate. However, this research is still in its infancy 

and further explanation is needed. The theoretical contribution extends Men and 

Bowen’s (2017; Men & Yue) work through the demonstration of how normative re-

educative OD contributes to the way in which senior management communicate in 

organisations.   

Last, and one of the most important findings of this thesis, is the relationship that 

exists between normative re-educative OD and internal communication and how this 

values-based approach impacts on internal communication. It is acknowledged that 

communication scholars view communication very differently and over the years has 

been become very specialised. This has resulted in the term of ‘internal 
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communication’ being recognised and separate from the generic communication 

terminology. While a holistic approach may continue to be taken by scholars to 

communication, more research, particularly in the field of meaningful internal 

communication based on the normative re-educative OD approach, is required to 

improve communication with employees in organisations contributing to the  

theoretical body of knowledge. 

6.6 CONCLUSION 

A hermeneutic phenomenological approach was used in this thesis to explore the 

relationship between normative re-educative OD, meaning, and internal 

communication. The findings indicate that when a normative re-educative OD 

approach is taken by an organisation, a collaborative and trusting environment is built. 

Genuine relationships develop when individuals, particularly senior management, are 

self-aware, and in turn, help others by encouraging employees to grow and develop. 

The underpinning of shared values is evident through the lens of OD and this improves 

the meaning in internal communication.  

This research makes a theoretical contribution by extending the literature on 

internal communication. Significantly, it was based on insights garnered from the lived 

experiences of internal communication managers in organisations. Through an OD 

lens, this interpretative study revealed a relationship between normative re-educative 

OD, meaning, and internal communication, and in doing so, gained an understanding 

into how through the creation of shared values,  normative re-educative OD, meaning 

making improves, and in turn, enhances internal communication. This research 

provides an important theoretical contribution in the area of internal communication 

through applying an OD lens that differs from previous research where internal 
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communications has been previously positioned in the generic communications 

literature. 

This thesis also provides an important theoretical contribution to the 

communication literature through demonstrating the importance of internal 

communication to be recognised as a separate field of study and to be further 

developed by building on the definition to include a strong relational component. 

Furthermore, an important finding was that the role of internal communication 

managers needs reshaping to include the areas of OD and change management as part 

of their remit.  

It is hoped that this research will encourage communication scholars to view 

internal communication in a new light and through an OD lens such as a normative re-

educative standpoint, which will enhance meaning in internal communication. In a 

practical sense, it is hoped organisations will find a new way to view internal 

communication as being relational, not one of just information delivery. The role of 

internal communication managers should also be enhanced through the reshaping of 

their position to include OD and change management in addition to being a 

communications specialist, while recognising the influential role that internal 

communication managers play within the organisation. 
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Appendices  

Appendix A 
Chin & Benne (1969) Strategies of Deliberate Changing 
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Appendix B 

 

Indicative Research Questions for this study are as follows: 
 
Explanatory Paragraph of the Study  

This study investigates growth and engagement of employees through organisation 

development (OD) and its relationship to shared meaning and internal 

communication.  This development is aimed at creating values that are expressed 

through relevant behaviours, which enhance organisational effectiveness. In doing 

so, the implications for meaning and internal communication are explored.   

 

Narrative Question 

In your experience, what stories, thoughts or metaphors reflect the relationship 

between individual behaviour, values, and meaningful communication within your 

organisation?  

• What is the current context?  

• What are the current issues?  

• What do you believe would be the ideal? 

 

Indicative research questions: 

The following questions relate to developing people in terms of values and 

behaviour and associated outcomes in regards to meaningful internal 

communication.  

1. What is meaningful internal communication? 

a. What does it look like? 

b. How do you know when it exists? 

c. What value does it create?  

d. What importance does it create for the organisation? 

2. In your organisation, how do you see values and behaviour impacting on 

meaningful internal communication? 

3. Are deep values of trust, respect, care, and the like present in your 

organisation? 

a. If they are present, how is this reflected in internal 

communication? 
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b. If they are absent, how does this affect internal communication? 

4. How does the current context of values reflect on behaviour in your 

organisation? 

a. If the values are present, how does this reflect on behaviour in 

your work environment? 

b. If the values are absent, how does this reflect on behaviour in your 

work environment? 

5. What would be the benefits of a stronger relationship between deeper 

values and the effectiveness of internal communication? 

a. Do you see these reflecting in behaviours within your 

organisation? 

6. How do you think that by developing people that organisation 

development and values (being trust, respect, care, and the like) may 

shift? 

a. If there is a shift in values, how may this affect the following: 

i. meaning 

ii. internal communication 

iii. meaning in internal communication 

7. How do you think by developing people that ,  organisation development 

or attitudes (being genuineness, passion, acceptance, empathic 

understanding) may shift? 

a. If there is a shift in attitudes, how may this affect: 

i. meaning 

ii. internal communication 

iii. meaning in internal communication 
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Appendix C 

 

Ethical Clearance Form (Consent Form) 
 

 
 

Research Project 
Understanding the role of normative re-educative organisation development (OD) in 
creating meaningful communication from the internal communication manager’s 
perspective 
 
Research Explanation 
This study focuses on developing behaviours that are based on ‘in use’ values via 
organisation development (OD), such as improving organisational effectiveness 
through the development and growth of employees by engaging a values-based 
approach, which is believed to generate more effective shared meaning. The desired 
outcome of understanding these relationships is improved meaning in internal 
communication.  
 
Research Team 
Senior Researcher: Dr Rod Gapp 
Student Researcher: Ms Judy Taubner-Ragg 
 
Privacy Statement 
The conduct of this research involves the collection, access and/or use of your 
identified personal information. The information collected is confidential and will 
not be disclosed to third parties without your consent, except to meet government, 
legal, or other regulatory authority requirements.  
 
A de-identified copy of this data may be used for other research purposes. However, 
your anonymity will be safeguarded at all times. For further information consult the 
University’s Privacy Plan at http://www.griffith.edu.au/about-griffith/plans-
publications/griffith-university-privacy-plan or telephone (07) 3735 4375. 
 
By signing below, I confirm that I have read and understood the information package 
and in particular have noted that: 

• I understand that my involvement in this research will include sharing of 
stories and participation in a semi-structured interview with the research 
team; 

• I have had any questions answered to my satisfaction; 
• I understand the risks involved; 
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• I understand that there may be no direct benefit to me from my participation 
in this research;  

• I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary; 
• I understand that if I have any additional questions I can contact the research 

team; 
• I understand I am free to withdraw at any time, without explanation or 

penalty; 
• I understand that I can contact the Manager, Research Ethics, on (07) 373 

54375 or research-ethics@griffith.edu.au; 
• I agree to participate in the project. 

 
Name  
Signature 
Date 
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Appendix D 

 

 
 

Participant Information Sheet 
 
As an internal communication manager, you are being asked about your stories and 
to participate in a semi structured interview about developing behaviours that are 
based on ‘in use’ values via organisation development (OD), such as improving 
organisational effectiveness through the development and growth of employees by 
engaging a values-based approach, which is believed to generate more effective 
shared meaning. The desired outcome of understanding these relationships is 
improved meaning in internal communication. This forms part of a PhD research 
project being conducted by Judy Taubner-Ragg, research candidate at Griffith 
University. The interview will take approximately 45 minutes of your time. 
 
Why is the research being conducted? The outcomes from the study will be used 
to inform business communicators; in particular, internal communication managers, 
academia, and interested parties about the benefits of developing an effective 
trustworthy value based internal communication practice. The research is expected to 
further knowledge of normative re-educative OD, meaning and internal 
communication providing a theoretical contribution in an area that has been under-
researched previously.  
 
Risks to you: There are no foreseeable risks to you by participating in this research. 
The process is voluntary with the ability to withdraw at any stage and guaranteed 
anonymity.  
 
Your confidentiality: Any information collected from the interviews will remain 
confidential. The researcher will not be recording any information that could link you 
personally with the interview. As required by Griffith University, all audio 
recordings will be erased after transcription. However, other research data (narrative 
and interview transcripts, observational data, organisational documents, and analysis) 
will be retained in a locked cabinet and/or a password protected file at Griffith 
University for a period of five years before being destroyed. Access will be only 
accessible to the researchers and a research assistant. 
 
Your participation is voluntary: You do not have any obligation to participate in 
this research.  
 
Questions/further information: If you have any questions about the research you 
can contact in the first instance Ms Judy Taubner-Ragg, Ph. (mobile number) Email: 
judy.taubner-ragg@griffithuni.edu.au or her PhD Supervisor - Dr Rod Gapp, Ph. 
(work number), Gold Coast Campus, Griffith University - Email: 
r.gapp@griffith.edu.au  
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The ethical conduct of this research: Griffith University conducts research in 
accordance with the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Research Involving 
Humans. If you have any concerns or complaints about the ethical conduct of the 
research project you should contact the Manager, Research Ethics on (07) 373 54375 
or research-ethics@griffith.edu.au. 
 
Feedback to you: At the completion of the project you will have the opportunity to 
receive a summary of the results from this research from Ms Judy Taubner-Ragg and 
if you wish, a further discussion may take place. 
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Appendix E 

 

Background Information Sheet (completed prior to the commencement of the 
interview) 
 
Interviewee Name  

Interviewee Code  

Interview Details  

Date  

Time  

Location  

Interviewee Details  

Gender  

Generational Grouping  

How long have you worked for the 

organisation? 

 

About your Role   

Title of your role?  

How long have you been in this role?  

In which department does your role sit?  

Who does/did your role report into?  

If you have staff reporting into you, how 

many? 

 

About the Organisation  

Type of organisation/industry? 

Finance (e.g. banking), media, 

Telecommunications etc. 

 

Location of organisation 

(Place) 

 

Size of organisation 

(About the entity - multinational etc.) 

 

If multinational, where is the 

headquarters located? 

 

If several locations, where are they 

situated? 
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Other Information  

  

  

Other Contacts  
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Appendix F 

 

Indicative Research Questions  
 
Explanatory Paragraph of the Study  

This study investigates the growth and engagement of employees through 

organisation development (OD) and its relationship to shared meaning and internal 

communication.  This development is aimed at creating values expressed through 

relevant behaviours that enhance organisational effectiveness. In doing so, the 

implications for meaning and internal communication are explored.   

 

Narrative Question 

In your experience, what stories, thoughts or metaphors reflect the relationship 

between individual behaviour, values, and meaningful communication within your 

organisation?  

• What is the current context?  

• What are the current issues?  

• What do you believe would be the ideal? 

 

Indicative research questions: 

The following questions relate to developing people in terms of values and 

behaviour and associated outcomes in regards to meaningful internal 

communication.  

1. What is meaningful internal communication? 

a. What does it look like? 

b. How do you know when it exists? 

c. What value does it create?  

d. What importance does it create for the organisation? 

2. In your organisation, how do you see values and behaviour impacting on 

meaningful internal communication? 

3. Are deep values of trust, respect, care and the like present in your 

organisation? 

a. If they are present, how is this reflected in internal communication? 

b. If they are absent, how does this affect internal communication? 
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4. How does the current context of values reflect on behaviour in your 

organisation? 

a. If the values are present, how does this reflect on behaviour in your 

work environment? 

b. If the values are absent, how does this reflect on behaviour in your 

work environment? 

5. What would be the benefits of a stronger relationship between deeper 

values and the effectiveness of internal communication? 

a. Do you see these reflecting in behaviours within your organisation? 

6. How do you think by developing people that ,  organisation development 

or values (being trust, respect, care and the like) may shift? 

a. If there is a shift in values, how may this affect the following: 

i. meaning 

ii. internal communication 

iii. meaning in internal communication 

7. How do you see by developing people that ,  organisation development or 

attitudes (being genuineness, passion, acceptance, empathic 

understanding) may shift? 

a. If there is a shift in attitudes, how may this affect: 

i. meaning 

ii. internal communication 

iii. meaning in internal communication 
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Appendix G 

 

Interview Checklist 
Participant Name: 
Introduced by:  
Participant Contact Details: 
Interview Date: 
Location: 
 
Task Date    
Send documents: 
*Participant sheet 
*Consent form 
*Research questions 

    

 
Checklist for preparation for Interview Day 
 
Task Date to do Completed Notes 
Reconfirm date and 
time with interviewee 

   

Read about the 
organisation the 
interviewee belongs to 

   

Consent form printed    
Interview template 
printed 

   

Background template 
printed 

   

Notebook for 
observations 

   

Observation checklist    
Recorder charged    
iPhone charged    
Voicememo working 
on phone 

   

Interview notebook for 
observations 

   

 
Checklist for Interview Day 
 
Task Completed Notes 
Interviewee contact details: location 
and 
Phone number 

  

Interview template to complete   
Consent form for signature   
Background Information Sheet to 
complete 

  

Research questions (for participant)   
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Participant Information Sheet   
Notebook for observations   
Recorder   
Mobile phone voicememo   
Ask for any organisational material 
they can share 
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Appendix H 

 

Invitation to participate sent out by IABC members known to the Researcher 
 
Email Subject: An invitation to participate in an internal communication study 
 
Dear (name), 
 
A doctoral research study is being carried out by one of our Queensland based 
members, Judy Taubner-Ragg, who is a student at Griffith University, Gold Coast 
Campus.  
 
The focus of her study is on investigating the growth and engagement of employees 
through organisation development (OD) and its relationship to shared meaning and 
internal communication (GU Ref No: IBA/11/15/HREC).  
 
She is looking for internal communication managers to participate in her research. 
 
Your commitment would be approximately 45 minutes of your time. Any 
information provided will be treated confidentially. Upon conclusion of the study, a 
copy of the summary of the findings will be available to you. 
 
There is no obligation by the IABC to participate in this study; your involvement is 
purely voluntary.  
 
If you may be interested in participating in this research or would like more 
information, please contact Judy Taubner-Ragg. Her contact details and  her 
supervisor are as follows: (mobile phone) Email: judy.taubner-
ragg@griffithuni.edu.au and Dr Rod Gapp, (office phone) Email: 
r.gapp@griffith.edu.au 
 
On receipt of your interest, Judy will provide you with an information package. 
Kind Regards, 
 
Name 
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Appendix I 

 

Email contact after presenting to IABC members 
 
Email Subject: Invitation to participate in an internal communication doctoral 
research study 
 
Dear (name), 
 
It was lovely to meet you at the IABC AGM last night. I appreciate your interest in 
my doctoral research study.   
 
I’m currently a student at Griffith University, Gold Coast Campus and the focus of 
my study is on investigating the growth and engagement of employees through 
organisation development (OD) and its relationship to shared meaning and internal 
communication (GU Ref No: IBA/11/15/HREC).  
 
I am looking for internal communication managers to participate in my research.  
Your commitment would be approximately 45 minutes of your time. Any 
information provided will be treated confidentially. On conclusion of the study, a 
copy of the summary of the findings will be available to you. 
 
There is no obligation by the IABC to participate in this study; your involvement is 
purely voluntary.  
 
Attached is a soft copy of the information I provided you with last night: 

• Participant Information Sheet 
• Consent Form 
• Proposed research questions (note: this may change slightly based on 

interviewee feedback) 
 

If you are interested in participating in this research or would like further 
information, please let me know. I am also contactable on my mobile (mobile 
number) if you would like to chat further. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Judy Taubner-Ragg 
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Appendix J 

 

Initial research questions used for the Pilot Study 

Explanatory Paragraph of the Study  

 

This study investigates growth and engagement of employees through organisation 

development (OD) and its relationship to shared meaning and internal 

communication.  This development is aimed at creating values that are expressed 

through relevant behaviours, which enhance organisational effectiveness. In doing 

so, the implications for meaning and internal communication are explored. 

   

Narrative Question 

In your experience, what stories, thoughts, or metaphors reflect the relationship 

between individual behaviour, values, and meaningful communication within your 

organisation?  

• What is the current context?  

• What are the current issues?  

• What do you believe would be the ideal? 

 

Indicative research questions: 

The following questions relate to developing people in terms of values and 

behaviour and associated outcomes in regards to meaningful internal 

communication.  

1. What is meaningful internal communication? 

a. What does it look like? 

b. How do you know when it exists? 

c. What value does it create?  

d. What importance does it create for the organisation? 

2. In your organisation, how do you see values and behaviour impacting on 

meaningful internal communication? 

3. Are deep values  of trust, respect, care and the like present in your 

organisation? 

a. If they are present, how is this reflected in internal communication? 

b. If they are absent, how does this affect internal communication? 
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4. How does the current context of values reflect on behaviour in your 

organisation? 

a. If the values are present, how does this reflect on behaviour in your 

work environment? 

b. If the values are absent, how does this reflect on behaviour in your 

work environment? 

5. What would be the benefits of a stronger relationship between deeper values 

and the effectiveness of internal communication? 

a. Do you see these reflecting in behaviours within your organisation? 

6. How do you think by developing people that , organisation development or 

values (being trust, respect, care and the like) may shift? 

a. If there is a shift in values, how may this affect the following: 

i. meaning 

ii. internal communication 

iii. meaning in internal communication 

7. How do you think by developing people that , organisation development or 

attitudes (being genuineness, passion, acceptance, empathic understanding) 

may shift? 

a. If there is a shift in attitudes, how may this affect: 

i. meaning 

ii. internal communication 

iii. meaning in internal communication 
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Appendix K 

Revised Research Questions from Interview 15 

 

Explanatory Paragraph of the Study  

This study investigates growth and engagement of employees through organisation 

development (OD) and its relationship to shared meaning and internal 

communication.  This development is aimed at creating values that are expressed 

through relevant behaviours, which enhance organisational effectiveness. In doing 

so, the implications for meaning and internal communication are explored.   

 

Introduction 

The following questions relate to developing people in terms of values and behaviour 

and associated outcomes in regards to meaningful internal communication.  

 

Opening Question 

Do you believe your organisation is underpinned by values or is driven by KPIs? 

 

Narrative Question 

In your experience, what stories, thoughts or metaphors reflect the relationship 

between individual behaviour, values, and meaningful communication within your 

organisation?  

• What is the current context?  

• What are the current issues?  

• What do you believe would be the ideal? 

Questions 

1. What is meaningful internal communication? 

a. What does it look like? 

b. How do you know when it exists? 

c. What value does it create?  

d. What importance does it create for the organisation? 

2. In your organisation, how do you see values and behaviour impacting on 

meaningful internal communication? 

3. Are deep values  of trust, respect, care and the like present in your 

organisation? 
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a. If they are present, how is this reflected in internal communication? 

b. If they are absent, how does this affect internal communication? 

 

4. How does the current context of values reflect on behaviour in your 

organisation? 

a. If the values are present, how does this reflect on behaviour in your 

work environment? 

b. If the values are absent, how does this reflect on behaviour in your 

work environment? 

5. What would be the benefits of a stronger relationship between deeper 

values and the effectiveness of internal communication? 

a. Do you see these reflecting in behaviours within your organisation? 

6. In the context of this study, organisation development (OD) is defined as 
improving organisational effectiveness through the growth and 
development of employees by engendering a values-based approach that 
leads to the effective sharing of meaning. This values-based approach is 
where action leads to learning and reflection, which shifts personal 
values, beliefs, and attitudes to develop individual and group/team 
relationships.  
 
Given the above definition for OD: 

a. How do you develop it? 

b. Does your internal communication achieve this? 

c. How could it be done better? 

7. Meaning is defined as understanding an event through reflection and how 
the event makes sense to the individual. 
 
Given the above definition for meaning: 

a. How does your internal communication align with achieving 

meaning? 

8. How does your current internal communication reflect organisational 

attitudes? 

a. Are they appropriate? 

b. Are the attitudes that are reflected back consistent with the meaning 

that is intended in the communication? 

In closing, is there anything else you would like to add to the narrative 

question? 
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Appendix L 

L1: Grouping of the numbered concepts into themes 
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L2:  Iterations of the themes took place 
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L3: Concepts sorted into Themes 
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L4: Final concepts and themes 
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Appendix M 

Helicopter view of the data mind mapped by hand into themes  
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Appendix N 

 
Mind mapping out the outcomes from coding and hermeneutic circle 
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Appendix O 

 

Building Connection: Additional Quotes 
 
Interconnectedness 

 

Zara cited the example of her CEO “He's the only, he's on 

the group executive committee, so this is one of the most 

senior leaders in our company, he sits out in open plan with 

the team. Totally accessible all day long. I mean, he is so 

busy, but he, anybody can interrupt him any time. I've never 

even seen him look even slightly irritated. I mean, even 

when I'm busy, I struggle when somebody interrupts me, to 

sort of, you know, be pleasant still. But he’s just always 

available, and he meets with so many, almost like ordinary 

employees, because he wants to hear how things are going 

on and he just asks people, “How are things?” And the best 

thing is, they feel comfortable to tell him. And everybody 

feeds back to me afterwards that they can just be themselves 

with him. That they don't have to pretend or say anything. 

Which is fantastic, because he just wants to know what's 

going on, and he finds out, whereas most senior leaders 

don't because people don't tell them because they're scared.” 

 

Active Listening 

 

Rose stated “really, you have a far better, you know, 

relationship forms and greater results, I have found is when 

you’re actually talking to people and getting to know them 

and understanding what really drives them. It’s not through 

a conversation about what they value, but 

understanding…they struggled with this, and they struggled 

with that.” 

 

 Belonging  

 

Lucy highlighted that when developing people the 

important thing is, “nurturing which I think is really 

important.” 
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Ilse explained “this feeling of camaraderie amongst us. I am 

really enjoying this, it's that subtly, the meaning isn’t 

something [that] can be qualified really.” 

 

Trust built 

 

Kellie stated “if you develop trust, it makes the change 

perspective much easier…” Kellie’s thoughts were for “a 

trust piggy bank...give people a lot of trust...take some trust 

out of the piggy bank...you need to conserve that trust with 

people, don't take advantage of it.”  

Yvette explained “it's basically expressed in how you 

communicate with each other. You know, it's trust.”  

Vincent explained “because there is respect, because there 

is care, people trust each other. There is, there is a fairly 

deep trust.” 

Dan explained “the more embedded the values are in the 

organisation I think it makes that ... It just creates a 

healthier culture, and so as part of that sharing information 

and communicating down and receiving the feedback up the 

chain, it's just so much healthier when you have that culture 

of trust where the staff are confident that they can speak 

their mind, that they're not going to be punished or told off 

in some way.” 

 

Developing 

relationships 

Dan explained “Doing things like the staff lunch with the 

chief executive, doing more with the staff forums, getting 

the faces of the executive management team up on posters 

on the intranet and on the PCs. Doing more with blogging 

so the managers are blogging more, getting them out there.” 

Kellie concluded “If you're not even at a very basic level 

trying to have a rapport or relationship with your staff, the 

values and the behaviours and that stuff won't come.” 

Oriana explained the importance of developing 

relationships “this place is about relationships…I had a 
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direct report…who said, ‘I hate going out for coffee 

meetings’ and I actually said that coffee meeting is going to 

make something in six months so much easier…I know this 

person and they need that personal connection.” 
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Appendix P 

 

Organisational Congruence: Additional Quotes 
 

Vision led Zara explained “There is no doubt to me that, I think our 

values are connected to our, to the delivery of our strategy. 

Particularly because our value is our own customer. And 

integrity and teamwork, and things like that. So, that they 

really are absolute basics for delivery, and again, to delivery 

for all those stakeholders. So not just shareholder, but 

customer, employees, and communities.” 

Oriana explained “that connection of individuals back to that 

greater purpose.” 

Solid values 

foundation 

 

Tyler told a story that demonstrated this “I worked with an 

organisation recently where the values set was led by the 

CEO, he was a new CEO to the organisation, and he said 

‘these are things I expect of leaders through this 

transformation’, so they weren’t cast as values to begin with 

but there were four things within that, none of them were 

particularly contentious, they were things that were going to 

be values that we had made up, a kind of transformational 

challenge. And then after about six months, or seven months 

they started to get talked about as values instead and 

something kind of organic and then the intention was to 

replace values with those existing values with these new 

values. The benefit was that there were examples of how 

those behaviours had been effective in driving transformation 

in the organisation. What happened when we talked about 

things from the perspective of the energy that we shared, 

what happened when we talked about those things in terms of 

being courageous to change, to try new things. So, there 

were, were real proof points around those. And so, when that 

transformed into a formal values program, part of that was 

one of the things I did with him now, turned the language of 
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those values into statements that could be used in every day 

conversation.”  

Tyler went on to explain “ensuring those were then baked 

into everything else as well, so they weren't stand alone, so in 

recognition, leadership communications, how do they fit 

within the performance management conversation, how did 

they fit in attraction, how do they fit within ... how without 

overly forcing it, how can each strategic element of  

organisation be a reflection of or how can they talk about 

those behaviours/values are underpinning in each of those 

things in a way that has some basis in evidence and 

experience.” 

Rose discussed how “in the core teams I work with, those 

values are exhibited pretty much every day.” 

Rose explained “They’re reflected in things like the internal 

newsletter and the CEO’s global email, but to me, that 

doesn’t really reflect the organisation’s values, it’s just 

knowing what’s on the wall...but when…are present, it’s how 

we behave with each other.” 

Oriana explained “we’re getting much, much better [at] 

communicating around restructures and 

redundancies…driven from the fact that we have a really 

core set of values and behaviours.” 

 

Shared beliefs 

and values  

Lived values 

believed 

 

 

Hannah showed how in her organisation, it was more 

important for a leader to have values that aligned with the 

organisation than the skill to do the job “he (the CEO) put so 

much emphasis on the values alignment and cultural fit that 

he was willing to forego people who had, you know, the 

skills and experience because he just, you know, he was all 

about [the] team.” 
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Rose explained “I think simply the organization's values need 

to be real values rather than aspired values, how we want to 

behave.”  

Oriana explained “we have a really strong connection with 

the business back to our values.”  

Oriana clarified this again with “[the] biggest thing for me 

when we’ve gone and spoken to other HR teams around the 

values … is the fact that it came from the business rather than 

down from the board or an external consultant.” 

Zara stated “my biggest experience, that if the individuals 

that we recruit…fit with the values, then the values are 

lived.” 

Tyler explained what happened when values were not present 

“when they're not present, the things that are probably 

replaced by those values are competition, competition for a 

result, like unhealthy competition, unhealthy conflict, 

unspoken conflict, passive aggressive behaviours.” 

 

Single purpose 

 

Ursula explained “The framework there is what makes it 

connect, I can use values, I can use these behaviours that link 

into the values, it links into like I said, our performance 

management system, it links into what they call development 

dialogues, that everyone in the organisation has, which they 

take incredibly seriously. I have to say, much more so than 

any company I have worked in. It’s well organised and there 

is a really clear path for people, so, umm, arr, I think that and 

the fact that they really do value how it work, how the values 

add value to the business.” 

Positive energy 

 

Ilse shared her experience “when the leader's energy and the 

employee’s energy come together and that creates a whole 

new exciting just amazing world and then the sense of 

worthiness just shines through everywhere, everybody.” 
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Appendix Q 

 

Theories and Action Alignment: Additional Quotes 
 
Leadership 

Influence  

Zara explained the impact “the CEO [is] interesting, he's only 

been in the company a couple of years, but he lives the 

(company name) values to his core, and he's just an amazing 

person. And in our survey results, although he's only led this 

team for just over a year, already you can see his influence in 

how people are trusting at the senior leadership level. 

Because one of our issues is people say they don't trust senior 

leaders. He personally is already changing that just through 

the way he acts and behaves every single day.”  

Zara went on to explain “He's sort of humble, expresses 

vulnerability, …he is undergoing personal trauma... But, it’s 

funny, in an organisation like ours, in the past that could have 

been seen as weak, or he could have been seen as a weak 

person. But I think we're slowly realising that it's people like 

him who actually deliver. Because he's got so much tenacity 

and drive, but he's such a people person. Such a people 

person. And you know just lives [the] customer, really does 

just live [the] customer.” Zara added “his behaviour, ever 

single action he does, lives, I mean for example, he sits out in 

open plan with us.” 

Yvette explained “I think it's the CEO. It's very much CEO's 

driven and that actually is the case with my last employer. 

When (name), my last CEO was there, it was more values 

driven. He was very committed to the values. So, committed 

to the values and maybe financial services people are more 

cynical, or as you say, more in it for themselves, so it wasn't 

as strong as it is here, but (name) was absolutely and totally 

committed to these values and these behaviours that he 

expected to see. He's so personal.” 

Lucy explained “it's just not the hearts and minds piece of 

stories, it engenders behaviours. ...people need to see what it 
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looks like, how can I do that too if that's what is expected of 

me, what [do] I need to do...And thinking back to my 

purpose, what do I need...to do my job.” 

Zara discussed “I think it's my single greatest learning after 

all this time in communication. You know actions, not words. 

You know and if you're not going to do it, don't even say it. 

It's worse to say it and then not do it, than to not have said it 

at all. Because people, human beings, I find, are amazingly 

resilient, to be honest. And if you tell them it straight, even if 

it's bad news, they get it. What they don't like is feeling 

something hidden or they're not being told it, if it's been 

sugar-coated. … that's something my current boss, he never 

shies away from saying it as it is, ever.” 

Zara explained “it's their actions, not their words. …You 

know don't say one thing and do another.” 

Yvette shared her experience “if you are really committed to 

your values, it will impact your behaviours, and that will be 

reflected in your communication within the organisation 

starting with the CEO, and I think this company, even after 

two weeks, is a prime example that people take their cue 

from the top, because you can have the best values in the 

world, [but] if your CEO isn't living them, isn't 

demonstrating them, isn't highlighting them, and reminding 

people, then nobody does it.” 

Rose identified “just having that you are doing what you are 

saying, that behaviours aren't in conflict with what you are 

communicating.” 

Yvette provided an example and closed with “there was a 

very definite correlation between the leadership behaviour 

and communications practices and the sales team 

performance.” 
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Brianna argued that when employees witness this 

incongruency then they question why they should live the 

values when their managers do not.  

Zara explained further, “he and I often have this conversation 

about ego. Because there's a lot of, I think we both 

experience a lot of people who get to senior positions have 

high egos, and maybe some people need that high ego to get 

to those positions or to stay in them. He hasn't. He's got such 

a low ego so, I'm often having this conversation with him 

about, well, I mean he actually says maybe people with high 

ego have a higher drive, that's what gives them the drive. 

Umm, so, I'm always saying to him, ‘“Well, where does your 

drive come from, because you just haven't got that ego?’” 

And yeah, I don't know. I don't know where it comes from 

actually. Everybody’s different you know.” 

 

 

Values 

underpinning 

Rose explained “we have amazing pressure…and you know 

that some of these core values are being reflected in 

behaviour when we feel like we’re working as a team… 

There is an underpinning of fairness and openness and open 

communication.” 

Erin explained “leaders values filter through, it's very 

important.” 

Yvette explained “The values need to be part of the strategy. 

When they are part of the strategy, they shape the behaviours 

and are part of all communication because you know it's part 

of the ... embedded in the behaviour.”  

Tyler explained “values that are articulated, if they're 

different to the values that are being behaved then that's that 

lack of congruence.”  
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Authenticity 

 

Oriana told the story of her CEO at the breakfast meeting he 

initiated to meet the staff and listening to them “one of the, 

umm, girls on the phone at the last one said to him ‘it really 

resonated when you said that. The difficulty with that now is 

I don’t feel empowered to make decisions that I feel like I 

should be empowered’ and he’s like, okay. What was really 

good was after that he got her name, spoke to her leader and 

said I want to chat to her and find out a bit more. …she is 

now leading…efficiency work…the outcome is…better 

services for (customers).” 

 

Hearts and minds 

shift 

 

Zara stated “I've seen some leaders, they're probably good at 

the set pieces. Put them in front of an audience in the town 

hall, and they're eloquent and they sound fantastic. They 

come out of there, and the things you'll hear the employees 

saying are, ‘They don't even say hello to me in the corridor’. 

They talk about, we're one team and we need to work 

together, and they don't even smile at me in the corridor.”  

 

 Integrity 

 

Yvette explained “it's not just the CEO, it’s also my 

colleague, for example, you know who will articulate and 

speak of the values, but also you know sort of weave them 

into whatever we are doing, so again, I think what I'm seeing 

here is a set of values that really is in people's homes and 

DNA and I also see it in those things, looking at some of the 

stories, sort of the integrity stories and what not, where you 

really contravene these values, you really do something 

wrong, there are consequences and unless it's something 

really sensitive, we will talk about it.” 
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Appendix R 

 

Sincere Dialogue: Additional Quotes 
 
Fostering 

communication 

 

Zara explained “a big part of our internal communication 

needs to be connected to our purpose. …the purpose or the 

reason why a company exists, is also critical to bring out.” 

 

Common voice  Tyler explained “people’s experiences can be different every 

time, where they are in the organisation because there's going 

to be different things that their job looks like or their role 

look like and they're bringing their individual self to the 

organisation. So, everybody’s experience is still going to be 

different, but the degree of being able to rely on that behind a 

couple of really big consistent things and the quality of 

experience along the way of getting there, are more 

consistent.” 

Storytelling 

 

Marcus explained how storytelling was used in his 

organisation “the organisation should have a strategy…. 

Provides the big context, the big story and anything else that 

the organisation does should really fit into that strategic 

plan… We're doing this, because it fits in here so we join up 

the dots of all the different activities, whether it be reward 

and recognition or new products...all link up to this big story 

and then from there...an employee can see what value you 

add to the organisation.” 

Brianna believed “what's really important is that all the 

aspects of the narrative, of which values is one, hangs 

together effectively.” 

Hannah discussed how important storytelling was in their 

organisation; “the storytelling piece... is making sure we are 

reminding employees that this is where, here is an example 

of how we are delivering on our strategy, here is some 

examples of how we are living our culture, of how we are 

living our brand and what we're doing with our customers.” 
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Dan discussed the importance of storytelling to encourage 

staff to live the values by “reinforcing what good stories are, 

not in an overt way, this is an example of living the value of 

compassion, but telling a story where staff are showing 

compassion or showing integrity.” 

Honesty 

 

Vincent discussed “I often say that trust in an organisation is 

most particularly present when the organisation trusts the 

management to be open. You know we have a lot of this 

thing, got to be open, got to be honest. …But sometimes 

there are times when you don't want to be open. There are 

times when you cannot or do not want to umm explain what's 

going on, and in those circumstances, I think when you've got 

complete trust, the organisation is saying, ‘Okay, we trust 

you. You'll let us know when we're ready. Let us know when 

you think there is something for us to know’.” 

Zara provided an example in her organisation where there 

was a push to a value of “we’re the most customer focused 

company in the world” though they have significant systems 

issues and for her “It’s too far from being honest. And while 

the truth isn't actually very brilliant, it's better to be honest 

about where we are, and recognise the steps we're taking to 

improve.” 

Tyler believed people in organisations “are really afraid, so 

they don’t [want to] know of any bad news. And so honesty 

and authenticity in leader behaviour but in formal 

communication within the organisation, sometimes it is 

driven by market, so that might be financial, this is then 

deemed to be a financial… but the risk is the not being open 

and transparent of the organisation then it erodes trust, erodes 

credibility ... Makes it harder for people to trust people.” 
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Two-way 

feedback 

Dan explained further “One of the things we've done with the 

(CEO) forum is sometimes they'll ask a question the chief 

executive can't answer straight away, so there's always a 

commitment to follow up on it. So, to close that loop we've 

produce the summary of each forum and the list of the 

questions and answers that are given an in cases where a 

follow up is required.” 

Hannah explained how employees need to be heard and 

demonstrated this through her experience “we're there to 

support them...open up that feedback loop for them to be 

open and honest and bring it back so that us as internal 

communicators can go back to the leadership team and [say] 

‘hey we’re hearing this, here's a strategy to counteract that or 

address some concerns’ or if you suggest open forums or 

things.” 
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Appendix S 

 

Valuing Participation: Additional Quotes 
 
People 

Development 

 

Hannah shared “having the best people, still learning and 

growing and things like that, so, umm, it was truly reflected 

with the leadership, with the partner group, you know there 

was so many opportunities for individuals, inspiring 

women’s program there so there was a lot of investment in 

women in being the best that they can be and giving them 

opportunities and we were really supported by leaders to go 

and share and speak and get out there and talk about it as 

well as having so many, umm, free learning opportunities 

and paid ones at the organisation.” 

 

Collaboration 

(working 

together) 

Erin explained “got everyone on board to help with the 

strategy, so hopefully people will feel more ownership.” 
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Appendix T 

  
Reshaping IC Manager role 
 
OD Expert Tyler explained “The things that our organisational 

development in its broadest sense, soft skills, behavioural 

components as well, are often out of the remit of what internal 

communicators would see as ... There's a lot of tactical 

communicators who believe that they created stuff rather than 

helping people behave differently. So that behavioural 

admission piece, I think there's times when, if those values are 

absent, people think they can replace it by creating more 

comms, so putting content out and so on but it is not a 

substitute for those qualities to be replaced.” 

Dan explained “I had studied organisational development and 

behaviour as part of an MBA, umm, so, which was interesting. 

And then to actually get in there and find out it's quite a 

different kind of communication, it's not just applying media 

communication skills internally, it's so much more than that. 

And that really fascinated me, and I really got to apply the 

kind of things that I studied, getting into that staff 

engagement, that's just so interesting. That motivation and 

staff satisfaction, those kind of aspects of it. …. to my mind 

internal comms should never sit in a corporate 

communications area. Internal communication is so closely 

aligned to everything that happens within in terms of 

organisational development. They're one and the same.”  

Ursula used the term “Being a kind of leader babysitter.” 

 

Influential 

 

Suzanne believed “the ideal is for the internal communication 

people to be of a statue and sufficiently qualified to only be 

strategic advisors and advocates to managers.” Suzanne went 

on to explain, “So I think a true strategic advisor in the 

internal communication role has to be a highly qualified 

person with very deep skills, and skills of empathy. Not only 
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has to be a well-qualified person, but also has to be a person 

who’s very self-aware, very confident of their own, of being 

reconciled to their own values and expectations.”  

 

Communications 

Specialist 

Suzanne further explained, “I think there are roles for people 

working in the type of technical support roles in 

communication that can help managers be on Facebook, who 

can do this, who can do that. I think the problem is that 

internal communication has got that name on it instead of 

being the people who are very high-level consultants to the 

organisation.” 

Zara also discussed “we have to do tactical delivery, but I aim 

to stress much more the strategic advice. And to me, that's the 

bit the business values most. If comms teams get themselves 

stuck in just doing tactical delivery, they're just seen as a 

resource.” 

Yvette went on to explain about the IC manager role being 

more that communications “You need to understand your 

business and anything written down about the business so that 

you can influence and be the trusted advisor to (managers)… 

So, it’s understanding the business, but then you're a jack of 

any number of trades. It's content, it's stakeholder comms. It's 

in my case the training because I like doing it. My other 

favourite hobby are metrics and measurements. So, you can 

link it back to business priorities... It's very much the 

influencing piece, the change piece, all of that.” 

Yvette explained “You still have some stake holders who 

think internal coms is doing what they want. If that means 

plastering every wall with posters and they believe that should 

happen... It's everything. It's the pure comms stuff and then it's 

the OD stuff, it's the change stuff. Take for example, our 

acquisition, our recent acquisition. [There are] at least three 

factories in (country) that I'll need to visit very soon. They 
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have to be rebranded…. In (country), that sort of thing is a big 

deal. It's not rebranding, it's a change exercise.” 
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Appendix U 

 

Raw journal notes from interviews with Brianna, Josie and Pippa  
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